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INTRODUCTION

W. Kroger

Head, Nuclear Energy and Safety Research Department

Nuclear energy covers about 40% of the Swiss domestic
electricity supply, and the Swiss energy policy considers it
as an option that must be kept open in the years to come.
The safe and reliable operation of the five Swiss nuclear
power plants (NPP) relies, among other things, on high
quality nuclear specialists keeping abreast of scientific and
technological developments. Therefore, nuclear energy and
nuclear safety research in Switzerland aims, along with the
inherent goals of scientific research, to:

• maintain competence in matters of nuclear safety,
waste disposal and the corresponding plants tech-
nology;

• educate nuclear scientists and engineers by means of
attractive internationally embedded research ac-
tivities in co-operation with the universities;

• to provide expert-level assessments on questions
relating to specific aspects of nuclear safety and
technology;

• actively participate in or follow international activi-
ties on safety requirements and characteristics for
future reactors, and evaluation of the basic aspects
and limits of corresponding technical solutions;

• offering scientific-technical services in the nuclear
sector and operating the facilities necessary thereto.

Almost 100% of the nuclear energy research in
Switzerland takes place at the Paul Scherrer Institut; the
structure of its Nuclear Energy and Safety Research
Department is shown below. Contributions from
universities focus mainly on education; however, graduates
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and doctoral candidates usually perform their practical
work at PS I. Some 215 Person/years (out of which some 60
were for operation of large facilities and infrastructure) and
some 10 million Sfr. were invested in this research in
1993. More than 1/3 of the personnel costs and more than
2/3 of the investments were provided by the utilities and
Lhe NAGRA, the Federal Office of Energy through the
regulatory authority HSK and by the National Foundation
for Energy Research, mostly within the framework of
research contracts. This external funding includes 3
million Sfr. from the Swiss utilities, devoted in equal parts
to the support of young scientists and to projects within the
framework of regulatory research under the auspices of the
HSK.

1993 has seen the first results gained in the
Department's new experimental facilities and, also, within
the framework of new projects. The past year was also
marked by the beginning of a substantial re-structuring, in
order to adapt the Department's capacities to the changing
requirements of the nuclear community and to the new
orientation of PSI. Research work was focused on the
traditional fields of safety (including safety-related
operational aspects) of nuclear power plants, disposal of
radioactive waste and safety features of future reactor
concepts, but also on the new project for the global
assessment of energy systems. The most important projects,
all part of international co-operations, are briefly presented
below.

Reactor Safety

In order to assess the consequences of severe, hypothetical
accidents, one needs to estimate the amount of radioactivity
released to the environment, the so-called source term. For
the evaluation of the source term, selected accident
sequences, that usually cover a series of scenarios, are
analysed with complex computer codes. In 1993, two
accident sequences for the Beznau I Nuclear Power Plant
have been analysed with respect to the source term. Two
interesting results came to evidence: under high pressure, a
core melt accident led to the failure of the surge line prior
to the melt through of the reactor pressure vessel, thus
depressurising the primary circuit and transforming the
high pressure scenario into a low pressure one without ex-
ternal intervention. On the other hand, a reactor pressure
vessel melt-through under low pressure could lead to such
conditions for the outcoming melt, that this could be
quenched in the sump of the reactor building and, thus, be
further cooled. Both these results are likely to be
questioned. This should lead to further research into the
processes involved.

In particular, the assumption of a piecemeal falling
of melt into the sump water can only be verified by
performing the CORVIS experiments which deal with the
failure mode of a reactor pressure vessel during a core melt
accident. A fully instrumented commissioning experiment
with 800 kg of a 2400 °C hot molten mass had to be
interrupted for technical reasons; it nevertheless provided
valuable results: it showed that when a mainly oxidic
molten mass touches a metallic surface, it quickly produces

crusts that considerably reduce heat transfer and, thus, can
strongly slow down a RPV melt-through.

Water existing in the reactor containment can retain
a part of the radioactive substances released during a
severe accident, thus reducing the source term. In order to
quantify this retention potential and to determine more
accurately the safety margins, experimental and analytical
work is performed. With the POSEIDON facility, which
was completed and tested during this year, PSI became one
of the few institutions world-wide which can simulate a
steam and aerosol atmosphere typical in containments
during core melt accidents. One of six experiments to
qualify the SULZER filtering containment venting system
was performed successfully. For the first time, an aerosol
generating device with two plasma torches ran without any
failure for more than four hours.

1993 was the final year of the first phase of the
STARS project (Simulation Models for Transient Analysis
of the Reactors in Switzerland), during which development
and validation of the plant models for the different analysis
codes continued. The analytical work focused primarily on
analysis of a Low Power LOCA without SCRAM for the
Leibstadt NPP (KKL), a scoping study on the BWR
recriticality after reflood and a stability analysis for KKL.
The validation work had its emphasis on the analysis of a
loss of feedwater flow test that was performed 1993 at the
MiihIebergNPP(KKM).

The potential consequences of a recriticality
accident in a BWR were assessed with the help of a core
model using one-dimensional kinetics of the TRAC-BF1
code. This study concludes that the reactor regains
criticality but, even for extremely high reflooding rates,
does not reach maximum power levels that would lead to
an explosive fragmentation of the fuel. Very interesting re-
sults have been obtained from the work on the BWR
stability for the KKL plant: The out-of-phase oscillations
found in the lest (cycle 7) could be modelled in the
simulations thus showing that, while locally there are
important power oscillations, there would be no SCRAM
since the Average Power Range Monitor could not see
these local oscillations. Finally, a reduced set of functional
specifications for the IRIS (Information Retrieval and
Identification System) was developed and a prototype was
installed at PSI during Fall 1993 demonstrating the
technical feasibility of the proposed information system.

Parallel to STARS the Department participates to
the international Code Application and Maintenance
Program (CAMP) led by the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Safety analyses were also carried out for the
Beznau NPP, including evaluation of system performance
with degraded emergency core cooling operation. The
analyses showed the presence of significant safety margins,
even under such conditions.

Material and components behaviour gains increased
importance for plant safety with advancing age of nuclear
power plants. Experimental and analytical research aims at
extending the understanding of relevant phenomena and
making forecasts possible, e.g. on remaining lifetime or
component behaviour under extreme conditions. In the
domain of component safety, it was shown with



benchmark calculations using the finite element method
thai the mechanics] behaviour of nuclear power plant
components can be accurately simulated, even if they are
flawed and subjected to extreme loading. For instance,
within an international project, the transient response of a
pre-cracked piping system to a blowdown-induced water
hammer was investigated. The qualitative agreement
between the measured and calculated global piping system
response was excellent. Based on this success, a finite
element computational model is under development in
parallel with the CORV1S experiments. All CORVIS tests
are immediately followed up with caJculations in order to
improve concurrently the layout of the experiment and the
model itself.

Further, the behaviour of low alloy ferritic steels in
simulated boiling water reactor conditions is being studied
using advanced loops and analysis techniques. It was
shown that stress corrosion cracking can be induced in the
alloy when the water is assumed to contain more than 0.2
ppm dissolved oxygen, the conductivity is greater than 0.3
jiS/cm and the stress intensity factor exceeds 40 Mpa.m"1/2.
The response of a mock-up low alloy ferritic pressure
vessel steel and associated weldments to neutron
irradiation was studied using a combination of hardness,
tensile, fracture mechanical and toughness tests in
combination with annealing treatments. The hardness test
is sensitive for detecting general irradiation effects and the
static fracture toughness test, on pre-cracked Charpy
specimens, indicates that a higher embrittlement may be
present than when dynamic toughness tests are used.

Activated corrosion products from the reactor core
are cleared away by the primary water and deposited on
primary circuit components; this radioactivity contributes
considerably to occupational exposure during maintenance
and repairs. The project LWR Contamination Control
aims at an investigation of interdependencies and effects
during activity deposition in the primary circuits of NPPs
and an active support of NPP operators and authorities in
reducing occupational exposure. PSI's activities have
concentrated since 1988 on boiling water reactors (BWR)
and include the operation of a test loop, development and
verification of a deposition model, laboratory investi-
gations, development of advanced analysis methods and
on-site investigations at NPPs. During the past year, the
reduction of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and the
kinetics of the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide were
investigated in the BWR-simulation loop. The work on an
own, simplified crystallisation/ sedimentation model will
be re-inforced. Further, extensive laboratory tests have
demonstrated that the deposition behaviour of 58Co can be
investigated in autoclaves with flow under controlled
conditions. The growing of oxide layers could be investi-
gated with different methods on samples from the BWR-
loop or from the autoclaves, that were exposed for up to
300 days to water of 290 °C at 90 bar. In particular, the
sputtered neutral mass spectroscopy (SNMS) and the
Rutherford backscattering (RBS) provided valuable results.
It was shown, that the flow velocity has a decisive
influence on the oxide layer. Finally, before and during the
1993 shutdown of the Miihleberg NPP, the corrosion

products were investigated and in particular the particle
concentration, the dissolved and fixed activity and the
content of hydrogen peroxide as a function of the core
thermal hydraulics were determined.

Disposal of radioactive waste

The aim of the waste management research activities is to
develop and test models, and to acquire data in support of
the performance assessment of potential Swiss nuclear
waste repositories. In the past year the work was
concentrated on further developing the understanding of
safety-relevant mechanisms and processes governing the
release of radionuclides from the various waste matrices,
their transport through the repository near- and far-field,
and on the application of the knowledge thus gained in
safety assessments. Two milestones in the Swiss efforts on
waste management need mentioning: the first is the
announcement by NAGRA of the choice of the Wellenberg
site for a repository for short-lived low- and medium-level
waste. Work towards the general licence application is now
in progress. The second is the finalisation of the
performance assessment KRISTALLDM-I concerning a
repository for high-level waste in the crystalline basement
of Northern Switzerland. PSI's research has contributed to
both of them.

The work for KRISTALLIN-1 covered all stages of
the safety assessment For a whole spectrum of scenarios,
release from glass waste form, transport through the
bentonite backfill and the crystalline rock, and finally
doses to man were calculated. It was shown that crystalline
basement in Northern Switzerland provides suitable
conditions for a safe repository for vitrified high-level
waste. For the reference case, individual dose is more than
two orders of magnitude below the dose limit of 0.1
mSv/a. Well designed engineered barriers contribute
largely to this result. Uncertainties were estimated by
considering alternative scenarios and models and by
performing parameter variations: the assumptions on
geometry of water- conducting zones and groundwater flow
rate had the greatest impact. However, at the highest flow
rate considered, doses were still below the regulatory limit.

For some time now, the main emphasis of R&D
work has been the repository for short-lived low- and
medium-level waste. Such a repository contains large
amounts of cement and, consequently, the work focuses on
chemical questions related to cement behaviour, perform-
ance of cementitous waste forms, nuclide-cement
interaction and interaction of cementitous water with the
marl host rock.

A data base on nuclide sorption on cement was
evaluated for safety assessments. Reliable data for safety
relevant elements are scarce and particularly uncertain is
the impact of organic complexing agents on sorption. First
scoping experiments have shown that cellulose degradation
products do lower cation sorption appreciably. The
characterisation of complexams is underway. The radi-
olytic degradation of anion exchangers produced ammonia
and methylamines. Their impact on nuclide speciation in
highly alkaline solution is being modelled presently.



Investigations of sorpuon were geared to marl,
whose main components are calcite and clay minerals. The
sorpiion of cations on calcite is controlled by different
factors than for silicates and oxides. As an example,
americium (III) is adsorbed very specifically, according to
its ionic radius.

Cation adsorption on three-layer silicates shows rwo
different mechanisms: heavy metals are fixed not only by
ion exchange but also by surface complexation with
structural OH-groups. The second aspect had been in-
vestigated up to now only by qualitative measurements. As
a model case, both sorption mechanisms were investigated
and quantitatively modelled for nickel adsorption on
montmorillonite as a function of pH and ionic strength.
The differentiation between the two mechanisms is
essential for prediction of nuclide behaviour whereas ad-
sorption by ion exchange decreases with increasing water
salinity, cation binding is essentially not influenced by
ionic strength.

Marl contains large amounts of fine-grained
material and, consequently, nuclide transport by colloids
might be important. First measurements at Wellenberg
have shown colloid concentrations of 0.1 to 1.0 mg/1,
roughly an order of magnitude higher than in crystalline
ground waters.

Co-operation in the large international studies
CHEMVAL and BIOMOVS has continued. Within
INTRAVAL, the modelling of tracer transport at Finnsjon
was finalised. Though the data are much less convincing
than those from the Grimsel test site, it was possible to
identify non-linear sorption of caesium by taking into
account pump rate variations at inlet and outlet.

Safety features of future reactor
concepts
The PROTEUS facility is currently committed to a
programme of experiments intended both to reduce design
and licensing uncertainties in low-enriched uranium (LEU)
HTGRs and to investigate safety related physics aspects in
a more generic sense. This activity forms the basis for an
IAEA co-ordinated research programme (CRP) with
China, France, Germany, Japan, Russia, USA and, of
course, Switzerland actively participating in the
experiments. The 18 months since First criticality in Core 1
have seen 3 different deterministic, pebble-bed core
configurations. In each of these, a particular aspect of core
physics has been emphasised, including the influence of a
large core cavity as well as the effect of water ingress
(simulated by polyethylene rods) to the core in strongly
under-moderated lattices. Of particular interest were the
influence of these effects on absorber rod worth and on
reaction-rate distributions. It was shown, for example, that
simulated water ingress in the central core region has a
stronger impact on reactivity than a homogeneous
distribution of the same amount of water all over the core.
Considerable progress was also made in the development
and application of the quality assured measurement and
analysis techniques needed to provide high quality ex-
perimental results.

The central goal of the ALPHA-Project is the
experimental and analytical investigation of the long term
decay heat removal and resultant containment response in
the next generation of "passive" Advanced Light Water
Reactors (ALWR). These reactors make use of passive
systems for the transfer of energy to either a large
evaporating water pool, or to a large convective air cooled
structure. In all instances the system should be able to
remove the decay heat for at least three days without any
intervention. The energy removal from the reactor
containment in all passive ALWRs involves the
condensation of steam, produced by the evaporation of
water in the core, in the presence of the non-condensable
gases that formed the original containment atmosphere. It
is the efficiency of this condensation process and the
migration of these gases that determine the overall
behaviour of the containment. The project includes three
major experimental facilities: PANDA, a multi-purpose
facility, which presently simulates the containment of GE's
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) at a volumetric
scale of 1:25 and a height scale of 1:1; LINX which is a
general purpose smaller-scale facility to investigate
condensation and buoyancy-driven mixing and
stratification phenomena; and AIDA to investigate aerosol
transport and behaviour in condensers.

The conceptual design of all three facilities was
completed in 1992, together with the ordering of the major
components. The on-site construction began early in 1993
with the delivery of the PANDA large vessels that repre-
sent the various SBWR containment volumes, and of the
Passive Containment Cooling Condensers. The
construction is almost complete, so that the commissioning
of these facilities can begin early in 1994. The first
PANDA tests will be conducted in 1994; their results will
be submitted to the USNRC as part of the SBWR design
certification.

Significant work also has been performed in the
design and development of non-standard and new
measurement systems. For example, a "wet-bulb/diy-bulb"
probe for the measurement of humidity in a high-
pressure/high-humidity environment is being developed in
collaboration with the University of California-Berkeley
and experience is being gained in the use and development
of optical and conductivity probes for two-phase flow
measurements.

The project continues to attract significant in-
ternational attention and participation, in addition to the
original collaboration with the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) and GE. The KEMA company Holland,
and HE (Mexico) will help with the analysis of the
PANDA experiments, while discussions with the Toshiba
company (Japan) are at an advanced state for their
involvement in the PANDA program. The ALPHA project,
therefore, places PSI at the centre of the world activities
regarding the research on decay heat removal systems for
the next generation of passive ALWRs.

Fast reactors are presently not an R&D issue;
nevertheless, the Swiss authorities wish to maintain a
national capability for the safety assessment of such
reactors with regard to the French Ph6nix and Superphenix



reactors. On the oiher hand, the Swiss utilities recognise
the need for such systems in an eventually expanding
nuclear technology and do not like to lose the contact to
related developments. The aim of the Fast-Reactor Safety
Project is to gain insights and understanding of the
relevant safety aspects of fast reactors and to preserve the
know-how in this field. PSI investigates reactor physics
and thermal-hydraulics aspects: in the field of reactor
physics, codes were implemented and benchmarked. In
particular, safety-relevant reactivity parameters were
calculated using the various internationally available data
sets like JEF-1.1, JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-V1. In the field of
thermal-hydraulics, both experimental investigations
aimed at understanding the detailed fluid dynamic
processes, and direct numerical simulations of mixing
layers were carried out (two doctoral dissertations); these
phenomena considerably influence heat removal from the
reactor core. Experiments in a water channel with
transparent walls (as pre-tests to the extensive
investigation of mixing layers in a sodium loop) allowed
good visualisation of the flow structures and measurement
of the mixing layer development. Mixing layer
development predicted analytically by direct numerical
simulation was qualitatively in excellent agreement with
visual observations.

In the domain of nuclear fuels, several related
activities like physics investigations on mixed-oxide cycles,
preparation of advanced fuel samples and fuel PIE in the
hot laboratory were structured in the framework of the Ad-
vanced Fuel Cycles Project. The project was approved by
the PSI-management and focuses on the reduction of
pluionium and minor actinide inventories, that have
become a major policy issue and an important research
topic.

A major event during 1993 was the carrying out of
the first of a series of planned experiments: A thin UO2

target was irradiated with 590 MeV protons using the
PIREX facility at PSI's accelerator. The main aim of these
experiments is to validate the mass distribution of fission
and spallation products as predicted by nuclear models.
Resolution of differences in computer code predictions is
important in the context of an adequate assessment of the
net radiological loxiciry of irradiation products.
Interpretation of the first experiment, which was analysed
by y-specnoscopy, demonstrated the presence of the
expected spallation products in the irradiated target.

In parallel, parameter studies on the preparation of
zirconium uranium nitrides, the co-precipitation of
uranium with spinel (Al2Mg04) and mixed oxide fuels
with high plutonium contents are in progress. These
scoping experiments along with reactor physics calcula-
tions performed at CEA will guide the selection of
appropriate materials for further irradiation tests.

Comprehensive assessment of energv
systems

The GaBE-Project was formally initiated in April 1993.
During this year, the co-operation within PSI (General
Energy Research Department) and with external partners

(ETH in Zurich) was established. Two project workshops
were held, and numerous international contacts were
developed.

The project is divided into several sectors, its co-
ordination remains with PSI's F4.

Based on the "cradle to grave" approach,
disaggregated, transparent and consistent environmental
inventories for nine fuel cycles were developed in
collaboration with the Laboratory for Energy Systems of
the ETHZ, PSI being responsible for the nuclear fuel cycle.
In comparison to earlier studies, a very broad spectrum of
resources and air and water pollutants were covered. Also
non-energetic resources like land depreciation were
considered.

In the field of risk and safety, a preliminary data
base on severe accidents (with emphasis on energy-related
events) was established. It appears to have a significantly
higher degree of coverage of energy-related accidents than
other known data bases; preliminary evaluations indicate a
much higher number of deaths per energy unit for oil and
gas than estimated to date. In parallel, initial applications
oi probabilistic approaches (level 3 PRA) for the
Miihleberg NPP and two US NPPs, including the calcula-
tion of the contribution of severe accidents to the external
costs of nuclear power were compared with recently
published results based on arbitrary and simplistic
approaches, demonstrating the shortcomings of the latter.
These analyses showed also, that severe accidents have a
quantifiable, however extremely small contribution (in the
order of 0.001 0/kWh) to the external costs of the plants
investigated.

Large nuclear facilities

One of the main goals of work performed at PSI's Hot
Laboratory, is to identify corrosion and failure
development in components of the reactor core, in order to
improve them, to further increase their operational safety,
to evaluate their remaining lifetime and to develop first
ideas on corrosion models. These activities, structured
within the framework of the EDEN-Project, focused last
year on a deeper understanding of zircaloy corrosion, the
explanation of crack growing on two BRW fuel rods and
one control rod blade, and on the characterisation of high-
bumup UO2 and (U,Pu)O2 fuel.

The reason for the different corrosion behaviour of
irradiated "standard" and "low-tin" cladding, investigated
with electrochemical methods, x-rays, electron microscopy
and surface analysis in the framework of the international
NFTR program, could not be yet clarified. A modelling
approach tries to explain the different corrosion behaviour
by the expected effect of tin on the oxygen-rich (X-
zirconium in the surface layer of the main material.

Various speculative causes of failure could be
excluded with regard to the stainless steel, B4C- and
Hf-filled control rod blade. Irradiation-assisted stress
corrosion cracking could not be excluded and - based on
the intracrystalline fracture evolution - seems to be
probable. Finally, the spectacular secondary failure image
of the zirconium lined fuel rods can not be attributed to the



poor corrosion behaviour of the liner. The long axial
cracks seem not to grow continuously with increasing liner
corrosion and hydrogen intake in the crack tip.

The research reactor SAPHIR - to this date the
strongest neutron source tor research purposes in
Switzerland - continued to attract a large number of users
from various disciplines. Apart from neutron scattering
experiments with thermal neutrons, neutron radiography
has developed into an important activity among the beam-
tube experiments.

In addition to the production of radioisotopes for
medicine, a large number of core irradiations were carried
out for analytical purposes (neutron activation analysis,
autoradiography), as well as for material tests. Following
improvements in the primary circuit, the reactor could be
brought back almost to its nominal power rate (10 MW,j,);
during 1993 it was operated at full power for 5780 hours,
but sufficient low-power operation time was also made
available for the training of future operators and for the
practice of young Swiss technicians and nuclear
engineering students.

In order to meet the requirements of the Swiss
nuclear regulatory body (HSK), detailed planning for
modification and safety upgrading of the facility was
carried out. The reactor was then shut down on December
21,1993 to prepare it for the installation of the new reactor
protection system. The various technical measures - to be
implemented during the first half of 1994 - are essential
for the research reactor to remain available to both Swiss
and international thermal-neutron users groups until the
spallation source is fully operational (end 1996).

Who is doing what in nuclear energy
research?
The following table summarises briefly the main research
projects of the Department; boldfaced project names
indicate that the corresponding laboratory carries the main
responsibility.

Department management

• GaBE

(W. Kroger)

(Global considerations)

Laboratory for reactor physics and systems engineering (R. Brogli)

• STARS
• PROTEUS-experiments
• Fast reactor safety
• Advanced fuel cycles

Laboratory for thermal-hydraulics

• ALPHA/PANDA
• ALPHA/LINX
• Analysis of accident sequences (CAMP, NPPs)
» Fast reactor safety
» Source term analyses

(Reactor safety)
(Safety features of future reactors)
(Safety features of future reactors)
(Safely features of future reactors)

(G. Yadigaroglu)

(Safety features of future reactors)
(Safety features of future reactors)
(Reactor safety)
(Safety features of future reactors)
(Reactor safety)

Laboratory for materials and nuclear processes (H.P. Alder)
i

4

*

i

• Component safety
» LWR-containation control
• EDEN - Materials of the inner core region
> Advanced fuel cycles
• STARS
» Waste disposal experiments

Laboratory for waste management

• Modelling
• Experiments

Laboratory for safety and accident research

i

• Source term analyses
• CORVIS
> POSEIDON
> Components safety, stress-corrosion-cracking
> ALPHA/AIDA
. STARS

(Reactor safety "v
(Reactor safety)
(Reactor safety)
(Safety features of future reactors)
(Reactor safety)
(Waste disposal)

(J. Hadermann)

(Waste disposal)
(Waste disposal)

(P. Hosemann)

(Reactor safety)
(Reactor safety)
(Reactor safety)
(Reactor safety)
(Safety features of future reactors)
(Reactor safety)



A STABILITY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR BOILING
WATER NUCLEAR REACTORS

L.A. Belblidia and A. Chevrier f

Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems Engineering

Abstract

Boiling waier reactors are subject to instabilities under
low-flow, high-power operating conditions. These
instabilities are a safety concern and it is therefore
important to determine stability margins. This paper
describes a method to estimate a measure of stability
margin, called the decay ratio, from autoregressive
modelling of time series data. A phenomenological model
of a boiling water reactor with known stability
characteristics is used to generate time series to validate
the program. 'Tie program is then applied to signals from
local power range monitors from the cycle 7 stability tests
at the Leibstadt plant.

1 Introduction

Boiling water reactors (BWRs) are subject to instabilities
which may occur under low flow, high power operating
conditions. These conditions prevail during startups and
transients. Instabilities are a safety concern since large
fluctuations in local core power can violate thermal
margins and jeopardize fuel integrity. BWR stability
(channei, core, plant) must be assured for the plant to
operate.

Oscillations in power and thermal-hydraulic
parameters have occurred in a number of plants throughout
the world during operations and tests. Two types of
oscillations have been experienced: (1) core-wide
oscillations (e.g., LaSalle [1]) in which the entire core
oscillates in unison, and (2) regional oscillations (e.g.,
Caorso [2]) where different parts of the core oscillate out
of phase from each other, resulting in reduced responses of
the average power range monitors (APRM) and potential
degradation of the thermal limits. Core stability tests have
been conducted in the Kemkraftwerk Leibstadt plant
(KKL) during the cycle 7 startup, and both modes of
oscillations have occurred.

The accepted measure for quantifying stability
margins is the decay datio (DR). The DR is the fraction of
decay experienced by a system variable over one natural
frequency oscillation. A value of DR = 1 defines the
stability boundary and a stable system is characterized by
DR< 1.

Universitv of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

A method of determining DRs is based on the
analysis noise data from operating BWRs. These data can
yield information about the inherent dynamics of the
system. Application of noise analysis to determining DRs
and monitoring BWR stability has been used by numerous
authors and is the basis of on-line monitoring systems. A
method is described in this paper that is based on auto-
regression of the time-series data using functions from a
numeric computation and visualization software package
called MATLAB. The method has been verified by
analyzing synthesized data from a theoretical model and
by comparing the results with the known characteristics of
the model. The method has also been applied to KKL
cycle 7 stability test data.

2 Autoregressive modelling

Autoregressive (AR) modelling has been applied by
numerous authors to the analysis of time-series data and,
in particular, to the estimation of BWR core stability [3].
It has the advantage of yielding straightforward results in
the time domain which can be easily interpreted.

2.1 The AR model

Let yjc denote the time series component at time interval k
of a random process. AR modelling requires that the
process be stationary. This implies that the probability
density function of y does not change with time. In this
case, % can be approximated by

n

where at are the AR coefficients and n is the model order.
v^ represents a "residual" sequence; the "whiteness" of this
sequence determines the validity of the stationarity
assumption [3]. Order n is equal to the number of poles of
the model transfer function. The locations of the poles of
the transfer function in the complex plane determine the
stability of the system.

2.2 Determination of AR coefficients

Define the autocorrelation of the stationary series >£ at
lime lag k as

Ck=E[yry,+t]. (2)



where E denotes the expected value. A recursive relation
for the autocorrelation function of the AR model can be
obtained by multiplying the AR model by die backshifted
time series element y,_£ giving

(3)

Note that stationarity requires that the expected value of
Vj_£ is independent of the white noise v .̂ Thus, taking the
expected values of Eq. (3) gives

(4)

Using the definition of the autocorrelation, Eq. (4) reduces
to

(5)

This set of equations is referred to as the Yule-Walker
equations [6], These equations can be written in matrix
form for lime lags k=l,2 n as

(6)

(7)

cr
c> —

| C 0

c,
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c, -
Co ••

c,,'.2 •

Cn^i

• C _ i

' C<> .

fll

a2

or in matrix notation,

= £ • 2 .

£ is a symmetric matrix with all diagonal elements equal
to Co, the correlation at zero time lag. The AR coefficients
can be obtained by multiplying the above equation by £~!

2 = P " 1 £ . (8)

One can see dial the vectors of the AR coefficients can be
determined with no knowledge of the residual noise
characteristics.
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2.3 Model order selection

The number of coefficients a,- is a crucial parameter in AR
modelling. Low model orders use well converged
correlation lags but the number of parameters are
incapable of properly representing the system dynamics.
High model orders are quite capable of representing
system dynamics but may be based on unconverged
correlation lags. The optimal model order is the best
compromise between these two competing factors.

The most commonly used criterion for model order
selection is Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC ). This
determines the order from information about the length of
data used, the model order and the range of residual noise
amplitudes. The criterion assures that the "likelihood
function" (the joint probability of all the measurements) is
maximized. This is accomplished by minimizing the AIC,
defined as

AIC=K-ln\—\
[Co)

(9)

where K is the length of the time series used, o2 is the
standard deviation of the residual noise, N is the AR model
order, and Co is the correlation at zero time lag.

2.4 Dependence on sampling interval and
data length

Sampling time and the length of the time series affect the
AR model [4],[5]. If the sampling interval is too low, the
autocorrelation function may contain too much
inapplicable noise information for the AR process to
model. With a longer sampling interval, fewer AR
coefficients are necessary. If the AIC cannot be minimized
over a given range of model orders, the sampling time can
be increased [7]. Increasing the sample time does not
decrease the validity of the AR model as long as the
frequencies of interest are between the Nyquist frequency
and the frequency resolution. In other words

1 1

T 2-Af
(10)

Fig. 1: Definition of the decay ratio (DR).

where /„ is the natural frequency of the system, T is the
length of time scanned by the time series, and At is the
sampling time.

3 Stability

3.1 Decay ratio

As previously mentioned, the most common parameter
used to quantify stability margins in BWRs is the decay
ratio (DR). If X} and X2 are consecutive peaks in an
impulse response (see Fig. 1), the DR is defined as

DR = ̂ -. (11)
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3.2 Impulse response

Once the AR coefficients are Icnown, the estimated system
response to any given input can be determined. The
response to an input delta function is called the impulse
response. DR can be readily determined from the impulse
response of the AR model.

3.3 AR to state-space

Since the AR model contains system dynamics
information, it can be represented in state-space form.
Consider the discrete time set of equations in the form

where A and B are matrices, k is the time lag, u is die
residual noise and y is the state-space variable. By the
definition of the AR coefficients given in section 2.2, the
state-space matrix A is given by

A =

1 0
0 1

0

(13)

where a\ are the AR coefficients. Therefore, one can easily
go from an AR model representation to a state-space
representation without loss of any information in the
transformation.

3.4 State-space to DR

3.4.1 Continuous-time systems

Consider the following linear state-space model in the
continuous-time domain

dt (14)

x is the n-dimensional state-space vector, y is the output
vector and u is the input vector. A, B, C and D are
matrices. Uiing the Laplace transform, a relationship
between input u(s) and output y(s) can be derived. This
relationship is called the system transfer function and can
be written as the ratio

CAdj\sIn -A]-B+D-A(S)
H(s) = -

Ms)

(15)

where A(s) is the determinant of [s ln - A]. Adj denotes the
adjoint and Jn is the nxn identity matrix.

The stability of the system is dependent on the roots
of the denominator of the transfer function (characteristic
equation). These roots are the eigenvalues of A. Therefore,
information on the stability of the system is contained in
the eigenvalues of A.

The damping ratio of the system, £, is given by [8]

C = — , (16)

where o is the real part and co^ the magnitude of the
dominant eigenvalue, o^ is also the natural frequency of
the oscillation in radians per second. The DR is related to
the damping ratio by the following expression

DR = e-i*< (17)

3.4.2 Discrete-time systems

The equivalent damping ratio and natural frequency for a
discrete time eigenvalue are [9]:

C=-«»(<(&•(*))),

ln(\)

At

(18)

(19)

where In is the natural logarithm, X is the eigenvalue, and
< denotes the phase angle. At is the sampling time.

4 MATLAB program

A program was developed to calculate DRs and NFs using
AR modelling of BWR noise data. The program uses
functions from a high performance numeric computation
and visualization software package called MATLAB.

The code reads in a given time series which can be
segmented according to the user's choice. The loss
function is computed for model orders ranging from five
to thirty. The model order which minimizes AIC is chosen
for the AR modeling. The coefficients are obtained by
minimizing a robustified prediction error criterion using an
iterative Gauss-Newton algorithm [6]. The iterations are
terminated when the Gauss-Newton vector has a norm less
than a given tolerance or when a lower value of the cri-
terion cannot be found.

The program also tests the validity of the
stationarity assumption by calculating the autocorrelation
and the power spectral density of the residual sequence.
The residual sequence, v^, is calculated by

*"*
" - ; •>* - • •

(20)

If v^ is uncorrelated normally distributed white noise, the
autocorrelation should be a delta function and its power
spectrum should be flat. The program plots the
autocorrelation along with the 99% confidence interval
that it is truly a delta function, and the power spectral
density. Decay ratio and natural frequency of the
oscillations are determined from both impulse response
and state-space representation. DR and NF are calculated
from the estimated dominant eigenvalue as described in
Section 3.4.
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5 Program verification
5.1 Verification mode)

The MATLAB program described above was verified
using computer generated time series, employing the
phenomenological model of March Leuba [10]. This
model retains the essential processes that govern BWR
dynamic behavior and its characteristics are easy to deter-
mine. It has been well tested and has been used by others
for examining BWR dynamics [11,12]. It is represented by
the set of differential equations

dn

dt

dc _ p - n

di A

— = A-n-B-T
dt
d-pa dp

+ X-c + —
A

+ 122 ' P a — a $ ' l

(21)

da dt
where p=pa+DFT. n(t) is the excess of neutron population
normalized to the steady state neutron population. c(t) is
the excess delayed neutron precursor population
normalized to the steady state neutron population. T(t) is
the excess average fuel temperature with respect to the
steady state temperature. pa is the excess void reactivity
feedback. £>F is the Doppler coefficient Note that the
model has two equilibrium points: (0,0,0,0,0) which
corresponds to normal reactor conditions, and (-1,-BAA, -
A/B, -a3A/a2B, 0) which corresponds to shutdown
conditions.

The parameter values were determined by March
Leuba by fitting the reactivity to power transfer function
of the Vermont Yankee reactor. The numerical values are
displayed in Table 1. The parameter a3 is the stability
parameter of the model. It is directly related to the void
reactivity feedback and the fuel heat transfer coefficient It
controls the gain of the feedback. For 133 greater in ab-
solute value than <z30) the system enters the unstable region
and limit cycles appear. As this parameter increases, the
system goes through a series of period-doubling pitchfork
bifurcations before exhibiting chaotic behavior [10].

5.2 Computer-generated data

Time-series data for different values of a3 were generated
for both the linearized model and the nonlinear model
using an extension to MATLAB called SIMULINK.
SIMULINK is a program for simulating dynamic systems
using block diagrams for model definition. Parameters can
be interactively changed and output variables can be
displayed online while the simulation is running. When the
simulation is completed, the final results can be saved in a
MATLAB workspace for analysis.

The linearized model was perturbed with an im-
pulse to the reactivity at time zero. Stability of the the

Parameter

P
A

DF
A
B
ai
a2
a3o

Numerical Value
0.0056
4xlO"5

0.08
-2.52xlO"5

25.04
0.23
2.25
6.82
-3.70361xl03

Unit
-

s
s-1

K-1

Ks !

s"1

s 1

s-2

K-'s"2

Table 1: March Leuba Model parameter values.

linear model can be exactly determined from the system
eigenvalues. Calculating the AR model from the generated
time series and the associated DR and NF permits
verification of the program and the implementation of the
method.

The nonlinear model was driven with normally
distributed white noise to generate time series with
realistic BWR dynamic characteristics. The purpose here
was to test the stability analysis program with data having
similar characteristics to measured plant data. The time
series were analyzed with the MATLAB program and the
estimated DRs and natural frequencies were compared to
the theoretical values from the linear system. The
whiteness of the residual sequences was also tested.

5.3 Validation results

A typical impulse response generated from the linearized
March Leuba Model in SIMULINK is shown in Figure 2.
DRs obtained by the MATLAB program were in excellent
agreement with the theoretical values calculated from the
eigenvalues of the state-space matrix. Figure 3 shows the
DRs expected from the eigenvalues of the state-space
matrix A versus those calculated from the eigenvalues of
the AR model. This good agreement was only obtained
when the DRs were calculated from the estimated state-
space matrices of the AR models. The impulse responses
generated from the AR model were very poor. This is

as

a.6

5 0.4

* n

12

4.4

A A A A * - - -
/ i / i / ^ —

15

Tina

Fig. 2: Impulse response of the linearized March-Leuba
model
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— Perfect AgTttnxnt

0 Actual Agreement

Fig. 3: DRsfrom AR model versus theoreticalDRs

because the lengths of the generated time series were too
short.

It is however very encouraging that the DRs
calculated from the state-space estimation gave such good
results even with low AR model orders and for DR values
as low as 0.2.

Note that low DRs have always been difficult to
obtain accurately in the past. This is because DRs have
been typically calculated by simulating an impulse
response from an AR model or from the asymptotic decay
of the autocorrelation of the time series. At low decay
ratios, the impulse responses and autocorrelations decay so
quickly that the rapid decrease in the magnitude of the
useful data limits the accuracy with which the DR can be
estimated. This problem did not arise when DRs were
calculated from the estimated state-space matrices of the
AR models. The good agreement also applied to the
estimation of the natural frequency of oscillation of the
system.

The time series generated from the nonlinear
March-Leuba model driven with noise are reminiscent of
real BWR plant data (see Fig. 4).

The residual sequences from the AR-models were
all found to be normally distributed white noise. In this
case, the time series were long enough to require model
orders high enough to give meaningful impulse responses.

The DR estimates from the MATLAB program
agreed well with the theoretically expected values, but not
as well as for the linear model data. It should be noted that
the impulse responses did not give as accurate results as
the state-space estimation at high decay ratios. This further
confirms the result that the AR estimated state-space
matrix method of determining the DR is more reliable than
the impulse response method.

Examining the plot of DRs determined by the AR
estimated state-space matrix versus those expected from
the linearized state-space matrix (Fig. 5) shows that the
data do not fit the expected values exactly, but the
agreement is still good.

The discrepancy is due to fact that the data in this

Fig. 4: Time series generated from the non-linear March-
Leuba model in SIMUUNK

case were generated by a driven system and, thus, could
not match exactly a quantity which corresponds, strictly
speaking, to an impulse response.

6 Application to KKL cycle 7
stability test data

Core stability tests were conducted in the KKL BWR
during the cycle 7 startup phase. The purposes of the tests
were: (1) to investigate the stability of the core, specially
for low-flow conditions, (2) to qualify the online core
stability monitoring system, and (3) to contribute to the
data base for future reactor operations. A total of 21
signals were recorded by means of the GETARS system.
Five recording sessions were performed for different
conditions in the power-flow map and for different control
rod configurations. The sampling frequency was 10 Hz
and each recording lasted 14 minutes.
The parameters measured were core plate pressure
difference, steam flow, feedwater flow, narrow range
pressure, core coolant flow, eight APRM signals and eight

as

0.8

0i7

Jjo.6

1"
I"

03

0.2

From Li&tariud S U t e £ p u c Matrix

o from AS State^pace Approximation

x From AR Impute fiaaponac

0.1 02 0.3 HI 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.1 0.9 1
08 From Uoaariiad Sm»-Saai»Mau«

Fig. 5: DRsfrom AR model versus theoretical DRs
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Fig. 6: Autocorrelation of residual sequence ofKKL model
AR model.

LPRM signals selected at the core periphery. LPRMs
measure the local neutron flux and were able to show
transitions during the tests from in-phase oscillatory
patterns to out-of-phase oscillations.

The LPRM signals from recordings corresponding
to low-flow conditions (about 36% flow) were analyzed
with the stability analysis program. The model orders
converged and the stationarity assumption was checked in
all cases considered. The residual autocorrelations exhib-
ited delta function distributions and flat power spectral
density plots (see, for example, Figs 6 and 7). This was
observed for all recordings, from recording #2 (low DR)
through recording #5 (high DR). A summary of the
stability data analysis DRs is given in Table 2.

7 Conclusions

An autoregressive time series noise analysis program has
been developped to determine the degree of stability in an
operating BWR. The method was tested with data gerated
from a theoretical model developed by March Leuba, and
from real plant data. In all cases, the validity of the AR
modelling assumptions were validated from analyses of

LPRM
#

3249

4041

4833

4017

3209

1617

0833

1641

Rec#2

-

-

0.54

0.46

0.46

0.43

0.47

Rec#3

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.96

0.96

0.98

0.95

0.93

Rec#4

0.98

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.97

0.92

Rec#5

1.00

0.99

0.98

1.01

1.00

1.00

0.97

0.99

Table 2: Decay Ratios from LPRM Signals ofKKl Cycle 7
Core Stability Tests.

Fig. 7: Power spectral density of residual sequence of
KKL model AR model.

the residual power spectra. The exceptionally good
agreement between the theoretical linearized model and
the results obtained from the AR models confirmed that
the stability analysis program is capable of determining
DRs given sufficient information. The accuracy of the AR
modelling program for low DRs is noteworthy since low
DRs have typically been difficult to determine in the past.
Finally, we conclude that the AR stability analysis
contained in this report gives a good measure of BWR
stability margin prior to the unstable regime.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES IN REACTOR PHYSICS
STUDIES AT THE 10 MWTH RESEARCH REACTOR SAPHIR*

E. Lehmann, J. Hammer and R. Chawla

Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems Engineering

Abstract

The present paper describes - with emphasis on
experimental aspects - the manner in which reactor
physics methodologies are applied during routine
operation of the research reactor SAPHIR, as well as for
addressing specific questions such as the assessment of
"hot spot" factors for the core. The determination of fuel
bumup and the optimization of irradiation conditions are
further examples of reactor physics studies which have
been conducted.

1 Introduction

The research reactor SAPHIR at PSI has been operating at
its present power level of 10 MWm since 1984 [1]. It
currently represents the strongest neutron source available
for research purposes in Switzerland and, with an average
of about 5800 hours of full-power operation per year,
figures among the most constantly used research reactors
world-wide.

Although medium and high-flux research reactors
are operated today mainly as service instruments for
various basic sciences (solid-state physics and materials
science, radiochemistry, biology, etc.) and for industrial
applications (e.g. isotopes production, silicon doping),
reactor physics investigations are necessary for providing
operational support and guaranteeing an adequate level of
safety, as well as for optimizing the irradiation conditions
in various experiments. The present paper reviews the
different types of reactor physics studies carried out at the
SAPHIR reactor with particular emphasis on the experi-
mental aspects.

2 Start-of-cycle measurements

The nuclear instrumentation of the SAPHIR facility
includes two moving fission chambers for the source
region (start-up) and two logarithmic channels and two
linear channels for the power region. Three safety
channels, and two further channels for the registration of
the 16N and "O activities in the primary coolant water,
ensure safe shutdown in case of the power exceeding
certain pre-set levels. To guarantee the necessary coolant
mass flow at full power, three flow-rate meters are
installed in the primary circuit. In the near future three
new instruments for the measurement of the pressure

Dev2

Dev 1 SCh2 SCh3

J Fuel element apntj Control element

| Be-reflector element

FC = Fission chamber
S Ch = Safety channel
Dev = Deviation channel
LOG n = Logarithmic channel
P = Detector for the pressure drop measurements

(three- fold redundancy)

p = Fast detector channel for control rod calibrations

Si = Optimized 75mm silicon crystal irradiation position

= Power distribution scan considered in Fig. 3

Fig. ./: A typical SAPHIR core configuration indicating
detector positions

* Presented at the International Conference on Reactor Physics and Reactor Computationsjsrael January, 1994
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difference across the core will be set into operation. The
various detector positions are indicated in Figure 1.

A new critical loading is established at the start of
each operational cycie (usually of 3 weeks' duration). For
this purpose a strict procedure is prescribed including the
approach-io-critical, the calibration of the shutdown and
fine control rods, the estimation of the thermal power and
the adjustment of the safety channels. It is ensured that
changes in the axial flux shape due to xenon build-up and
fuel bumup always effect the safety-channel settings in a
conservative manner.

For the calibration of the shutdown rods, rod-drop
methods using a special fast detector channel are applied,
measurements being made for each individual rod as well
as for the entire bank. A typical detector position for these
experiments is also shown in Figure 1. Alternative
techniques (prompt jump approximation; amplitude,
shape and compensation methods) are employed for
analysis of the experimental rod-drop data in order to
ensure that spatial effects are being considered adequately.
Results usually agree within 10% in spite of the
simplifying assumptions made in some of the applied
models. It should be noted that reactivity worths for the
full-length rods and/or bank are deduced from the
measured results for drops from the withdrawn position at
criticality; a standard, previously calibrated, rod-worth
curve being used for this purpose.

The fine control rod (with a worth of < IS) is
calibrated differently, viz. by gradual insertion and
withdrawal of the rod over its full length at criticality. The
same fast detector channel is used as for the rod-drop
measurements, and an inverse kinetics analysis of the
count rates registered is carried out. Results from such an
experiment are shown in Figure 2. The consistency in the

rod-worth curves generated for the two directions of
movement is seen to be quite satisfactory.

3 Operational-support investigations
3.1 Assessment of power distributions

According to the aims of the RERTR (Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors) programme,
the SAPHIR. core should be fully converted from using
high (93%) enriched (HEU) MTR elements to fuel with
an enrichment of less than 20% (LEU). This is being
accomplished in stages and, during the past few years,
three different types of fuel elements (HEU, LEU and 45%
enriched MEU) have usually been used together in mixed
core loadings. Because c f the different nuclear properties
of these elements and their influence on core
characteristics, especially the detailed power distribution,
calculations are performed for each new critical loading
using the LWR-code system ELCOS [2] in order to ensure
that maximum local power-density values do not exceed
prescribed limits. This is particularly important in the
vicinity of in-core irradiation positions for radioisotope
production, etc. (cf. the vacant fuel-element position or
"water hole" indicated in Fig. 1). Calculations have shown
that, due to the higher 235U content of LEU fuel elements,
the power density in the outermost fuel plate - for the
extreme case of a new fuel element loaded adjacent to a
water hole - can be as much as ~ 40% greater for LEU
than for HEU. (Such an extreme configuration is, of
course, ruled out by appropriate administrative measures.)

Figure 3 compares calculation^ results for the "hot
spot" power-density values in two alternative SAPHIR
core loadings employing the same fuel elements, and

— — rod withdrawal

rod insertion

500

600 —
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

Reactivity Value [$]

0.3 0.35 0.4

Fig. 2: Calibration curves for the SAPHIR fine control rod obtained by inverse kinetics analysis of Us full-length cyclic
movement in and out of the core
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Fig. 3: Calculated power distributions in the vicinity of a water hole, for two alternative core loadings using the same set of
fuel elements (cf. — in Fig. 1). The burnup of the LEU element adjacent to the water hole is 24 % in the case of Core
A and 56 % for Core B

detector cooling
Ge(Li) detector
with shielding

HV-supply
amplifier

ADC

support for
fuel element
movements

control device for element movements

water pool

Fig. 4: SAPHIR equipment for y-spectrometric measurements of fuel-element burnup.

indicates how adequate safety margins can be achieved by
reshuffling just a limited number of elements. In order to
provide an experimental basis for such a calculational
assessment of power distributions, neutron flux
measurements at low power using gold foils were carried
out between fuel plates across a 57%-bumup LEU element
located adjacent to a water hole. A comparison of the
experimental results with the calculated power-density
distribution indicated that the measured, power peaking
effect was considerably smaller than predicted. The

observed discrepancy is likely to be due to some of the
simplifying assumptions in the modelling of the core. One
of these, for example, is the assumed homogeneous bum-
up of each fuel element. In reality, the outer fuel plates
would be expected to have higher burnup values than the
inner ones - a fact which reduces the flux-peaking effect
under consideration. More detailed modelling efforts are
currently underway, but it has been clearly indicated that
the present calculational models are conservative in their
estimation of hot-spot factors for the case investigated.
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3.2 Fuel burnup estimation

Average discharge burnup values of 60 to 70% have been
shown to be achievable in routine operation with each of
the three fuel element types used in SAPHIR. A simple
estimate of the bumup for a given fuel element can be
made on the basis of its effective irradiation history.
However, an important aspect of the operational strategy
at SAPHIR has been an annual series of special bumup
measurements involving the determination of relative
reactivity worths [3]. Because the availabilty of the reactor
for a relatively long period (about two weeks for, say, 50
fuel elements; is necessary in the case of the reactivity
measurements, an alternative method based on 7-
spectrometry [4] is currently under development, and this
is discussed briefly below.

Figure 4 gives a schematic view of the equipment
which has been installed in the SAPHIR pool, away from
the reactor, for enabling 7-scans to be carried out for indi-
vidual fuel elements using a Ge(Li) detector/collimator
arrangement. The most important fission-product nuclide
for evaluation of the effective burnup appears to be 137Cs,
because of its strong 661 keV line and the relatively long
half-life of - 30 yr which simplifies the consideration of
the irradiation/cooling history. The use of activity ratios
involving other fission-produci nuclides (e.g. n4Cs, IS4Eu,
::5Sb) would eliminate the need for assessing the
•y-counting efficiency accurately [5]. Such methods,
however, require calculated values of the activity ratios as
a function of bumup under MTR conditions, and this is
currently a limiting factor in applying such an approach.

The results of 137Cs activity measurements for a
number of HEU and LEU fuel elements are shown plotted
in Figure 5, as a function of the 235U consumption
deduced from simplified irradiation-history consid-

erations. The results for two HEU "standard" fuel
elements of known, independently assessed [3], bumup
are also shown. It is seen that the measured values are
relatively consistent with the estimated B5U consumption,
except for the somewhat limited data currently acquired
for LEU elements.

Other measurements with the 7-spectrorr.etry
equipment have involved axial scans of the 137Cs activity
for different types of fuel elements (standard, control).
These have provided useful insight into the axial asym-
metry in burnup caused by the partially inserted control
absorbers and the asymmetric neutron reflector conditions
for the core.

3.3 Optimization of irradiation conditions

Irradiation experiments in SAPHIR which require reactor
physics support in terms of optimization of neutron
fluence and spectrum characteristics include material test-
ing, isotope production and silicon transmutation doping
[6]. The last-mentioned is a particularly demanding
application in H2O-moderated cores because of the strong
flux gradients present axially and at the core periphery. It
is important to optimize the positioning and the
movement of the inserted crystals in an appropriate man-
ner so that demands on accuracy and homogeneity can be
met.

Calculations using the ELCOS system [2] have
been performed to obtain the flux distribution inside the
silicon crystals and to assess the influence of core position
and of the irradiation device. The calculated radial
distribution of the thermal neutron flux inside and around
a 75 mm-diameter silicon crystal is indicated in Figure 6
(cf. also Fig. 1). Except in the outer region of the crystal,
the decrease in flux away from the core is seen to be
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Fig. 6: Calculated thermal neutron flux in and around a 75mm-diameter silicon crystal at a core-periphery irradiation
position (cf. Fig. 1)

relatively small. Rotation of the crystal during irradiation
eliminates this finite gradient. In order to improve the
radial homogeneity further, the slight peaking of the
neutron flux at the outer surface has to be taken into
account as well. Subsidiary calculations showed that
increasing the wall thickness of the irradiation tube
reduces this effect considerably.

In order to ensure axial homogeneity, it is
important to determine the axial neutron flux distribution
at the irradiation position accurately so that the insertion

'"• preaaplifier

depth for the crystal corresponds to a near-to-symmetrical
irradiation. A neutron detector system based on self-
powered rhodium-detectors (SPNDs) has been constructed
for rapid measurement of the axial flux distribution (Fig.
7). Eight detector signals can be used simultneously to
determine the position of the flux maximum and thereby
optimize the axial positioning of the crystals. Even though
the presence of the silicon crystal itself has a marked flux-
flattening effect [6], appropriate measures are needed to
(a) reduce flux-peaking effects at the ends and (b)

eliminate the influence of the finite
flux "bulge" near the core centre. The
former is achieved with short water-
displacing aluminium cylinders above
and below the silicon, while the latter
has been approached by using a
variable wall thickness for the
irradiation tube. A thicker wall near
the centre of the crystal results in a
lower thermalization effect thereby
reducing the local flux value.

The multi-SPND system
mentioned above has also been used to
evaluate the axial-buckling value
which is an important input parameter
for the two-dimensional core
calculations. Further, the influence of
the partially inserted control rods has
been assessed at different locations in
evaluating the axial power-peaking
factor.

Fig. 7: Multi-SPND system for axial flux distribution measurements
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4 Summary

Experimental methodologies in reactor physics studies at
the 10 NTŴ  SAPHK research reactor have been outlined
in terms of the measurements made for routine operation,
as well as in the context of specific investigations. The
latter include the assessment of power distributions, the
determination of fuel burnup and the optimization of
irradiation conditions for various applications. It has been
shown that the employment of appropriate experimental
techniques is an important aspect of the reactor physics
support provided for the facility, enhancing both
operational safety and efficiency.
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INTERCOMPARISON OF ROD-WORTH MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES IN A LEU-HTR ASSEMBLY

T. Williams and R. Chawla
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems Engineering

Abstract

The measurement of absorber-rod worths in the radial
reflector of a LEU-HTR pebble bed system is described.
Particular emphasis is placed on the choice of
complementary measurement techniques to ensure that
sensitivities to systematic errors in the calculated
parameters used in the analysis are minimised.

1 Introduction

The high temperature reactor (HTR) [1] is under
consideration in several countries as a future option,
offering as it does, several advantageous features,
including a large degree of inherent safety. For certain
applications, the so-called modular HTR is a particularly
attractive concept, viz. a small-to-medium sized, highly
reflected core fuelled with low-enriched uranium (LEU),
often in pebble form. Because of the relatively large
neutron importance in the reflectors of such designs, it is
not necessary, as in earlier, larger-scale HTRs [2], to have
control absorbers within the fuelled region itself; sufficient
control and shutdown margin can be achieved with rods
situated in the radial reflector. This is especially
advantageous in pebble-bed systems in which considerable
operational and safety-related measures have to be taken
to accommodate absorber rods within the pebble bed.

Since the fuel used in earlier HTR facilities has
mostly been highly enriched uranium and thorium [2,3],
there is currently a lack of measured data for LEU
systems, and it is the objective of the HTR-PROTEUS
experiments [4] at the Paul Scherrer Institute to
supplement the validation data base using pebble-type fuel
of 16.7% 235U enrichment One important aspect of these
experiments is the measurement of absorber-rod worths in
the radial reflector. The study of these rods is of particular
interest because:

• Due to the relatively steep thermal-flux gradient in
the radial reflector, rod worth is a strong function of
the distance to the core-reflector boundary.

• Since the cores of these systems are normally
undermoderated, the accidental addition of water or
steam to the pebble bed can significantly change
rod worths via spectrum and leakage effects.

2 Methods
All rod worth measurement techniques depend to some
extent upon calculated values to convert measurable
parameters to reactivity, which cannot be measured

directly [5]. The methods available for rod-vvorth
measurements can be grouped into three broad categories
in terms of the variation of the neutron population (n) and
the reactivity (p) during the measurement:

i) static [n*f(i),p*f(t)]

ii) kineto-static [n=/(t),p*/(t)]

iii) kinetic [n=/(t),p=/(t)]

This grouping is an indication both of the measurement
procedure and of the calculational support required for the
analysis. This is demonstrated in Table 1, below, in which
the main rod-worth measurement techniques are grouped
according to the above definitions.

From Table 1, it can be seen that dependence upon
the calculation of kinetics data ranges from zero, in the
case of the static techniques (where, however, a separate
normalisation via an independent measurement is normally
required), to a complete set of kinetics data in the case of
the general inverse-kinetics (IVK) technique. Further, the
techniques which utilise the measurement of global
parameters require, by definition, no spatial corrections
but depend heavily on a single calculated kinetics
parameter (A in the case of pulsed neutron (PNS)
measurements analysed by the inhour method [6]) whereas
those which depend upon flux changes between two slates
require spatial corrections, but tend to have no first order
dependence on a particular kinetics parameter. The
strengths and weaknesses of each of the techniques
included in Table 1 has been discussed on many occasions
and the arguments will not be repeated here, except to say
that, in general, the best approach will be a composite
experiment comprising the application of two or more
complementary techniques. "Complementary" implies, in
this case, techniques requiring largely independent
calculational support. For instance, the stable period and
PNS techniques are to a large extent complementary,
whereas source multiplication and IVK are not since they
both depend upon the calculation of the perturbed, static
flux shape typ(r).

Of course, all techniques yield results in terms of
$eff and thus, in the absence of an additional P,j
measurement, this common dependence could be
considered as contributing to the experimental uncertainty.
One way to avoid using the conventional reactivity scale is
to apply the compensation method to yield rod worths in
terms of other system components such as fuel loading and
to use the calculated A Rvalue for the latter as a basis for
later, normalisation. This technique will be discussed
briefly later.
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The above philosophy has been applied to the
PROTEUS rod worth measurements and a selection of
illustratory results are given below. It should be stated at
this point that any finite harmonics effects have not been
considered in this work.

3 HTR-PROTEUS Core 1
configuration

A plan view of the HTR-PROTEUS Core 1 configuration is
shown in Figure 1, opposite. The core region consists of
60mm diameter moderator ("pure" graphite) and fuel
(graphite with 6g uranium) pebbles, in the ratio 2:1,
arranged in a "regular" hexagonal close-packed geometry.
This deterministic loading was chosen to improve
benchmarking quality and for experimental convenience.
The system diameter is 3.26m with a 1.18m diameter core
comprising 22 layers of pebbles. Above the pebble bed is a
cavity of height -0.7m surmounted by an upper graphite
reflector of height 0.78m. The lower axial reflector also
has a thickness of 0.78m yielding a total system height of
-3.45m. Shutdown of the reactor is achieved with 4 boron-
steel rods situated at a radius of 0.68m and reactor control
with four fine control rods at a radius of ~0.9m.

4 Measurements

PNS, IVK and a combination of compensation and stable-
period measurement techniques were chosen. For the PNS
measurements, a 14 MeV pulsed neutron source was
installed at the radial centre of the lower axial reflector
and responses measured with high efficiency BF3 detectors
placed either in the core/cavity region or in the radial
reflector. IVK measurements were generally carried out
with the same detectors located at various positions on the
outer surface of the system and the stable period
measurements were made with a miniature fission

chamber located close to the core/reflector boundary.
Two sets of measurements will be described, firstly

the measurement of the 4 PROTEUS boron-steel shutdown-
rods which are situated quasi-symmetrically 84mm from
the core-reflector boundary. Because they are part of the
reactor control system they can be manoeuvred in and out
of the core, with the disadvantage that their radial position
is fixed. The worth of these 4 rods was measured using
both (IVK) and two versions of the PNS technique, namely
the inhour [6] and Gozani [7] methods.

The second example involves the use of so-called
measurement rods. These are well-characterised boron
steel absorbers, which can be placed in over 300 different
positions in the radial reflector but which cannot be
dropped into the core, thus precluding any kinetic
measurements. A static technique was therefore applied,
involving the loading of an extra layer of fuel and
moderator pebbles to compensate for the presence of two
such measurement rods placed symmetrically in the
positions indicated in Figure 1. Criticality was achieved by
fine adjustment of the control rods which had been
previously calibrated using the stable-period technique. As
indicated earlier, this offers the possibility of assessing the
equivalence between core height and rod worth without
having to resort to the (3^ reactivity scale. However,
values in dollars were obtained using the control-rod
bank/core height relationship measured during the
approach-to-critical. The static measurement of the rods
was thus indirectly calibrated against the stable-period
technique. The two PNS methods were again chosen to
provide complementary results.

5 Results

5.1 Shutdown rods

Whereas the inhour approach uses only the (global)
prompt decay constant, the Gozani method requires, in

METHOD
compensation
source multiplication.

stable period

pulsed source - inhour^

- Gozanie

noise

inverse-kinetics

TYPE
static

static

kineto-static

kineto-static

kineto-static

kineto-static

kinetic

MEASURED
e.g. control rod movement

M 0 . «,(>•)"

Ofi (asymptotic period)

cto (prompt decay constant)

np(r,i),CLo

np(ri,t),nB(r2,l)

CALCULATED
none

¥o"ic(r),<S>fic(r)i>

A,ep\,a.j

A.v,...

A.h.h.KSe<r).V**>(r)

a n0 (r), np (ff - count rate in unperturbed and perturbed states at position r

b <j>5UM (r), (f̂ *"* (r)- static flux in unperturbed and perturbed state at position r

c A = prompt generation time, \ , P, = delayed neutron parameters

d relates measured CC0 to p via inhour equation [6]

e relates relative abundances of prompt and delayed neutrons to p [7]

f <)> o ""* (>"),<{> p""* (T) = kinetic flux in unperturbed and perturbed state at position r

Table 1: Measured and calculated quantities in the various measurement techniques
11 terns in parentheses in the final column are of lesser importance).
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•MEASUREMENT ROD (RING 3)
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• FUEL PEBBLE

O MODERATOR PEBBLE

CONTROL RODS

RODS

MEASUREMENT ROD (RING 3)

MEASUREMENT ROD (RING 5)

Fig. 1 .-Horizontal section view of HTR-PROTEVS Core 1

addition, the ratio of prompt and delayed flux distributions
and is, therefore, spatially dependent. In the latter case, a
correction factor is required which involves the ratio of the
prompt and delayed flux distributions at the point of

measurement. Figure 2, overleaf, shows the axial variation
of this factor at the radial centre of the Core 1 system with
4 shutdown rods inserted as calculated with the
TWODANT two-dimensional transport theory code [8].

The figure indicates that significant corrections are
required at most measurement positions. Furthermore, the
same prompt flux distribution is required to calculate the
value of A used for the inhour method, suggesting that
systematic errors could arise from errors in the
calculations which would be common to both techniques.
However, it can be shown that sensitivities in each case
are quite different. For example, an overesnmauon of the

PNS
DETECTOR
POSITION8

132.0 cm
156.0 cm
186.0 cm
210.0 cm
252.0 cm
276.4 cm
average

INHOUR
(lSTORDER)b

10.50±0.06
10.44±0.06
1O.56±O.O6
10.43±0.06
10.55±0.06
10.40±0.06
10.4810.03

GOZANI
UNCORRECTED
11.87±0.03
15.2910.04
14.35+0.04
11.9210.03
14.9410.04
15.1910.04
13.9211.6

I/G

0.88
0.68
0.74
0.88
0.71
0.68
0.75

INHOUR
(EXACT)0

12.3510.06
12.26+0.06
12.30+0.06
12.2810.06
12.3210.06
12.2910.06
12.3010.03

GOZANI
CORRECTED
12.34+0.03
12.52+0.04
11.63+0.04
11.87+0.03
12.09+0.04
12.65+0.04
12.18+0.4

I/G

0.96
0.94
1.01
0.99
0.97
0.93
0.97

IVK 11.01±0.2 12.0±0.2d

a - Radial centre, measured from bottom of system c - A calculated via exact perturbation theory
b - A calculated via first order perturbation theory d - corrected for spatial effects

Table 2: Results of shutdown rod measuremems showing sensitivity to calculated parameters
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LOCATION

OF RODSa

RING 3

average

RING 5

average

DETECTOR

POSITION8

2

1

2

EXACT

INHOUR

2.47±0.02

2.44±0.02

2.455±0.015

1.318+0.02

1.309+0.02

1.314±0.0I5

CORRECTED

GOZANI

2.365±O.OO5

2.374±0.005

2.369±0.0035

1.256+0.002

1.263±0.002

1.260+0.0015

LAYER

EQUIVALENT

1 layer +0.22$

1 layer-0.845$

DOLLAR

EQUIVALENT

2.16±0.07$

1.10±0.07$
a See figure 1
Table 3: Measurement rod worth results for PNS and compensation/stable period methods

prompt flux in the reflector will lead to an overestimation
of the inhour reactivity but to an underestimation in the
Gozani reactivity as measured in the reflector. Table 2 and
Figure 3 summarise the shutdown-rod results, PNS
measurements being made using detectors located at the
radial centre of the system. The Icy uncertainties given for
individual measurements are statistical only.

All three techniques are seen to have relatively
large dependence on calculated parameters and/or
corrections but excellent agreement is nevertheless
obtained between the correctly processed results, with a
spread of only -2.5%. This consistency between the results
from largely complementary techniques provides
confidence in the fact that no significant systematic errors
are being introduced via the calculated parameters.

A further example of the complementary nature of

RATIO O£LAYEOfPftOMf>T

3 0 0 0 0 -

2 0 0 . 0 0 -

O

s
on
§
&

z
©
— 1O0O0 -

£

GOZANJ CORRECTION FACTOR

Fig. 2 .TWODANT-calculated correction factors

Radial centre: core 1 (4 inserted shutdown rods)

these methods is that, in the PNS technique, measurement
uncertainties tend to decrease with increasing
subcriticality (better separation of the prompt decay
curve), whereas the opposite is true for the IVK method in
which counting statistics after a large reactivity reduction
deteriorate rapidly.

5.2 Measurement rods
Table 3, above, summarises the measurement rod

results. The current analysis does not include the use of a
directly calculated &.ktg value for the additional fuel
layers. Thus, while the penultimate column indicates the
compensation required in terms of fuel layers, the final
column indicates the dollar-equivalent worth deduced
from the control-bank/fuel-layer relationship measured
during the approach-to-critical. This corresponded to (1.94
±0.06)5 for the top layer.

The variation of rod worth with position is seen to
be significant (Table 3), with a -50% reduction in rod
worth associated with a movement of only -12cm away
from the fuelled region.

The discrepancy between the PNS results and those
from the compensation/stable-period technique is seen (in
Table 3) to be greater than 10% in both cases and, as the
correspondence between inhour and Gozani is satisfactory
(<5%), this suggests that the layer/rod equivalence is
perhaps in error. Furthermore, the sensitivity to the
calculation was somewhat less than 3% in both PNS
techniques (as compared to the considerably larger
sensitivity for the measurements shown in Table 2),
rendering a PNS analysis error unlikely.

6 Summary

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to make self-
consistent rod worth measurements in a system with a
large degree of spatial dependence and, furthermore, by a
suitable choice of complementary measurement
techniques.that it is possible to demonstrate the absence of
significant systematic errors, even for measurements with
a relatively large dependence on calculated parameters.

Whereas the shutdown-rod measurements showed
good internal consistency, some discrepancy was indicated
between the PNS and static techniques used for the
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Fig. 3: Effect of calculated parameters/corrections on results for shutdown rod measurements

measurement rods. This is believed to be due to the
currently applied indirect calibration of the core height
effect against the control rod worth, the systematic
uncertainty of which is somewhat difficult to quantify.
Further investigations are planned in which the
measurement rods will be introduced during the approach-
to-critical itself such that a more direct normalisation of
the measurement rod worth can be achieved.
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2-D ANALYSIS OF A TEMPORALLY-GROWING MIXING
LAYER (PAIRING AND NON-PAIRING) USING FLOWSB

A. Cortesi"

Thermal-Hydraulics Laboratory

Abstract

Modifications to the original closed-/open-channel code
FlowSB, which is now capable of simulating a temporally-
growing plane mixing layer, the validation of the
developed adaptive procedure and the visualization of the
calculated results for two-dimensional test cases, are
presented.

Energy evolutions associated with specific modes,
and vorticiry magnitude temporal evolution contour plots
have been analyzed and very good agreement with
published data has been found.

Use of an adaptive procedure, which automatically
redistributes collocation points in regions of large
gradients, allows one to zoom-in and obtain good
resolution in regions of high vorticity.

1 Introduction

Several situations of interest exist in which free-shear
layers at different velocities with density stratification need
to be studied. For example, in the upper plenum of the pool
breeder reactor, cold and warm streams of fluid interact,
and understanding of the development of the mixing
process is important.

An existing direct numerical simulation (DNS) code
for closed- and open-channel geometries, FlowSB [1], has
been used as the basis for the development of a new mixing
layer code to study the lime evolution of plane, stably
stratified mixing layers. Following an introduction to the
numerical methods used in the program, we investigate the
impact of the newly developed adaptive procedure on the
accuracy of the results and perform validation of the
mixing layer code for two-dimensional test cases.

The time-dependent, three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations in conservative form are integrated
numerically using the pseudo-spectral method [2]. Such
direct numerical simulations resolve all energy-carrying
scales down to the Kolmogorov scale and therefore no
modeling or closure assumptions are needed. The results
produced will possibly provide suggestions for the
development of new turbulence models. The main
disadvantage of DNS is the limited spatial resolution
obtainable due to the limitations of present computers. This

restricts the range of resolvable space scales and, therefore,
the maximum Reynolds number which may be simulated.
Distributed memory machines will provide a possible
solution to Che problems of higher Reynolds numbers. The
parallelization of the code will be undertaken at a future
date, allowing us to approximate 'real' flow conditions, as
they appear in nature or in industrial applications.

Due to the simple geometries (cubic, no curved
boundaries, etc.) involved in the mixing-layer problems
treated here, spectral-Galerkin or collocation methods [2]
provide the best accuracy/ computational time ratio. This is
due to their treatment of the problem with the use of global
functions; therefore, they are superior to "local" methods
based on finite differences or finite elements. Spectral
methods offer exponential rates of convergence while finite
difference methods provide only finite-order rates. Another
advantage of the Fourier and Chebyshev series expansions
used here is that fast routines (FFTs) to switch between
computational and wave space are extensively employed:
these routines can perform a transformation with an
O(N logN) order of operations.

Temporally-developing, numerically-simulated mix-
ing layers extend to infinity in the inhomogeneous
direction Z, Figure 1. To deal with boundaries at infinity,
domain truncation or the introduction of mapping
functions that translate the physical problem into a new,
bounded coordinate system are used. The pseudo-spectral
method is then applied.

U

x, u

T Doctoral candidate.
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, ETH Zurich

Fig. 1: Physical problem in the laboratory (left) and
represented as a temporally-growing mixing layer
(right). The x and y directions are homogeneous,
while the Z-direction is non-homogeneous.
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In the homogeneous x and y directions, periodic
boundary conditions are imposed, which are also required
by the Fourier series expansions used. Periodicity can be
assumed if the computational box sizes in these directions
are chosen large enough to include several (2-4) of the
largest structures (eddies).

In the non-homogeneous, infinite direction 2, the
Chebyshev expansion method used to resolve the mixing
layer is adaptive and, therefore, it is able to adjust itself to
the accuracy requirements imposed by the developing
mixing layer, especially in the vortical region. This region
contains the largest gradients and requires a large number
of collocation points to be properly resolved.

In typical experiments, the vortical region is
evolving in space (spatially-growing mixing layer), RGURE
1, or alternatively, in a moving coordinate frame
(temporally-growing mixing layer), it is evolving in time.
The code is able to detect the growth of the shear layer and
consequently redistribute the collocation points in order to
satisfy a minimization problem. The adaptation is made
possible due to the parametrization of the mapping
function.

All the routines developed have been validated by
carrying out two-dimensional tests for runs with
fundamental and subharmonic modes present. Pairing and
non-pairing cases could be simulated by changing the
initial velocity profiles.

Vortex pairing denotes the amalgamation of
adjacent vortices. It is very important in many industrial
processes like combustion or thermal mixing due to the
enhancement of the mixing regime. Therefore, there is
interest to develop a better understanding of the processes
involved.

Predictions of the evolution of the energy associated
with the most unstable modes, and of the spanwise
vorticity have been compared with published computations
which, in tum, had been validated against experimental
results. Statistical data can be obtained by performing
spatial, temporal and / or ensemble averages over the
computed flow field. It is also possible to compare
computed temporally-growing mixing layers and
experimentally observed spatially-growing ones.

2 General mathematical description
and solution technique

The original HowSB version was intended for closed-and
open-channel simulations. The variables are expanded in
Fourier series in the homogeneous directions (streamwise x
and spanwise y) while Chebyshev polynomials are used in
the cross-stream, inhomogeneous direction Z. Fourier
expansions require the imposition of periodic boundary
conditions in the homogeneous directions, as usually
assumed in temporally-developing mixing layers. The
Fourier collocation points are evenly distributed while the
Chebyshev collocation points bunch up at the boundaries.
Due to the uneven distribution of the Chebyshev
collocation points, a severe restriction is imposed on the
choice of the time step, as dictated by the Courant number,

equation (1) below. Indeed, the grid spacing between the
Gauss-Lobatto points, the discretization points usually
chosen for the Chebyshev polynomials, has order O(l/N2)
in the neighborhood of the boundaries, rather than O(l/N)
as for an evenly-spaced grid. The narrow grid spacing near
the walls imposes a very small time step for an explicit
time-differencing scheme or, alternatively, an implicit
time-stepping scheme must be used. The maximum
acceptable Courant number has been defined empirically as
0.3:

u,At

Ax,
+

u2At

Ax2

+
u3At

Ax3

<0.3 (1)

FlowSB was primarily used to investigate boundary layers;
Chebyshev polynomials conveniently concentrate the
majority of the collocation points at the boundaries,
optimally resolving the regions of maximum vorticity.

The basic governing equations (for the fluctuating
terms, given here in non-dimensional tensor notation -
repeated index implies summation) are the mass
conservation or continuity equation (2) and the momentum
conservation or Navier-Stokes equations (3):

where

1 _ ,

Re

9UJ Uj

—

dp
-

dx,

(2)

(3)

5jj is the Kronecker-Delta which is unity when the indices i
and ; are equal. The source term 5U is unity because all
variables are non-dimensionalized by a combination of half
of the liquid depth ft and the effective shear velocity

where FI is the mean kinematic pressure gradient which
drives the flow.

The solution method is first outlined briefly below;
its implementation is then described.

Helmholtz-type equations arise by taking twice the
curl of the governing momentum equation (3) and splitting
the resulting 4th order system

Re3t

into a coupled set of 2nd order systems for the third
component of the velocity, by introducing a variable
substitution. The curl of a gradient is zero and, therefore,
the pressure term is eliminated. The resulting equations are
then solved in Fourier space.

The boundary conditions are imposed on the two
sets of equations (7) and (8) given below which are solved
separately by the Chebyshev-Tau method [3]. Through this
procedure the third velocity component can be found. The
remaining two velocity components are then determined by
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solving a vorticity equation, Eq. (9) below, which is of the
same Helmholtz-type, in combination with the vorticity
definition and continuity, Eqs. (10) and (11) below.

Time stepping is achieved by a fractional step
method in which the nonlinear convective terms are
marched in time using the Euler (starting step) / Adams-
Bashford (successive steps) scheme, while diffusion terms
are expressed implicitly using Crank-Nicholson
differencing. Thus, the time discretized form of Eq. (3) for
w in wave space, where ( A) denotes Fourier transformed
variables, is:

Wn + l — w n

At

f
Re 9Z2

Wn+l — w n dpn+1

dz

Grouping n and n-1 terms into history terms denoted by
H,, and dropping the superscript n+1 for the unknown
variables, one obtains a differential equation

dZ2 MA^|-H3|/7 (5)

for each Fourier wave number pair (kj, k2 ). There are
IM/2*JM pairs, where IM and JM denote the number of
retained Fourier polynomials in x and y directions,
respectively, where

k 2 = k ? + k * and y = At/(2Re).

Taking twice the curl of Eq. (5), as described before, and
using the continuity equation, one obtains a differential
equation in wave space for the third velocity component:

with

dZ2

= k 2 H 3 +

(6)

dZ

where p2=(l+yk2)/7.

Equation (6) is now split with the variable substitution <j>
into a system of two second order equations:

(7)

— k 2 w =
dZ2

In addition, we have the voracity equation:

dZ2
_p2 5,3 = ( i k ,H 2 +ik 2 H 1 )

(8)

(9)

With the vorticity determined from (9) and the third
velocity- component from (7) and (8), one can easily find
the other two velocity components fi and v by using the

definition of vorticity (10) and the continuity equation
(11):

- ik 2 u+ik] v = (D3 (10)

dw

dZ

More code implementation details are given [1,4-6].

3 Modifications for mixing layer
simulation

3.1 New geometry

The mixing layer problems of interest in this study involve
an infinite cross-stream coordinate in physical space; the
boundary conditions are imposed at ±<». The region of
rapid change is in the center of the domain where there is
an "active" region containing vorticity and small eddies,
flanked by two "free-stream" regions in which the velocity
smoothly approaches its free-stream value. Therefore, one
can distinguish a turbulent, vorticity region of thickness S,
and an essentially irrotational region above and below,
usually with a sharp interface between the two (inflection
point). The flows of interest are at relatively high Reynolds
numbers, thus viscous diffusion, which tends to smear the
vorticity throughout the domain, is very weak.

Two methods can be used to treat such problems.

3.1.1 Domain truncation

Using this approach one tries to solve the problem on a
large but finite interval. If the solution decays
exponentially as infinity is approached, then using
Chebyshev polynomials introduces only an exponentially
small error. A linear mapping function can be used to map
the truncated domain into the computational domain.
Differentiation is very simple to carry out, because the
chain rule introduces only a constant Use of this method
introduces domain truncation errors and the need for
artificial boundary conditions. The collocation points are
concentrated in regions of small changes, while in the
region of large gradients (center of the domain in mixing
layers) they are sparse.

Another solution would be to use different basis
functions like cubic splines. This method allows better
distribution of the collocation points. However, cubic
splines clearly have the disadvantage of being local.

3.1.2 Mapping (algebraic & exponential)

The second method is to apply a mapping function and
translate the variables into a more conformable domain
which can then be resolved by the usual expansion
methods. Two different mappings have been analyzed:
algebraic and exponential. Both methods translate the
infinite into a finite domain and concentrate the collocation
points in the center of the domain, where all variables
experience rapid changes.

The variables used in the following formulae are: L
the mapping parameter, a the variable coefficient in the
Helmholtz equations that we are dealing with, z the
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computational variable [-1 .. 1] used in the Chebyshev
expansions, and Z the physical variable [- «=.. +«>]•

The algebraic mapping

was examined [7] but was found to be inferior to the
exponential mapping used here, Figure 2.

Fig. 2: The exponentially mapped Chebyshev polynomials

cos^ n arccos tanh — \\\ for L=5

[ L U ,
The exponential mapping

Z = L arctanh(z) = - L In] - ^
2 U-z (12)

has the main disadvantage of being very sensitive to the
mapping parameter L, as discussed below. Its main
advantage is producing a differential operator

-L.I(,-z»)±
3Z L 3z

which is very easily represented by Chebyshev
polynomials.

With this mapping, the Helmholtz-type governing
equations of our problem (equations 7, 8 and 9) take the
general form

( 1 z ) ( )

dz2 3z
After discretization by the Tau method, the resulting
matrix contains only 5 non-zero diagonals.

The mapping parameter L has to be finely tuned, or
inaccurate results will be produced [8, 9]. This was the
main reason for the development of the adaptive procedure
presented in the following section.

3.2 Adaptive method

Since the large-gradient vorticity region is expanding
during the development of the layer, the physical
collocation points should be continuously remapped so as
to optimally capture the changing physical properties in
the layer. Therefore, an adaptive, time-dependent
algorithm, which automatically compresses and stretches
the grid has been developed. The exponential mapping
used has the effect of clustering many grid points (in a
finite-difference context) around the active mixing layer

region. The effect of the adaptive procedure is to modify
the base functions to better resolve the physical variations.
As a result, the solution varies more gradually in the new
coordinate system.

In summary, the adaptive procedure stretches the
coordinates where the gradients are largest and maps this
region to a coordinate system where the concentrated
collocation points contribute to its optimal resolution.

The vorticity thickness measures the growth of the
shear layer

5 ( U U ) /

where u" is the spatial xy-averaged instantaneous
stream wise velocity and U±oo are the free-stream velocities;
6W can be easily calculated at each time step. The adaptive
procedure tests for the growth of the vorticity thickness and
redefines the mapping parameter redistributing the
physical collocation points where needed. When a certain
deviation of the vorticity thickness is reached, a
redistribution of collocation points is carried out.

The redistribution is performed by modifying the
mapping parameter, allowing the zone of high resolution
to shrink or expand in the cross-stream direction, as
needed. The number of grid points in a region should be
proportional to the gradient of the function to be
represented. The larger the gradient, the more collocation
points are needed to properly resolve the function. The
parameter L is redefined so that, in the new coordinate
system, some bound on the spectral interpolation error is
minimized.

A functional bounding the interpolation or
projection error is defined. The general choice for the
functional is an expression of the form:

J(u) =
k=0

1/2

(B)

where the GVs are the computed Chebyshev coefficients of
u, and dk is a positive, increasing function of k.

The main purpose of the functional (13) is to give
increasingly more weight to the higher frequency
coefficients. Minimizing the functional corresponds to
finding a mapping which defines new physical collocation
points so that the physical function can be completely
resolved in the computational space by the Chebyshev
polynomials retained. The functional can be interpreted as
a measure of the rate of convergence of the Chebyshev
expansion of u.

The error introduced by truncating a Chebyshev
expansion after N terms is bound by the sum of the
absolute values of all the higher-order neglected terms:

u(s)- < £|uk|-O(|uN|) ( 1 4 )
k*N*t

Fortunately, the Chebyshev coefficients converge rapidly
for a function which is infinitely differentiate everywhere
on the expansion interval, so that the series truncation
error is of the order of magnitude of the highest retained
coefficient, as indicated by equation (14).



The functional used for Chebyshev approximations
the non-periodic cases considered here has thefor

following form

and the solution has to be expressed at the new physical
collocation points 7Z"

J(u) = (15)

where (1-s2)'"2 is the Chebyshev weight. It was found
that equation (15) provides a very good interpolation error
estimation {10].

Even when the values of the function u(s) are
known for each s, the exact computation of the functional
J(u) is impossible and, in practice, a quadrature formula
has to be used to evaluate the integral involved. This
formula has the following form

1 k=0

with ck = 1 for k € {1 ... N-l ], Co = CN = 2. The ak are the
expansion coefficients, ĉ  are weighting factors, and k the
index.

Equation (16) has the same characteristic form as
the general form (13), which gives increasing weight to the
high frequency coefficients. The quantity used in the
evaluation of the functionals is the horizontal component
of the velocity. This variable seems to be a good measure of
the stiffness of the problem and has been found to work
well in practice.

When an adaptation is carried out, the physical
collocation points are redistributed. This involves
representing the function at the new discrete points and,
therefore, an interpolation has to be performed. Let us
assume that the transformation function at time index ;' is
of the form

Z L = / ( L \ z k )

where Zi stands for the current physical, and z t for the
computational, coordinate, respectively. V is the mapping
parameter and / is the parametrized mapping function,
assumed to be analytical and easily invertible. The zk's are
the Chebyshev Gauss-Lobatto collocation points, i.e. the
extrema of the 7th Chebyshev polynomial zk = cos(k rc/J).
The exponential mapping, in our case, is

Z{ = /(Li, zk) = U arctanh (zk ).

The initial value of L, L°, is chosen to be of the order of
half of the initial vorticity thickness 5^,. Let us assume
that we have obtained the solution u at time t = t*01*1. The
solution is then available as a finite sum of Chebyshev
polynomials Tn in computational space

N

u(Zf") = u ( / (L~ . ,Zk)) = u (zk) = XaYTn (Z]£}

If the solution is rapidly evolving, it is likely that there will
be a time index new where the coordinate transform has to
be changed. A new parameter Lnew, defined by the
functional presented above, is introduced

where /~1(L°",/(L"™.zl)) are the interpolation points in
computational space, and these do not correspond to
Chebyshev collocation points. FFT routines cannot be used
to map from the computational space to the slightly
stretched new physical grid. Arccos functions or recurrence
relations have to be used to define the value of the function
at the new collocation points. This process can be
computationally costly. Following this step, we have to
retransform into Chebyshev space and find the new
coefficients §„ from

n=0 n=0

The computation can now continue until a new adaptation
becomes necessary.

4 Initial conditions

The stream function defining the two-dimensional initial
profiles is usually given by

V = In coshA L e J ^ A c o s -̂ -(x + 8) -«>*(—)sin —(x+8) |
L 5, J ( 6j [6S J 5, [5, JJ

where 6 = 8, JI / (2a) is the phase shift between
fundamental and subharmonic modes. This is used to
simulate the non-pairing as well as the pairing situations
by setting appropriate values of q which will activate the
fundamental or the subharmonic modes as required. When
the subharmonic is present, pairing will be promoted.

Clearly, in the case of non-pairing, 6 and E2 are zero
due to the absence of subharmonics. The new variables in
the stream function are: a the most unstable wave number
from linear stability analysis (equal to 0.4446); 5, the
initial vorticity thickness (half value) taken to be 0.02; t\,
£2 the perturbation amplitudes for the fundamental and
subharmonic modes, respectively, and <t>n <]>j, the Orr-
Sommerfeld eigenfunctions, where the subscripts r and i
stand for real and imaginary parts, respectively.

The velocity components are derived from the
stream function as follows:

3y 3w
u = ——, v = 0, w = ——.

dZ dx
(17)

Equation (17) produces the usual hyperbolic tangent for the
mean velocity profile u, consistent with experimental data.
The perturbation velocity field derived from the most
unstable mode of the linear Orr-Sommerfeld equation and
its subharmonic is superimposed on the mean profile.

The periodicity lengths in the streamwise (x) and
spanwise (y) directions are taken to be, in the pairing case:
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to accommodate both the fundamental mode (with x-wave-
number a) and its subharmonic (with x-wave-number a/2).
In the non-pairing case, the size of the computational box
in the streamwise direction L^a was taken to be equal to
the wavelength of the most unstable mode for the velocity
profile. Therefore, L^a and Ly,a are half the size of their
counterparts in the pairing case.

In our simulations, the spectral cutoffs are chosen to
be 64 / 2 / 65 (x, y, Z) for the pairing case (4-eddies) as
well as for the noil-pairing case (2-eddies). With an
optimal collocation point distribution, this resolution
should be sufficient to properly resolve the vortex region.

5 Non-pairing situation

The initial profiles do not contain any subharmonics so
that pairing or vortex merging is prevented (Sj = 0). The
amplitudes of the fundamental component e, range
between 0.01 and 0.50. The span wise vorticiry (%)
evolution is shown in Figure 3 for the time sequence [0,..,
72] for e, = 0.01. In this case, we obtain the slowest
saturation to quasi-steady state. The Reynolds number of
the unperturbed flow, used in all simulations, is fixed at
400, based on the free-scream velocity (Uo) and the initial
voracity thickness (6;) as the characteristic scales.

In Figure 3, the vertical axis represents the cross-
stream direction Z in the computational space. The
corresponding physical space is stretched and varies during
the computation due to the adaptation of the mapping
parameter. The size of the internal (vortical) region
delimited by the second and fourth short horizontal lines in
the figures is given in parentheses after t in the figure
caption.

Between t = 0 and t = 32, when (approximately)
saturation occurs, the vorticity region has tripled in size
and we observe a coarser redistribution of the collocation
points. The figures "zoom in" on the vortical region:
vorticity extends over a larger physical region as time
increases.

For the cases run here with initial conditions
containing the most strongly amplified disturbance, two
maxima of vorticity, i.e. vortex cores, are found within a
disturbance wavelength.

If we interpret the concentrations of vorticity as
'vortices', then the arrangement of the vorticity magnitude
corresponds to two parallel vortex rows which are
displaced in x relative to one another.

It is known from linear stability analysis [11] that
perturbations corresponding to unstable modes will grow.
Those structures corresponding to the most unstable
wavenumber (i.e. with the highest amplification rate) will
appear first and dominate the flow evolution. This defines
the 'fundamental mode' of the system; and is the one
observed here.

Fig. 3: Non-pairing case. Development of the spanwise
vorticity in the computational space at times t = 0
(0.03), t = 20 (0.07), t = 32 (0.094) andt = 72
(0.098). The white regions in the contour plots mark
the highest vorticity concentration.



6 Pairing situation

In this case, the initial profiles contain fundamental, as
well as subharmonic, modes so that pairing or vortex
merging is promoted. The amplitude of the fundamental
component is e.^ = 0.125 and that of the subharmonic e2 =
0.000125. With these perturbation amplitudes, the energy
associated with the subharmonic reaches saturation
approximately at t = 75.

The presence of both fundamental and subharmonic
modes is important for vortex merging. If only the
fundamental mode is excited, large vortices will form but
no vortex merging will occur. Therefore, the subharmonic
mode is the necessary catalyst for vortex merging.

Experimental observations show large, coherent
eddies in the plane turbulent mixing layer. Fluid rolls up
into discrete two-dimensional vortical structures as a
consequence of the presence of the fundamental mode. A
reduction in the eddy-passage frequency with increasing
downstream distance takes place as a result of interactions
among adjacent eddies.

Vortex merging is initiated by the mutual induction
of the vortices displaced laterally by the amplifying
subharmonic, as can be observed at t = 70 in Figure 4.
Pairing is promoted by small variations in the strength and
spacing of the original row of vortical structures. Small
perturbations in the direction normal to the stream may
displace an eddy, causing it to roll around its neighbor and
eventually amalgamate with it (t = 84) to produce a single
vortical structure (t = 90), with approximately twice the
size of the original two. This pairing process is observed to
occur repeatedly, depending on the subharmonics present,
partly controlling the growth of the mixing layer.

Pairing is not the central mechanism for the
spreading of the mixing layer, as is often assumed. It has
frequently been conjectured that, in a shear layer, preading
is achieved by vortex pairing alone. However, it has been
shown that only about 20% of the total entrainment flux
may be attributed to pairing [12,13].

Figure 4 shows the spanwise vorticity evolution
during pairing. The vortex pairing period has been
analyzed in detail and similarity with the results shown in
Metcalfe et al. [14] has been found. The phase difference
9/oc between the two modes is 1/2 7t, so that pairing can
occur. Values of 6/a, other than integral multiples of n,
result in pairing, while pairing is temporarily inhibited
when e/ct is near Nrc, with N an integer, resulting in
'shredding interaction'.

7 Energy evolutions

The energy associated with the Fourier components Efa,to
corresponding to the k, and k2 modes, where kj and k2

denote the streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers, can be
calculated as follows:

dZ.

Fig: 4: Pairing case. Development of the spanwise
vorticity in the computational space at limes t = 16
(0.108). t = 70 (0.138), t = 84 (0202) and t = 90
(0248). The white regions in the contour plots mark
the highest vorticity concentration.
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These are integral quantities in the cross-stream direction
Z at a given time.

The coefficients u are defined by the Fourier-
Chebyshev spectral expansions

u(x, y ,Z , t) =

KM

X X £u(k,,k2,n,t)ei'k'I+k="Tn(Z)

where IM, JM and KM are the degrees of freedom (number
of base functions retained) in the x, y and Z directions,
respectively, and u is the three-dimensional velocity vector.
The velocity components are retained in wave space for the
homogeneous directions (x, y) and are transformed to
physical space in the inhomogeneous (cross-stream)
direction Z.

To perform the integral, the collocation points were
cranslated into physical space by the mapping function, and
then the trapezoidal method applied. With this method, we
are not able to determine exactly the energy associated with
the mean mode or the total energy because the energy lying
outside the interior collocation points can only be
approximately taken into account (the boundaries are at
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48 72 96

Figure 5: Non-pairing case. Plot of the kinetic energy
Ejjjtt) associated with the most unstable mode
(streamwise a = 0.4446) for several amplitudes ey of
the fluctuations.

In the following, we examine the evolution of the energy
associated with the fundamental (non-pairing case, Fig. 5)
and the first subharmonic (pairing case, Fig. 7). This is
done in terms of Ek l 0 which represents the cross-stream
integral of the spanwise average of the selected mode kj.

Very good agreement between our simulation,
Figure 5, and the previous results of Metcalfe et al. [14],
Figure 6, has been obtained.

For £, = 0.01, Figure 5 shows a "saturation" of the
energy associated with the fundamental mode at t = 32.
This time corresponds to vortex rollup in Figure 3.

An

0.0]
0.125
0.25
0.S0

Fig. 6: Comparison with results of Metcalfe et al. [14].
(The spectral cut-offs are IM = 8,JM = 1 and KM
= 32. The time step is At = 0.02 and Re = 400.
Aip corresponds to £j in our simulations.)

The subharmonic amplitudes e^ in the pairing case,
Figure 7, are taken to be 1000 times smaller than the
amplitudes of the fundamental £,, and the phase shift
between the two modes (fundamental and subharmonic) is
taken as 9 = JC/2 a so that pairing is promoted. Again
agreement with the Metcalfe et al. [14] results was good.
Saturation occurs at approximately t = 84 for the largest
perturbation amplitudes considered here. This time
corresponds to the beginning of the pairing process, as
shown in Figure 4.

We repeated the tests for the energy evolutions
without the adaptation of the mapping parameter for the
non-pairing case (Fig. 8). Large deviations from the
expected behavior were found. This justifies the
employment of the adaptive procedure and the associated
increased computational time.
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Fig. 7: Pairing case. Plot of the evolution of the
subharmonic perturbation energies Emlf,l)
(streamwise all = 0.2223) for several amplitudes of
the fluctuations.
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Fig. 8: Non-pairing case. Unadopted. Results should be
compared to those of Figure 5.

8 Conclusion and future work

Results have been presented for direct numerical, adaptive
simulations of two-dimensional time-dependent mixing
layers. Comparison of simulation results with published
data [14] were made to confirm the validity of the coding
and of the methodology.

The adaptive procedure has been found to be
necessary for producing accurate results. The conclusions
of Boyd [8] and Grosch & Orszag [9], stating thai the
mapping parameter has to be adapted during the
computation, were found to be true in connection with the
exponential mapping function used here. Without the
adaptation of the mapping parameter, the results show
large deviations from the correct behavior.

The computational ume associated with the
adaptive method accounts for 10-15% of the total execution
time for two-dimensional runs (but is in the order of 1-2%
in three-dimensional simulations).

Future work will include the gravitational effects
using the Boussinesq approximation. This involves
changing the vertical component of the govening
equations by adding the buoyancy force, and solving a
thermal energy equation for the temperature component in
addition to the mass and momentum equations. The energy
equation has approximately the same form as the
momentum equation and can, therefore, be coded without
major changes to the solution procedure.

Another major part of future work will be the
parallelization of the code in order to be able to simulate
flow conditions at high Reynolds numbers and, therefore,
to approximate real flow conditions.
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THE INITIAL PHASE OF SUDDEN RELEASES OF
SUPERHEATED LIQUID

J. Schmidlr and G. Yadigaroglu
Thermal-Hydraulics Laboratory

Abstract

Series of experiments were conducted with Refrigerants-
114, -12, propane and butane (boiling points of 3.4, -30.1,
-42.4 and -0.6°C, respectively) to investigate the initial
phase of sudden releases of superheated liquids due to the
catastrophic failure of the vessels containing them. The
experiments were initiated by shattering spherical glass
flasks of 100 to 2000 ml containing the liquefied,
pressurized gases. The variable parameters were the initial
superheat, ihe filling level, the height of the flask above
ground, and the relative humidity of the surrounding air.

It was found that the initial flashing process is not
determined by homogeneous nucleation, but rather by
surface instabilities which lead to an evaporation wave
traveling from the initial surface towards the center of the
released mass.

Cloud shape and expansion velocity could be
determined from high speed recordings covering the initial
stage of the release during which gravity has no influence.
When the internal energy was sufficient, it was observed
that the expanding droplet/vapor cloud initially propagated
spherically with a constant expansion velocity, until
Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities appeared at its surface.
Information about the pool which can be formed on the
ground, the pressure decay within the flask, the droplet
sizes, and the cloud temperature was collected.

The experimental findings for the expansion
velocity, as well as for the pool fraction, were the base for
a nondimensional analysis leading to correlations which
describe the initial phase of such releases and can be used
to define the "source term" for turbulent dispersion
models.

1 Introduction

Many substances (e.g. ammonia, chlorine, propane,
butane) are stored or processed in a liquefied state in
vessels under pressure. If a failure of the vessel occurs,
part of the released material will promptly evaporate, or
"flash", and entrain with if some of the liquid as fine
droplets (or aerosol). The remaining portion of the initial
liquid mass will impinge on the ground and form a pool
which will evaporate slowly compared to the aerosol.
Thus, the pool can become a second, delayed source of

T At present: ABB Power Generation Ltd., 5401 Baden

hazardous material.
These sudden releases are considered as one of the

major industrial hazards, since they can lead to serious
damage in their vicinity, as incidents that occured in the
past have shown (Flixborough (1974), Spanish campsite
disaster (1978), Mexico City (1978), etc.). Therefore,
experimental and theoretical efforts have been undertaken
in the past thirty years to predict the behaviour of such
releases. It has been found that the release history can be
divided into three overlapping stages: inertial expansion
driven by the released internal energy; gravitational
slumping of the vapor/droplet mixture, if it is denser than
the surrounding air (which is usually the case); and
subsequent turbulent dispersion due to wind and related
effects.

Based on large-scale experiments, a large number
of dispersion models for the last and partly for the second
stage are available. As Hannah et al. [1] have shown, the
largest differences in consequence prediction result from
the uncertainty in the "source term", i.e. the state of the
released materials at the end of the first stage, which
occurs very rapidly. Indeed, little information is available
about the flashing process in such releases and
consequently about their first stage. So far, only
estimations can be made of the fraction of the initial liquid
impinging on the ground, forming a pool, and acting as a
second delayed source for the toxic and/or flammable
substance. Little is also known about the initial expansion
of the droplet/vapor cloud that is formed. Therefore, the
main aim of this work was to understand the mechanisms
governing the first inertia-controlled expansion stage of
superheated liquid releases. In this paper, findings
resulting from catastrophic failures of vessels are reported.
Experiments with directed releases are being carried out at
present and findings will be presented at a later time.

One of the main reasons for the lack of information
about the initial stage of such releases is the rapidity of the
phenomena taking place. In the small-scale experiments
reported here, the duration of the first stage was of the
order of a hundredth of a second.

Notable amongst the few related experimental
studies carried out are the early investigations conducted
by Hess et al. [2], [3] and by Maurer [4] using propylene
and propane in cylindrical tanks. Their combined data
were used to develop models based on an isentropic
expansion velocity. This is essentially the base of the
widely used TNO [5], [6] and World Bank models [7]. In
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Fig. 1: Final Experimental Setup

both cases, pool formation is ignored; thus the released
mass is overpredicted. In addition, there is strong evidence
that the initial expansion velocity is also overpredicted [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]. Because of these, and additional
uncertainties not explicitly mentioned here [11], an
extensive set of experiments was undertaken to study the
situation at the end of the initial stage and to provide the
physical understanding to model the source term needed
for the dispersion calculations.

2 Experimental work

Three different experimental set-ups were used during this
work; a sketch of the last one is given in Fig. 1. Detailed
information can be found in the work of Schmidli [11].
The liquefied gases were held in spherical glass flasks that
could be suspended at different heights above ground, to
study ground as well as elevated releases. The initial
condition of the fluid (which was always at its saturated
state) was monitored and controlled by a thermocouple
within the vessel. A very fast responding strain-gauge
pressure transducer was mounted within the vessel to
gather information about the pressure history.
The propagation of the cloud formed was recorded with
standard video and with high speed systems at up to 6000

frames per second (fps). This high speed visualization was
necessary due to the rapidity of the processes involved.
From very fast responding thermocouples located at
various distances from the center of the release, additional
information about the cloud propagation was collected.
The thermocouples used had 50 micron thick wires and a
time constant of 5 microseconds.

A tray mounted on the ground gathered data on
pool formation.; the tray was mounted on load cells that
measured the mass collected. Some information about the
droplets was obtained using paper discs mounted
perpendicularly; the liquid was colored and thus the
droplets left marks on the paper discs giving an indication
about the droplet spectrum.

2.1 Experiments

More than 400 experiments were carried out and analyzed
using R-114, R-12, propane and butane. The test matrix is
summarized in Table 1. The parameter of primary interest
in this work is the initial superheat of the liquefied,
pressurized fluid. The superheat determines the isentropic
flash fraction x which is defined as

sig,f

where s is the entropy (J/ kg K) and 1 and g stand for liquid
and gas, respectively; i means initial state and f final
(atmospheric) state of the fluid.

Additionally, the flask sizes were varied to
investigate the influence of the volume; the filling level,
the release height and the relative ambient humidity were
also variable.

2.2 Experimental results and discussion

The results gathered by high speed recordings and other
means are presented; the focus here is mainly on elevated
releases. More detailed results can be found in the work of
Schmidli [11].

Fluid

R-114
Setup II

R-12
Setup II

Propane
Setup III

Butane
Setup III

Flask
size
[ml]
100
or
1000
100
or
1000
1000
or
2000
1000
or
2000

Height
of
release
Ground
or
5 diameters*
Ground
or
5 diameters*
Ground
or
1 meter*

1 meter*

Filling
level

full
or
half-filled
full
or
half-filled
full
or
half-filled
full
or
half-filled

Superheat
(release temperature) [°C]/
pressure [barL
26.6 (30.0)/2.5
36.6 (40.0)/ 3.4
46.6 (50.0)/4.5

52.1 (22.0)/6.0

47.4 (5.0)/ 5.5
54.4 (12.0)/ 6.7
60.4 (18.0)/7.9
42.6 (42.0)/4.1

52.6 (52.0)/5.3

Isentropic
flash
fraction

0.18
0.25
0.31

0.26

0.24
0.27
0.31
0.25

0.30
• distance between the center of the flask and the ground or tray, respectively

Table 1 Test matrix
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2.2.1 Flashing process

When a saturated liquid is suddenly depressurized, its
thermodynamic state becomes superheated. Phase change
lakes place by nucleation, i.e. by generation of nuclei of
vapor that develop into bubbles. Even with the recording
speed of 4000 fps for propane, no delay in nucleation
could be observed. Thus, it can be said that, under the
experimental conditions investigated, the onset of
nucleation occurs in less than 250 microseconds. As Fig. 2
shows, the first nuclei were formed at the cracks of the
glass flask. No nuclei were activated homogenously in the
bulk of the liquid. Boiling took place: apparently starting
from the surface of the liquid mass and moving towards its
center as an inward traveling wave. Thus, the flashing
process should be characterized by surface phenomena or
instabilities. More detailed studies of surface evaporation
are being carried out currently at PSI.

2.2.2 Cloud shape and expansion

All the fluids behaved in a similar way (except R-114 at
the two lowest superheats) and initially expanded
spherically with a constant expansion velocity independent
of the filling level. This constant expansion velocity can
be understood as follows: as long as the liquid flashes, a
driving force exists and acts against the surrounding air. At
a certain cloud expansion velocity, the driving force and
the resistance are in equilibrium and the cloud propagates
with constant expansion velocity. At the end of the
flashing process the driving force vanishes and the cloud
slows down.

The period of constant expansion velocity, which is
given in Table 2, depended on the flask volume; the larger
the flask, the longer the flashing period. This is further
proof that the flashing process can be described by an
inward traveling wave. The period with constant
expansion velocity depended also on the initial superheat;
the higher the superheat, the shorter this period, in
agreement with the increasing "violence" of the flashing
process with temperature. The constant expansion velocity
could also be measured with the fast acting TC's, by
considering their spacing and the relative time lag in their
signals.
The duration of the flashing process could be measured
with the pressure transducer mounted inside the vessel. As
long as the liquid was flashing, the pressure stayed at an
intermediate level between ambient and initial pressure.

At the end of the period with constant expansion
velocity, which appears to be essentially the duration of
the flashing process, fingers were formed at the cloud/air
interface due to Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities. The
shape of the cloud thereafter depended on the filling level
of the vessel. Releases from full vessels retained their
spherical shape with growing fingers at the surface,
whereas releases from half-full vessels changed shape
showing both an upward and a denser, downward directed
jet. Releases from R-114 at the two lowest superheats did
not evolve spherically; slumping of the cloud could be
observed, even though up to 25 % of the initial mass

Fig: 2 Close-up recording of a Propane release showing
bubble formation and the growth at the cracks:
successive frames about 0.2 ms apart (4800 jps); 2
liter flask, full, 18° C initial temperature, elevated
release
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Fluid

R-12

R-114

Propane

Butane

Superheat

ra
52.1

46.6

47.4
54.4
60.4

42.6

52.6

Flask

Filling

100

Full

12 (3/2)

10 (2/1)

*

*

ml

Half

9(4/2)

7 (2/0)

*

*

1000 ml

Full

20(4/1)

21(2/2)

15 (4/2)
12 (4/1)
10(11/1)

10 (4/3)

7 (3/1)

Half

19 (4/2)

19 (4/3)

15(2/2)
9(4/2)
6(3/2)

*

2000 ml

Full

4c

*

20(2/2)
14 (5/1)
13 (3/2)

*

Half

*

11 (5/4)
8(3/1)
7(65/2

*

* no experiments carried out under these conditions

Table 2: Average length of period [ms] after release with constant radial expansion velocity;
in parenthees: number of experiments on which the average is based/ standard deviation

should have immediately evaporated. As other fluids
expanded spherically at even lower isentropic flash
fractions, this parameter can not be assumed to uniquely
control the process.

The initial constant expansion velocity depended
mainly on the initial superheat and not on the flask size or
the initial filling level. Comparison of the experimental
velocities with the isentropic expansion velocity,
calculated by assuming that all the energy available after
flashing is converted to kinetic energy (the basis of the
TNO and World Bank models), shows that these
theoretical values % largely overpredict the experimental
ones (Fig. 3) and can be fitted best with

"experimental = 0.28Uf -14 .8 01/S

J a _ c p J A T Pi

lit U
while the Capillary number is C a = ^ — .

o
The Ja > 55 threshold criterion resulted from the R-114
experiments which did not expand spherically. These two
experiments produced the lowest values for the Jakob
number.

The initial, constant spherical expansion velocity
can be derived from the correlation given above as

u = 0.16510-;

7

~ = ( x i h g . i + ( 1 - x i )hu ) - ( x fh i . f+ ( l -x f )h l f) with all the thermophysical properties taken at the

for uf =53m/s

2.3 Analysis of the results

2.3.1 Spherical expansion velocity

A nondimensional analysis involving all variables (initial
superheat, expansion velocity) and thermophysical
properties of interest produced the following
nondimensional correlation fitung the experimental results
better than the correlation given above

Ca = 0.165-10-3Ja177

for Ja > 55

where the Jakob number is defined as

Fig.

73 100 125 150 173 200 229 Z50

iMntropic velocity [m/»]

3: Experimental versus theoretical expansion
velocities (isentropic velocity) assuming
isentropic expansion and full conversion of the
released internal energy to kinetic energy



Experimental Telocity [m/a]

Fig: 4 Predictions from new correlation versus
experimental velocities

saturation state at ambient pressure, except the viscosity
which has to be taken at the initial state of the liquid. It
has 10 be mentioned that this correlation results from two
groups of fluids, hydrocarbons and refrigerants, each
having a narrow range of fluid properties and a Jakob
number between 36 and 78. Thus, extrapolation to other
fluids requires caution.

Results from this correlation show good agreement
with the experimental observations, including one for an
independent data set by Tickle et al. [13] who used a
different fluid, namely R-ll (Fig. 4). By carrying out
additional experiments with other fluids, e.g. water, it
should be possible to test which correlation, if any, can be
used to cover a wide range of conditions and fluids.

2.3.2 Pool formation

Under all experimental conditions, a significant pool
fraction could be detected. The pool fraction depended on
the initial superheat and on the initial filling level. The
higher the superheat, the smaller the pool fraction.
Releases from initially half-full flasks led to higher pool
fraction, suggesting that the bottom part was denser than
the upper part. This can be understood by assuming that
the initial vapor acted with a downward thrust on the
liquid. The measured pool fractions are shown in Figure 5,
in addition to data from other authors. Lees [14])
suggested that one to three times the initial isentropic flash
fraction is entrained as fine droplets into the cloud; the

• Refrigerant*. 0.1 liter. Ground,
a Rifrigeraste. 0.1 liter, Elevated
• Propane. 1 Uter. Derated
» Propane. 2 liter. Derated
o Eaeegawa et al.

— leee prediction
— Beat Fit Schmidli'a Data

Fig. 5

0.0 0.1 0.2 OJ 0.4 0.3 O.I 0.7 04 O.t ID

Flash Fraction

.Pool fraction as function of the isentropic flash
fraction for initially full vessels

limits given by this suggestion are also plotted in Fig. 5.
The pool fraction data, fp, of Figure 5 were linearly

fitted as function of the initial flash fraction x which leads
to the following correlation for releases of initially full
vessels:

fp =1-2.69 X

fp=O

x<0.37

x>0.37
A similar correlation for half-full vessels was found; it
expresses the previously mentioned denser bottom part of
releases from initially half-full vessels:

fp = 1-2.18 x

fP =

x<0.46

x>0.46

These correlations can be used to predict, to a first
approximation, the state of the fluid at the beginning of the
turbulent dispersion phase (the "source term" needed for
the existing dispersion models).

3 Conclusions and Recommendations

Experimental information needed to characterize and to
model the source term for dispersion models from
suddenly released superheated liquids was gathered. The
experiments showed that the fluid initially expanded with
a spherical, constant, expansion velocity which depended
on the initial superheat but not on the filling level.
Significant pool formation could be detected under all
experimental conditions. The pool fraction depended
linearly on the initial flash fraction.
The correlations that resulted can be used in existing
dispersion models for a description of the source term, but
should be further verified with other fluids. Furthermore,
large-scale experiments should be carried out to test the
similarity laws developed for the flashing process.
Although the details of the flashing process are not fully
understood at present, the experiments have shown that it
is determined by effects taking place at the surface of the
fluid and not by homogeneous nucleation.
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Nomenclature

Ca
Ja
T
CP
f
P
h

K
s
u
X

p
a

= Capillary number
= Jacobs number
= Temperature
= Specific heat at constant pressure
= Pool fraction
= Specific enthalpy
= Specific latent heat
= Specific entropy
= Velocity
= Isentropic quality
= Dynamic viscosity
= Density
= Surface tension

Subscripts
g
1

lg
1
2

= Gas
= Liquid
= Liquid/Gas
= Initial state
= Final state

[-]
[-]
[K]
[JAgK]
[-]
[J/kg]
[J/kg]
[J/kgK]
[m/s]
[-]
[kg/ms]
[kg/m3]
[N/m]



"FIXBOX" - A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR THE RELIABLE
CONDITIONING OF PLUTONIUM WASTE SOLUTIONS

H. Bruchertseifer, E. Sommer, M. Steinemann and G. Bart

Laboratory for Materials Technology and Nuclear Processes

Abstract

"FIXBOX" - A new technique and facility for the
conditioning of plutonium waste solutions has been
developed and brought into c perdition in the Hot-laboratory
at PSI, for the solidification of the waste from the research
programmes. The facility is situated in glove-boxes for
handling alpha activity and gamma-shielded for
conditioning of fission product-containing waste.

This report gives a brief description of the FDCBOX
facility, the procedure and the first results of the
cementation of plutonium waste solutions.

As a result of this solidification, the actinide waste
is homogeneous and strongly bound in the cement. The
presence of gluronic acid and other complexing agents in
the waste solution will not disturb this process.

1 Introduction

Cementation is proposed as the best method for the
conditioning of radioactive waste solutions, the most
important of which are low and intermediate level
concentrates from the evaporator, resulting from the

reprocessing of spent fuel [1,2]. The content of this waste
solution, the kind and concentration of dissolved
substances, is well known and varies only slightly.

Procedures for the conditioning of waste solutions
from the fuel production recovery process are widely
known and used. Usually, the actinides are precipitated or
coprecipitated in the form of their hydroxides and
conditioned with a cement mixture to produce a certified
waste disposal package.

As opposed to these standard waste solutions, many
other types of radioactive waste solutions, with very
different components and concentrations, are produced,
e.g., in programmes of actinide research or in experiments
for introduction of new technologies.

The investigation of the decomposition process of
organic substances in mixed waste indicated the formation
of complexing agents, which are able to form stable,
soluble complexes of the actinides and lanthanides [3].
For this reason, experts classify this kind of ill-defined
mixed waste, with a broad range of radionuclides and
chemicals, as the group with the highest safety risk for
future radioactive waste disposal.

The new FiXBOX waste conditioning technique was
developed as a contribution to solving this problem.

Group for radioactive
•waste conditioning

Collecting and
short-time storage

non-standard lasle solutions
from:

• fuel resarch
• prep. actinide chemistry
• actmide analysis
• post irradiation examination
• decontamination mrks

FKBOX-Production

Chemical conditioning of
waste solutions

Final conditioning and
storage

Fit;. I: PSI waste management of actinide solutions from the research programs
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Actinide waste solutions
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4; jj teg of Ike laste/ceiDEnt sBpensk

Storage np b the hardedag•
in ZOO Btre

Waste disposal FIXBOX-Packages

Fig. 2: Schematic overview of the process steps of the
FlXBOX procedure

2 Concept of the FlXBOX waste
conditioning

Due to the fact that the actinides form very stable and
insoluble hydroxides which, even in extremely low
concentrations, are strongly adsorbed on the surfaces of
solid phases, we have developed a new method for the
reliable conditioning of actinides by cementation [4].

The actinide hydroxides are precipitated
immediately on mixing the waste solution with the cement
grout and are distributed homogeneously onto the surfaces
of the solid calcium oxides or cement particles. The cement
mixture contains a surplus of calcium oxide to neutralise
acid in the waste during the cement/waste solution mixing,
and for the adsorption of the actinide species.

Retardation of the cement hydration and hardening
is achieved by use of a plasticiser to allow complete

actinide fixation on cement micro-particles. Once
hardened, die cement bricks provide a chemical and
physical environment in which the actinides are strongly
fixed, greatly reducing the possibility of leaching. A
sulphate-resistant cement with a low leacheability factor is
used with a plasticiser which is a precise mixture of
gluconic and tartaric acid, both thoroughly investigated,
simple organic compounds [3].

Use of one litre bottles for the primary step of
solidification gives the flexibility to condition small
amounts unstable waste forms immediately and. in the
production of the final waste disposal FKBOX-Packages, to
choose the optimal radionuclide content of the 200 litre
drums.

3 FIXBOX - Procedure

The PSI waste management of actinide solutions
originating from research programmes (Fig. 1), provides
for the collection, short-term storage and conditioning of
one line packages in the Hotlab, and the final conditioning
of the certified and quality-controlled waste disposal
FiXBOX-Packi.ges in the Department of Radioactive Waste
Management.

The FrxBOX-procedure (Figs 2 and 3) includes the
mixing of different types of actinide waste solutions (Fig.
2, step 1), their chemical conditioning with standard
solutions (Fig. 3, *) and slurry (Fig. 3, **) to produce a 20
litre charge of actinides dissolved in an acidified aqueous
solution. The solidification produces, in the first step,
bottles of 1 litre (Fig. 2, steps 2-5) and, finally, a 200 litre
Waste Disposal FrXBOX-Packages in a metal drum (Fig. 2,
step 6).

4 FlXBOX - Facility

The FKBOX production of the 1 litre packages is perfonned
in a two box facility with special low pressure cells for
handling of actinides and gamma-shielding for the work
with fission product-containing waste. The schematic
configuration of the facility and the boxes for chemical
conditioning and cementation are shown in Fig. 3 - Fig. 6.
The procedure is remote-controlled and mainly automated.

5 Preliminary results of cement
solidification

For the first cementation experiments both pure
concentrated nitric acid and acidified actual actinide waste
solutions were used. The waste solutions contained fission
products, iron, chromium, nitric, phosphoric, gluconic and
tartaric acids, as well as other inorganic and organic
substances, up to a total concentration of 0.4 g/ml.

Experiments with pure cement or cement mixed
with Clinopblolitb [4] were controlled by measurements of
lanthanide and actinide distribution between the
supernatant water and me cement phase, carried out by
alpha and gamma ray activity analysis. The radioisotopes
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Box 2: Cementation

(A: conditioned /B: unrondftiofled solution)

Box 1: Chemical
Conditioning

4 standard solutions
" * slum

Fig. 3: FiXBOX facility: schematic configuration (see also Fig. 2)

of the lamhanides are fission products and were used
simultaneously as tracers for the fast determination of the
divalent actinide concentrations.

Most of the radionuclides were completely fixed
within a few minutes of mixing the solution with the dry
cement powder. The plutonium, americium and curium
residues in the excess solution before solidification were
less than 0.01% of the original concentration. This
supernatant solution was subsequently incorporated in the
cement during solidification. Measurements of the
mechanical, thermal and chemical stability in the first
months after the conditioning indicate the high quality of
the cementation product. Compressive strength after one to
six months curing time, and up to 5 months leaching time,
is more than 40 N/mm2.

The next test experiments will be performed with
more concentrated solutions of actinides to measure very
high distribution coefficients. Further systematic
measurements will be made within the framework of the
quality assurance for waste packages, R-14 of the Swiss
Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) [5], and long-
term investigations for the FlXBOX-products are also in
progress.

6 Conclusions

The results of the first quality tests of the solidified
products and the predictions for the long-term chemical
behaviour of their components indicate that the FKBOX-
procedure and facility are suitable for the conditioning of
many different, and especially non-standard, types of waste
solutions, including those containing relatively high salt
contents and strong actinide complexing agents.
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the performance of ^measurements and W. Gorlich and
his group for the fruitful collaboration.

Fig. 4: FlXBOXfr.cility: Box 1 - chemical conditioning
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SURFACE ANALYSIS, BY SNMS, OF 316L STEEL EXPOSED TO
SIMULATED BWR CONDITIONS.

D. Buckley and E. Schenker

Laboratory for Materials Technology and Nuclear Processes

Abstract
Samples of 316L steel have been exposed to Boiling Light
Water Reactor chemistry for between forty and seven
thousand hours. These samples, with three different
surface finishes, 'as -delivered', mechanically polished and
electro-polished, have been analysed by Sputtered Neutral
Mass Spectrometry and profiles of the constituent alloying
elements have been obtained. Differences in the oxide that
has built-up are compared and discussed in terms of
current ideas of corrosion mechanisms.

The structure of the oxide changes with exposure
time for the experimental conditions. The effect of surface
finish and water velocity have a clear marked effect on the
oxide structure and growth rate, respectively: samples in a
low water velocity stream (0.038ms"1) form the protective
oxide, chromia, and some mixed spinels; electro-polished
samples have no chromium layer but show possible
secondary passivation through the build-up of nickel; and
samples in high velocity (1 & 10 ms"1 ) water form a
simple structured oxide that dc - not reach a saturation
thickness after 291 days but steadily increases.

1 Introduction
The light water reactor simulation loop (LWR-Loop)
operating at PSI to study current Swiss boiling water
reactor (BWR) water chemistry, with respect to the build
up of oxides on steel surfaces, has produced a series of
samples for surface analysis. Of particular interest is the
mechanism of the build-up of oxide, the structure and
composition of the alloy/oxide interface and the surface
that is in contact with the water. Also of interest is the
relationship between the different alloying elements and
oxygen, in particular, the build-up of cobalt in the oxide,
which produces the largest radiation hazard to personnel
from the gamma-emitting isotope ^Co. Studies of
materials and chemistry may give some insight to its build-
up and give data for the modelling of the oxide
development accounting for the physical parameters found
under BWR plant operational conditions.

2 Experimental conditions

2.1 Test loop parameters

The loop consists of three test sections constructed from
316L steel, with different water flow rates and the
following parameters:

Operating temperature:
pressure:

Water O2 content:
inlet conductivity:

Water velocity, flowrate:

563 K,
9MPa
400 ppb

0.038 ms"1

1 ms'1,
10 ms'1,

0.05dm3s"1

0.5dmV
0.5dmV

2.2 Water preparation

Demineralized water is passed through a dual ion
exchange bed followed by polishing by a Millipore Waters
system. This achieves a water quality of =0.05 uScm"1.
The stored treated water is constantly recycled through the
polishing system to maintain the desired quality.

The feed water is constantly purged with argon
containing sufficient oxygen that, at 298 K and 0.1 MPa,
equilibrium gives 400 ppb ±5% O^. The feed oxygen is
continuously measured at room temperature by
electrochemical detectors.

2.3 Test material and surface finish

Each test section contains samples in the form of a single
long strip of nuclear grade 316L steel, DIN XlOCrNiMoTi
18 10, 7 mm x 1.5 mm, with an original length of 1.3 m.
The specifications of the steel are given in Table 1.

DIN

DEL.

Si

<1.0

1.33

Mo

2.0-2.5

0.024

Mn

<2.0

1.33

Cr

16.5-
18.5

16.74

Ni

10.5-
13.5

10.62

Ti

>5xC

0.36

Co

0.05

—

Table 1:Standard Composition (DIN) and Deliverer's
Specifications (DEL) of316L steel.

Three different surface finishes have been used: 'as
delivered', mechanically polished and electro-polished.
The 'as delivered' samples were cold rolled and exhibit a
roughness R, of 150nm ±10% as measured with a Tencor
P-2 Long Scan Profiler. The mechanically polished
sample was treated with a polishing band of grain size 220;
this sample had the same degree of roughness as the cold
rolled steel. Anodic electro-polishing of samples, for the
third surface finish, was performed at the Paul Scherrer
Institute using a commercial solution containing
phosphoric acid.
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3 Sputtered neutral mass
spectrometry

To enabie a picture of the oxidation processes, under the
experimental conditions lo be obtained. Sputtered Neutrals
Mass Spectrometry, SNMS, was performed using Leybold
IN A3 equipment. Samples have been taken from the loop
at time intervals of 31,97,180 and 291 days. 20 cm pieces
were taken from the original sample at each shut down.
From this a 7x7 mm sample was analysed.

SNMS gives elemental composition depth profiles
that are quantifiable and easily interpreted, measuring post
ionised sputtered neutral species from the surface. It is a
destructive technique, using a plasma to erode through the
oxide and into the alloy. The surface is continuously
eroded by a low energy argon plasma; sputtered atoms
from the surface are separated and measured by
quadrupole mass spectrometry. Table 2 gives the
operating parameters used during analysis:

°«H !NM5orA].[fclivei<xlS«9kl80rJly>iliLWR-Loop

Primary Ion

Scanned Area

Quadrupole mode

Post Ionisalion

Pnmarv Ion Energy

Normalised Signal

Ar*. 4.0 x 10 bar plasma
_ 2

= 7mm
Peak Jump Analysis

Direct Bombardment

375 V or 800 V

Relative to Fs

Table 2: SNMS Operating Parameters.

The instrument has been calibrated so that elemental
sensitivity factors can be taken into account for the
quantitative analysis of: Mn, Ni, Cr, Ti, Co and Fe. The
intensities relative to the major alloying element, iron,
have been followed as a function of sputter time/depth
giving a picture of the changes that occur during the stages
of oxidation.

A correlation between sputter time and crater depth
has been made from depth profiles of a series of craters
produced by SNMS sputtering, which were measured using
a Tencor P-2 Long Scan Profiler with an estimated error of
10%. Errors associated with the surface and the crater
roughness have to be taken into account; these have been
averaged over as large a scanned area as possible in the
calculation of the crater depth. The final error being the
combined values of the mean roughness of both surface
and crater. The profile of the final oxide/alloy was
convened into a sputter rate from the sputter time, which
in turn was converted into an erosion depth for all the
samples under the fore-mentioned conditions.

4 Data handling and analysis

The data generated for each sample consist of a series of
sputter times and, for each of these, a value in counts per
second for each element. The data are then corrected for
sensitivity factors, an intrinsic part of the instrumentation.
The corrected values have then been transformed to give
comparisons relative to the iron content. Plotting the data
as sputter lime versus the intensity relative to iron gives the

Fig 1: SNMS of 'as-delivered' sample after 180 days in the
LWR-Loop ( water velocity 0.038 ms'1)

Fig 2: SNMS of mechanically polished sample after 180
days in the LWR-Loop ( water velocity 0.038 w*1 ;
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Fig 3: SNMS of electro-polished sample after 180 days
in the LWR-Loop (water velocity 0.038 ms'1)

elemental trend of the oxide profile in atom per cent.
Figures 1 to 3 are examples of results from 'as delivered',
mechanically polished and electro-polished samples,
respectively, after exposure to a water velocity of 0.038
ms1. At the right hand side of the graphs, i.e., at large
sputter times, is the relative intensity of elements in the
alloy itself. Towards the left, 0 to =500 seconds, is the
oxide layer. The thickness of the oxide, in nanometres, for
each sample has been calculated at the point where
characteristic changes in the oxide composition take place.
This has been taken as the oxide-alloy interface. The
depth at this point has been calculated firstly after the data
has been smoothed using a Fast Fourier smoothing curve
fit. Subsequently the conventionally used method,
calculating the point where the value is half maxima, i1/2i

of the elemental concentration has been used, converting
the sputter time to depth using the calculated rate from
profilimetry previously mentioned. Table 3 shows the
result of the above calculations. From these values (Table
3 ) it can be seen that, wiih a water velocity of 0.038ms-1,
all three surface finishes have nearly reached a plateau in
ihe elemental depth profile for major alloying elements and
oxygen after 97 days. That is, the composition and oxide
thickness have reached an equilibrium. Figures 4-6, using
the data from Table 3, plot 'depth' (i.e. the distance
sputtered into the oxide to where t]/2 occurs for an element,
as previously described) versus exposure time show this
very clearly, taking into account handling and
experimental errors The electro-polished samples show
some discrepancy, and the electro- polished samples that

Davs O Mn Ni Cr Co

"As Delivered": 0.038 ms'1

31

97

180

291

328

326
397

430

217

234

234

257

238

372

374

421

324

352

326

326

351

362

409

409

Mechanically polished: 0.038 ms'1

31

97

ISO

291

187

297

284

236

85

319

320

292

340

341

369

365

222

368

369

365

190

257

239

253

Electro-polished: 0.038 ms"1

31

97

180

291

323

468

491

585

234

409

421

444

331
*

*

*

437

444

468

414

331

702

702

702
Electro-polished: 1 ms'1

31

97

180

291

409
947

1123

1400

585
842

880

1000

640

810

1010

1123

585

870

1053

1287

585

1345

1520

1569
ElectiD-polished: 10 ms'1

31

97

180

291

210

723

974

1543

503

585

1081

1506

250

594

830

1180

329

482

710

1049

188

778

1007

1422

Table 3: Depths (nm) at which elemental maxima occur.

have been exposed to higher water velocities do not show
this characteristic.

In addition, the weight percent from the atom
percent of the major constituents has been calculated for
the bulk material of the alloy. Comparison of the results
with the values from the manufacturer's specifications
indica'^s good reproducibility by this analytical method.
For example, iron, has a standard deviation of 1.51% from
the mean value of 70.06% which has been calculated from
the measurement of twenty samples. Also, the stability
during a series of separate measurements has been
calculated for the iron data: eight samples at loop water
velocities of 1 and 10 ms"1: 71.66% Fe with a standard
deviation of 0.53%; twelve samples at 0.038 ms"1: 70.44%
having a standard deviation of 0.88%.

On inspection of Figures 1-3, it can be seen that
there is a marked enrichment of both chromium and nickel
for 'as delivered' and mechanically polished samples in the
region next to the alloy, whereas this phenomenon is not
observed for the electro-polished sample. This has been
observed in all of the experimental situations (hat have
been measured.

Analysis by scanning electronmicroscopy shows
that all the samples have a highly crystalline
externalsurface: an outer oxide layer. Samples show a
broadening of the oxide-alloy interfacial region, which
increases with exposure time. The most likely cause being
the roughening of the alloy during film growth [1].

Figures 7 and 8 plot depth, in nanometres, versus,
exposure lime to LWR-Loop conditions for the electro-
polished samples with flow conditions 1 and 10ms'1'
respectively, giving three different flow conditions for this
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Fig. 6:Depth (t 1/a) vs Exposure Time: Electro-
polished samples (water velocity 0.038ms'^)

surface finish (see also Fig. 6). The electro-polished
samples that have been exposed to higher water velocities
do not show the same characteristic plateau observed in
Figures 4-6; they, in fact, show an accelerated increase in
depth with higher water velocities. It is immediately
evident that the corrosion rate and oxide thickness shows
a relatively strong dependence upon the water flow. At
0.038 ms*1, the layer has generally reached a steady state
after 97 days. Sample exposures at 1 and 10 ms'1 have
not attained a plateau by 291 days, and the rates of growth
are substantially different, as indicated by their depth-time
slopes in Figures 7 and 8. The rates being a factor 8 and a
factor 12 greater, respectively, than that of samples with a
water flow rate of 0.038 ms'1, and the mean oxide
thickness at 1 and 10ms'1 is in the order of a factor two
greater. Figure 9 is a plot of water velocity versus average
rate of oxide growth for the three different flows. The
rates of growth, being calculated from the mean of the
gradients for each constituent element in the three
samples, are as follows :

0.038ms'1 = 0.26 nmd'1

lms'1 = 2.06 nmd'1

10ms'1 = 3.35 nmd'1

5 Discussion

The 'as-delivered' and mechanically polished samples,
0.038 ms'1 flow rate, would seem to follow trends
previously reported [2]. Observations made in the study of
PSI LWR-Loop samples would seem to concur with Wild
et al.'s analysis [3] and the ideas reported by Robertson
[2]. Wild et al., studying oxide growth using AES (Auger
Electron Microscopy) and working at elevated
temperature (873K), showed that the bulk of the surface
oxide is in the form of the rhombohedral G2O3. In the
case cited, it almost immediately incorporated manganese
to form the spinel MnCr2O4 . Analogously to this, it can
be speculated that in PSI LWR-Loop samples, the
manganese is being replaced by nickel to give the spinel:
NiCr2O4, for the 'as delivered' surface finish (see Fig. 1).

Bogaerts et al. [4] show that some important
enrichments or depletions of the alloying constituents Fe,
Cr and Ni are observed in the surface layers, with a strong
influence of the electrochemical potential upon the
composition of the passive surface. It was observed that,
at low temperatures, an increasing enrichment of
chromium and nickel, due to the selective dissolution of
iron, occurs with potentials in the primary passive region.
A sharp decrease in the chromium content, along with a
corresponding relative enrichment of nickel, is caused by
the strong transpassive dissolution behaviour of
chromium. With increasing temperature, this transpassive
dissolution begins at a lower electrode potential, becoming
increasingly significant. This information can be used to
speculate on the electrochemical conditions that have been
seen by the LWR-Loop samples. At a potential of
approximately -300 mV, strong chromium and nickel
enrichments are found; at potentials higher than -150 mV,
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Fig. 7: Depth (tr/2) vs Exposure Time: Electro-polished
samples (water velocity lms":)

Fig. 8: Depth <t1/z) vs Exposure Time: Electro-polished
samples (water velocity 10ms'1)

U>1 Waiet Vdociy

Fig. 9: Water velocity vs Average growth rate of oxide
layer (nmd'1)for Electro-polished samples

the transpassivity of chromium occurs and its depletion
observed. A degree of caution must be observed, as the
redox values belong to rather specificconditions. Large
differences are seen between the electro-polished samples
and the other surface finishes, with long exposure times.
'As-delivered' and mechanically polished finishes have
inner layers with a pronounced enrichment, followed by a
sharp decrease, in chromium. They indicate a duplex
layer. The iron profile decreases sharply; congruent with
this, concentration profiles of Ni and Cr rising
immediately from the alloy concentration have been
observed. If this were due to migration of the metallic
ions, a decrease in their concentrations would be observed
prior to the enrichment [5],[6]. The observation that,
when the iron count rates decrease (i.e. in the oxide), the
count rate does not level to give a constant concentration,
but continues to decrease where the other alloying elements
enrich, can be used to argue in favour of the selective
dissolution theory. However, the outer layer is again iron-
rich, probably the iron-rich spinel, magnetite [4]. This
follows the theory of Robertson for low temperature
aqueous systems.

The samples that have been electro-polished do not
show this enrichment of chromium in the region next to
the alloy, rather the opposite. This could be an indication
that chromium may be in a transpassive potential region
[5] higher than -150 mV. Under unfavourable conditions
for secondary passivity, this could result in the breakdown
of the general passivity. The secondary passivity is, in
general, governed by nickel [7]. In the samples analysed
here that have experienced a water velocity of 1 and
10 ms'1, no enrichment of chromium in the region next to
the alloy was found; however, the oxide shows an increase
in the nickel towards the surface as the chromium
decreases. This could be interpreted as secondary
passivation. Unlike with the other surface finishes, the
oxide in these samples seems to be one layer, the analysis
of iron showing a totally flat region in the oxide purports
to preferential dissolution of iron.

6 Summary and Conclusions

The effect of surface finish has a clear relationship to the
oxide structure, as well as corrosion rate. This can be seen
most clearly in samples with the lowest water flow rate:
'As delivered' indicating an enrichment in chromium and
nickel; mechanically polished having an oxide enriched in
chromium, nickel and manganese; and electro-polished
showing no enrichment of alloy constituents. This can be
explained speculatively in terms of surface roughness and
work hardening for the 'as-delivered' and mechanically
polished surfaces, respectively [6]. In the latter case
Lumsden [6] found an increased dislocation density to a
depth of =10 Jim, allowing faster diffusion by short-
cutting; however, this was observed at higher temperatures
than used in this study.

'As-delivered' and mechanically polished samples in
LWR-loop water show the development of a classic passive
layer which is rich in chromium. This also includes an
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enrichment of nickel, which is slightly out of phase with
the chromium. This can most probably be attributed to
differences in diffusion rates of these two ions. In contrast
to this, the electro-polished samples show only a slight
nickel enrichment. A speculative explanation could be
that, in the case of less finished surfaces, the increased
surface area due to roughness and exposure of gTain
boundaries provides more nucleation points for both
chromium and nickel. The general observations of these
samples support the hypothesis proposed by Robertson, of
duplex layer formation by solid state diffusion of metal
ions, and precipitation at the water/oxide interface
producing the outer layer.

Electro-polished samples show no chromium
enrichment. Applying the electrochemical theory of
Bogaerts et al. [4], this could indicate the possible redox
conditions operating in the LWR-Loop. The dissolution of
chromium, with a corresponding increase in relative nickel
intensity, being due to a transpassive anodic potential.
Most noticeably, samples with 1 ms'1 water flow show an
enrichment of nickel, which is also observed in the 10 ms"1

samples to a lesser extent.
The rate of corrosion can be clearly seen to be

influenced by the water velocity. At rather slow rates, the
film is at equilibrium after 97 days. This is also
commensurate with the enrichment of chromium to form a
passive film which, from solid state diffusion theory, would
be the limiting factor to oxide development. It can be
speculated that the increased corrosion rates, and the fact
that saturation has, as yet after 291 days, not been reached,
with increased water flow rates are caused by the lack of
protective chromia at the inner oxide alloy interface such
that water can penetrate the magnetite layer as metal ions
migrate from the alloy.

Finally, the corrosion mechanism of the samples
can be put into two categories which combine the ideas of
both Robertson [2] and Tomlinson cited by Bornak [!}.
Firstly, the 'as-delivered and mechanically polished
samples show a crystalline outer oxide layer, whose source
is probably the water [6], followed by a layer of mixed
spinels, M3O4, or chromia, formed in high temperature
aqueous solutions (=300°C). The oxide formed is probably
a spinel rather than chromia which forms at high
temperature (=600°C), the nucleation rate being too slow
at 300 C. The mechanism of selective dissolution at low
temperatures fails as it cannot release the required amounts
of iron to solution at 300°C. However non-selective
oxidation as outlined by Robertson [2] would explain the
observed Cr-Ni enrichment without their depletion from
the bulk alloy.

The model of Tomlinson [7] fits the electropolished
samples, in so far as it suggests a two layer system of
magnetite: a crystalline outer layer, as with the other
surface finishes, and an inner oxide layer with no
enrichment of alloying elements. According to Tomlinson
the oxidant (water or O2") diffuses through pores or grain
boundaries reacting with the metal to give Fe3O.,, iron
diffuses away from the metal by vacancy diffusion along
the grain boundaries. At the solution oxide interface, Fe2*

forms a series of hydrolyzed ions. These may then react to
form the outer magnetite layer.

The use of surface analysis techniques such as
SNMS, using sputtering and profilimetry, have made
possible the measurement of corrosion rales as well as
giving a detailed picture of the structural morphology of
she oxide that has been built up on steel surfaces. This
enhances the knowledge previously obtained through
weight changes alone. The realisation of such
measurements indicates the clear advantage of using
modern surface analytical techniques over and above the
simple measurement of weight change. Measurement of
weight change may be a good method for studies in a static
autoclave in saturated water, but not in a dynamic loop.
Also, from weight changes, the structural morphology of
the oxide is not detailed. However, this method still has a
role in the measurement of thick films where it would be
uneconomic to utilise other techniques. Currently, an
increasing number of publications concerning corrosion
contain information from vacuum techniques such as AES,
SIMS and XPS, with weight change measurements
becoming rare, indicating the trend in this research field.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE OF THE REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL OF
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
DETERMINATION OF THE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS KIC ABOVE
THE DUCTILE-BRITTLE TRANSITION REGION ON SMALL TEST
SPECIMENS BY MEANS OF A CONFORMAL MAPPING

G. Ullrich and K. Krompholz

Laboratory for Materials Technology and Nuclear Processes

1 Introduction

The "surveillance-programs" for the determination of the
mechanical properties of reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
materials, as a function of the neutron dose, include
impact and tensile tests for the boiling water reactor
(BWR); while for pressurized water reactors (PWR),
additional wedge opening load specimens (WOL), for the
measurement of the fracture toughness Kic at low
temperatures, are utilized.

While the Charpy impact toughness gives the total
magnitude of energy, which indicates the change of the
material state, e.g. the stale of embritUement, the fracture
toughness, KIC, gives a base for mechanical calculations.
This is of importance for components in which cracks or
flaws are assumed. The mechanical analysis, and its
relevance to safety assessments, depends on the
knowledge of different parameters such as geometry of the
structure and flaws, and load history of the structure.
Fracture mechanical methods play an important role, if the
leak-before-fracture problem is considered. Within the
frame work of fracture mechanical methods, only the
influence of assumed macroscopic cracks on the structural
behaviour can be handled. Flaw formation processes in
flaw-free structures, as well as the treatment of short
flaws, can not currently be included.

In the regime of low and intermediate temperatures
(for ferritic and austenitic materials, normally below
400°C), the rules of linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) and elasto-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) are
applied, some of which are already part of the code cases
[1-3].

1.1 Fracture mechanics for linear-elastic
material behaviour

The LEFM are applicable at predominant elastic working
stresses. Plastifications are only allowed in the very
neighbourhood of the crack tip. The ideal application is to
small stresses, brittle materials and large wall thicknesses.

The parameters which governs the linear elastic
structural behaviour are the fracture toughness KIC and the
stress intensity parameter K,, where the index I describes
the load modulus "pure tension". For an infinitely
extended plate, the following is valid

K,=o-i/K-a (1;

where a is the stress and a the crack length.
For finite geometries, this equation is multiplied by

a geometrical correction factor Y, without dimension. The
stress intensity factor bears the units MN • nr3C (MPa •
mlfl, N • mnr3/2).

The fracture toughness KIC is the characteristic
value which is obtained in a standardized fracture
mechanics test [4]. To exclude spontaneous fracture, the
following criterion must hold

K, < KK. (2)

From this criterion, critical stresses and/or flaw sizes can
be derived.

1.2 Fracture mechanics for elastic-plastic
material behaviour

1.2.1 COD-concept

The COD-concept (COD = £rack Opening
Displacement) was developed in the early 1960's [5] and
can be applied to the assessment of structures which are
subjected to elastic-plastic stresses or strains. Within the
COD-concept, the structural behaviour is described by
means of the crack tip extension 6". The crack tip extension
values of the flaw-containing structure ĉomponent and the
toughness of the material iWenii. must be known. For the
assessmnt, the value o^n,,,.^, which describes the initiation
of stable crack growth, has to be taken into account.

The experimental determination of the 8; „,,,£,„]
values is standardized [2,6], nevertheless it determination
is problematic. 51COT1(>onOT values can be obtained either by
analytical relations or by finite element calculations in a
relatively simple way.

1.2.2 J-Integral concept

The J-integral, developed independently by
G.P. Cherepanov [7] and J.R. Rice [8] from the dislocation
theory, is a path-independent integral around the crack tip
of a flaw-containing structure. It is an energy-criterion
which can be applied to structures with larger plastic
deformations. Simplified, it can be regarded as the
difference of the potential energies of two nearly identical
bodies, which are distinguishable only by the fact that one
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body has the crack length a while the second possesses the
crack length (a + da). In the case of the validity of linear
elastic fracture mechanics, the J-integral is correlated with
the square of the stress intensity by

_ Kj _ Jt • a • a2

vith

£' = •
£
E

for plane stress

for plane strain

(3)

(4)

E is Young's modulus, v the Poisson number. The right
side of equation (3) is valid for an infinite plate. J has the
dimension MJ • m'2 (MPa • m, MN • nr1). The progress of
ductile fracture from an existing sharp-tipped flaw may be
separated into four regions:

The blunting of the initially sharp crack tip, (B)

Initial crack growth, (I)

Stable crack growth, (SCG)

Unstable crack growth, (UCG)

An illustration of these regimes is found in Fig. 1 [9J. The
significance of the J-integral concept is found in its
applicability to small specimen sizes as compared to large
specimen sizes demanded in Kic-tests. The experimental
procedure is standardized [10, 11]. The test standard is,
nevertheless, still under discussion and the subject of
round-robin tests [12]. The measurement technique for the
determination of the crack initiation point, particularly, is
a subject of discussion. Present results deliver a
scatterband of ± 30 % [13]. Inherent problems were found
for very ductile, austenitic steels [12]. A larger scatter is
expected if different geometries are allowed in round-
robin tests.

Analytical functions are available to calculate
J-values only for simple constructional geometries. For
other geometries, these values are calculated by means of
finite elements.

Fracture mechanical analysis, with characteristic
values for the beginning of stable crack growth from the

UCG-
i For load Controlled Systems

B Blunting
I: Initiation

SCG: Stable Crack Growth
UCG: Unstable Crack Growth

Crack Extension ( & a - a

energy integral Ji or from the crack tip displacement 5;,
describes the constructional behaviour of tough structures
too conservatively. P.C. Paris [14] introduced the tearing
modulus

L
da

where £ is Young's modulus and af is flow stress, e.g.

Fig. 1: Different regimes in the load vs. crack length curve.

(5)

where Rpoz is the yield strength and Rm the rupture
strength. The tearing modulus allows a more realistic
constructional reserve because a limited stable crack
growth is allowed. However, the validity of this concept is
doubtful because the slope of the J vs. a curve is strongly
geometry-dependent in the region of stable crack growth.

1.3 Fracture mechanics during plastic flow

During plastic flow, the occurrence of large residual
deformations is observed. For flaw-containing structures,
two cases have to be distinguished:
- Only the load-bearing ligament is plastically

deformed. This is the state of partial yield. The
instability of the construction or specimen can,
under certain circumstances, be analysed by means
of the tearing modulus.

- The plastic deformation is not restricted to the load-
bearing ligament This state is denoted by general
yield. For this regime, universal collapse concepts
are applied.

The working load analysis for flaw-containing
tubes with very high toughness can be described by
a toughness-fracture onset according to the
Battelle-formalism [15].

2 Fracture mechanical
considerations for RPV steels

The fracture mechanical concepts described above do not
allow a life-time prediction because only time-independent
concepts are considered, which exclude unstable crack
growth. The surveillance programs for the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) of a Nuclear Power Plant contains mainly
Charpy impact- and tensile tests. However, an attempt to
correlate the fracture toughness KIC with Charpy impact
values (this test technique is inexpensive and the specimen
size is small) failed [16,17].

At low temperatures, KK tests were performed on
small WOL specimens in the temperature range (-150 <
T/°C<-110)[18], the material was 22NiMoCr37, base
material and weldment.

For the weldment, for example, at -130°C, valid
values were found of 1200 S KK N-nim"2 < 1580 (38 <
KIC / MPa • mm £ 50). A KIC determination for the
intermediate temperature range and the upper shelf is
presently available or very expensive [19].

For the determination of a valid KK value of - 6300
Nmm3a, obtained on a pressure vessel steel 22NiMoCr37
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at room temperature, a specimen thickness B = 500 mm
was needed. A Krc test on the same type of material
(-A533B1) with a yield strength of RpO2 ~5OON-mm"2

and a K,c-value of ~ 4900 N-mnv3/2 required a specimen
thickness of B = 300 mm, near room temperature [20].
Results obtained for the same material on a three point
bend type specimen (25 x 25 x 100 mm), with respect to
the elastic-plastic fracture toughness [21], gave a value of

7, = (200 ± 9.24) Id- m-2

which, compared to results from the new method
described in section 3, is about 100 kJ-nr2 too high.

For compact tension specimens (CT-specimen
SA533B1), J, values of 195 kJ-nr2 were found at room
temperature [22] and 220 - 260 kJ-nr2 at 80°C. From these
values a KIC - 7300 N-rnnr3/2 was calculated, which is
distinctly higher than the respective value for SA533B1
gained on large specimens.

Considering that a conservative KK value is of
interest in order to obtain critical crack lengths, even at
operating temperatures of the plant, then knowledge of a

KIC = f(T)
curve in the temperature regime 20 < T/°C < 350 is
desirable. This is the very region of the intermediate
temperature range and the upper shelf in a Charpy impact
test.

The existing problems in the determination of
J-integral values do not allow the introduction of these
values into either safety margins or design rules.

For the Charpy impact specimens of the type "ISO-
V", which are in the irradiation capsules of all reactors, the
possibility cannot be neglected that the temperature shift,
AT. of the impact toughness vs. temperature curve (see
Fig. 2) comes into the region of the lowest system pressure
(Fig. 3). It also is possible that the upper shelf is below the
68 Joule criteria.

Therefore, it is of worldwide interest to have
criteria based on fracture mechanical considerations,
especially for
- older nuclear power plants

life-time extension.
In the pressure vessel of two Swiss nuclear power plants
are additional prefatigued Charpy impact specimens
aswell as prefatigued three point bend type specimens. The
question is: what additional information can be gained?
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Fig. 2: Impact energy vs. temperature curves for RPV

material, irradiated and unirradiated,.

DT = T N D T - 33 K

temcierature

The prohibited operational region is limited by the

temperature DT at the right side during the start phase of

the reactor (the 33 K is a safety distance). The action of

neutrons on the material leads lo an embrittlemenl and

this temperature is shifted by A T to higher temperatures.

The allowed operational region will be periodically

determined for each nuclear power plant based on the

surveillance program.

Fig. 3: Diagram of system pressure vs. temperature
limitations for the start-up and shut-down of a
typical pressurized water reactor.

The compliance test method is not sensitive enough
for these types of specimens. Crack initiation was
always found near the load maximum.
The dynamic fracture toughness determined by means
of an instrumented pendulum is not part of today's
fracture mechanical methods.

• The ASTM standard E 813 [10] lest delivers a K7

value which is not sufficiently conservative, because
the transition brittle-ductile is not correctly described.

For these reason, J-values are not pan of the safety
considerations. The much more expensive test procedure
on large specimens, according to ASTM E 399 [4], has to
be used. However, large specimens are not feasible for
surveillance programs.

If valid Kjc values were available, the risk potential
for assumed flaws within the structure could be calculated
with fracture mechanical procedures.

This was the reason for the development of a
theoretical basis that correlates the experimentally
determined J-imegral, via the load-displacement diagram,
to a "valid" K^-value.

3 A new concept for the
determination of KIC from small
specimens at higher temperatures

There follows a short outline of the concept developed at
PS1 to determine the fracture toughness Kjc from small
samples. A detailed discussion is found in a PSI-report
which is in press.

The load vs. elongation diagram (Fig. 4), obtained
on tensile specimens with notches of different lengths and
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Fig. 4: Tensile properties of specimens with different
notches.

radii according to Ludwik and Scheu [24], gave the basis
for the application of a dynamic equation of state. An
rinelastic strain invariable was introduced [25]. A
correlation of the parameters, temperature versus strain
rate, is given.

The notch influence on the test results can be
derived from Neuber's notch theory, as well as from the
velocity phenomena [26]. Starting from [25], the problem
at elevated temperature can be reduced to the analogy:
small specimens fractured with high velocities
(dynamically) correspond to large specimens fractured
with low velocities (quasi-statically), resulting in the same
7, = K? I £ ' value [23], using a conformal mapping.

The idea of introducing a mapping in a more simple

way is, in principal, not new and known as the "equivalent
energy approach" [27]. Here, the area under the load
displacement diagram, up to the load maximum, is
transformed into an equivalent area of a triangle A& which
is constructed from (he continuation of the elastic slope up
to a load-displacement point, Po, with the elastic
displacement Vao i.e.

= PB 2 •
(7)

The "equivalent energy approach" for SA533B1 steel (see
section 2) delivers a JQ-value of about 540 N/mm and a
KQ value of about 10500 N-mnv3/2 which is much higher
than the J; value according to ASTM E813 (240Nmm1

or 7000 Nmm'3/Z).
In comparison, the PSI method eliminates the

plastic contribution with the advantage that the crack
initiation can be determined without any auxiliary devices
(such as the potential drop technique). It delivers the same
value for materials with identical maximum stresses and
Young's moduli. For the example of SA533B1 steel, the
PSI method gives J~ 150Nmm"2 or K - 5600N-mnv"2.
This value is obtained in a quasi-static experiment on large
specimen. The valid thickness B of the large specimen can
be found in figure 5, for room temperature tests. The
elastic load, Po, is determined by analytical functions with
complex arguments. It could be shown, and it has already
been discussed [23], that the PSI method is most suitable
for obtaining the point of initiation for stable crack
growth. The agreement with potential drop measurements
is acceptable [29], [30], [31].

It should be mentioned that other institutes also
attempt new ways to avoid large specimens [32].

4 Conclusion

6000

-200

s « * furtcsoti of lempcnnm for the isaierul A 533 Bl

O E.T. Wessei c u l . . liken from Debuy ei «l. (197!)

• E.T. IVessel. taken fro=i P. Surer. E Michenuch 0975). (B • 300mm).

A dcnved from OWTI measurement performed on srp.il CT-specimens (B * 25 mmj.

Fig. 5: A typical KIC vs. temperature curve. The upper
shelf regime is derived from small CT-specimens.

With the proposed new concept for the determination of a
temperature-dependent KIC from the application from
small samples, it is possible to avoid large specimens as
demanded in the test standard ASTM E 399.
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CELLULAR AUTOMATON MODEL OF COUPLED MASS
TRANSPORT AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS

T. Karapiperis

Laboratory for Waste Management

Abstract

Mass transport, coupled with chemical reactions, is
modelled as a cellular automaton in which solute
molecules perform a random walk on a lattice and react
according to a local probabilistic rule. Assuming molecular
chaos and a smooth density function, we obtain the
standard reaction-transport equations in the continuum
limit. The model is applied to the reactions a+b<-*c and
a + b -» c, where we observe interesting macroscopic
effects resulting from microscopic fluctuations and spatial
correlations between molecules. We also simulate
autocatalytic reaction schemes displaying spontaneous
formation of spatial concentration patterns. Finally, we
propose and discuss the limitations of a simple model for
mineral-solute interaction.

1 Introduction

The need to account for the coupling between transport and
chemical reactions arises when modelling a wide variety of
processes in geological media. These processes may be
natural (e.g. diagenesis connected with ground-water
flow), or they may be the result of engineered conditions
(e.g. oil recovery processes or contaminant migration). In
particular, the transport of radionuclides released from a
nuclear waste repository will be coupled with a variety of
physical and chemical processes: radioactive decay and
chemical reactions among the dissolved nuclides; sorption
on the surfaces of water-conducting fractures, matrix pores
or other particles (e.g. colloids); changes in the porosity of
the host rock by precipitation/dissolution. The effectiveness
of the surrounding geological medium as a potential
barrier to radionuclide migration depends crucially on such
processes. Modelling coupled transport and reactions in
their full complexity constitutes a formidable task. A key
insight, in this case, is the realisation that the complex
macroscopic behaviour that one wishes to describe arises
from the simultaneous evolution of a vast number of tiny,
spatially-distributed parts of the system of interest that
hardly interact with each other (they do so only if they
happen to be sufficiently close). The dynamics that
determines (sic) the evolution of these subsystems (which,
in an extreme case, might be individual molecules of a
migrating solute) is much simpler than that of the full
system. The subsystems evolve in parallel (i.e.
simultaneously at different locations) and interact locally
(i.e. with subsystems within a small spatial

neighbourhood). Under these circumstances, it is natural to
model the system of reacting particles as a cellular
automaton (CA).

A CA is a dynamical system which consists of a
discrete-valued field, defined on the sites of a regular
spatial lattice, and a local rule that determines the time
evolution of the field. The rule is applied in discrete
iterative steps and each time determines the next value of
the field on a given site in terms of the present field values
at a small neighbourhood of sites [1]. Our CA describes a
system of molecules in liquid and solid phase, belonging to
various species and subject to arbitrary chemical reactions
with each other. The state of the system is defined by a set
of occupation numbers, i.e. an integer-valued field with a
species label giving the number of molecules of the
different species at each lattice site. The microscopic
evolution rule consists of a 'transport' operation followed
by a 'chemical reaction' operation. Each operation is
applied synchronously to all the lattice sites. The transport
algorithm prescribes the probability with which a molecule
in the mobile phase will move to a neighbouring site; the
probability may depend on species label, time, location on
the lattice or spatial direction of the displacement: upon
iteration of the transport operation each particle performs a
random walk. If sufficient molecules of different species
meet on a lattice site, they react with a probability that
reflects a prescribed microscopic reactive scheme; the
chemical reaction operation is defined once the algorithm
for calculating the above probability is given. Sequential
application of the two operations completes an evolution
step. Starting from an appropriate distribution of molecules
on the lattice (initial condition), we apply the evolution
rule iteratively up to the desired time (subject to certain
boundary conditions) and then extract the final values of
the occupation numbers. To derive macroscopic quantities
we average over an ensemble of independent copies of the
system of interest that evolve in parallel. Thus particle
density is defined by averaging over the occupation
number. Alternatively, or in combination, local space and
time averages may be performed.

The occupation numbers of our CA obey evolution
equations that lead to discrete (in time and space)
dynamical equations for the particle densities if certain
physical assumptions hold (see discussion below). In the
continuum limit (i.e. when we let the lattice spacing and
the time step shrink to zero), these equations go over to a
set of reaction-transport partial differential equations
(PDE's). The latter contain the standard advection and
diffusion terms describing transport of the mobile
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molecules, as well as reaction-rate terms that are, in
general, non-linear functions of the densities.
Conventionally, the transport and reactions of solutes in
geological media are modelled by systems of PDE's. Apart
from a few rare cases, the reaction-transport PDE's cannot
be solved by analytical means. Thus, the continuum
equations are approximated by discrete equations, such as
finite difference equations (FDE's), which can be
implemented on general-purpose computers. Then a
substantial amount of effort goes into testing the stability
and convergence properties of the numerical algorithms.
Instabilities arise when, for some choice of the physical
and discretisation parameters, round-off errors accumulate
exponentially in the course of the iteration and result in
computer overflows. Although general stability criteria are
available for the FDE's approximating linear PDE's (e.g.
pure transport), establishing stability has to be tackled on a
case by case basis for non-linear PDE's.

Our CA model applies directly to its elementary
constituents those properties of the microscopic dynamics
that are essential to the macroscopic behaviour we wish to
describe. Thus microscopic fluctuations and correlations
due to chemical reactions are naturally carried through
all stages of our simulations. By contrast, in order to arrive
at the macroscopic reaction-transport equations: (i) we
neglect correlations between molecules of different species
(Boltzmann's 'molecular chaos' assumption), (ii) we define
macroscopic quantities by averaging away fluctuations, and
(iii) we assume that the spatial dependence of the
microscopic quantities is sufficiently smooth to justify the
equivalence between the definitions of macroscopic
variables as either ensemble averages or local averages.
Keeping the microscopic information is, however,
sometimes essential in order to obtain the correct
macroscopic behaviour, as we shall see later. While being
closer to physical reality, our model does not waste
resources by accounting for inessential details of the
microscopic dynamics. The 'particles' of our model are
mathematical abstractions of the actual molecules. The
number of panicles is large enough to make statistical
concepts meaningful, but is still many orders of magnitude
smaller than the real number of molecules involved. In this
sense, our approach is to be seen as intermediate between
the macroscopic approach of PDE's and the microscopic
one of molecular dynamics.

An important property of our CA model is that the
evolving field (i.e. the occupation number) is integer-
valued and is exactly represented by computer words. The
absence of round-off errors guarantees the stability of our
algorithms in sharp contrast to the tedious procedure of
establishing the stability of non-linear algorithms iterating
real-valued fields (e.g. FDE for the particle density).

The parallel and local character of cellular automata
maps naturally onto the architecture of massively parallel
computers, in which a large number of processors run in
parallel and communication is very fast between
neighbouring processors (for example, one can envisage
one processor being assigned to every lattice site). The
massively parallel paradigm is bound to dominate
computer architectures in the coming decades, as it offers

the only way to surpass the physical limitations (e.g. speed
of light) of serial and vector machines. Of course, when
microscopic effects are uninteresting, other numerical
approaches (e.g. FDE) can be implemented on massively
parallel computers and the relative efficiency of different
algorithms will depend on the specific applications.

Probabilistic CA models similar to ours have been
applied to the treatment of various reaction-diffusion
processes [2,3]. These models were inspired by the lattice-
gas automata (LGA) that are used to simulate fluid motion
[4]. By freeing itself of some of the standard features of
LGA, our model is able to surpass certain serious
limitations of prior models. Most importantly, we see no
reason to impose an a priori limit on the number of
particles per site ' and, thus, unnecessarily constrain the
statistics of our simulations (the number of particles per
site still remains finite in any given simulation). Moreover,
advection arises naturally from our microscopic rule,
whereas models with an exclusion principle cannot model
advection without introducing unwanted non-linearities.
Finally the connection between our CA reaction rules with
the prescribed molecular reaction scheme is more
transparent than in reactive LGA and facilitates the
modelling of complex chemical reactions.

In Section 2, we introduce formally the basic
ingredients of our CA model and outline the derivation of
the continuum equations; we then describe applications to
various chemical reaction schemes, emphasising the effects
of microscopic fluctuations and correlations on
macroscopic behaviour (Section 3). The experience derived
from the present work is summarised in Section 4 and
future directions are indicated.

2 The Model

For simplicity we formulate the model on a one-
dimensional lattice with lattice spacing X. At time t there
are Ndx.t) particles of species a on the site with position
coordinate x. One time step later, i.e. at time t + t, the
value of Na is given by

Na(x,t + x) = e*JNa(x.t), (1)
where ? and C are the transport and chemical reaction
operators, respectively. ? lets each particle move to the
right or left or remain stationary with probabilities pa, qa

and 1 - pa - qa , respectively. C adds (subtracts) the
appropriate number of products (reactants) for each
reaction that takes place. We write

evo(x.i) = AU* ,O + X(v^J - v£'K,.r. (2)
r=l

.<<•)where T|z, is a random Boolean variable and vJJ; and v^.
are stoichiometric coefficients referring to initial and final
species, respectively. The summation runs over all R one-
way reactions obtained by separating, in the case of
reversible reactions, the forward from the reverse process.

A so-called exclusion principle' is useful for optimisation puiposes in LGA
simulations on special-purpose and vector computers.



Reaction r takes place ai x when r\xr =1 and we choose
this 10 happen with probability

where the Pr is a real constant, Fr is a function of the
occupation numbers and S is the set of all species. We shall
see later that, in the continuum limit, Pr is related to the
rate constant and F, to the functional dependence of the
reaction rate on the concentrations.

To obtain the particle density we average Na(x,t)
over several independent simulations:

It follows that [5]:

<3>

The first term on the RHS of (3) gives the result of
the transport operation on the density:

{y.VaUr)) =

(4)

A chemical reaction rule that yields the standard law of
mass action in the continuum limit is defined as follows:

. (5)

Here the reaction probability is weighted by a product
involving the number of particles of each species; as a
result, the reaction becomes likelier the greater the number
of panicles present. For example, according to this rule, if
r is the reaction a+2b —> c, then it occurs with probability
PrNJ^tLNb-l)- Of course, the reaction probability has to be
<1 (probability conservation); since the occupation
number is finite in a simulation, we can ensure probability
conservation by choosing P, to be sufficiently small (so that
PJ^J^b(Nb-l) < i , vx.t, in the above example); since the
physical reaction rate is related to PJX, X has to be chosen
correspondingly small; the limit is set by the resulting
increase in computation time due to the greater number of
iterations.

The time evolution of the density is obtained by
substituting (4) and (5) in (3). For the purpose of deriving
the macroscopic equations, we have to discard some
microscopic information by making two assumptions:

(i) There are no correlations between the occupation
numbers of different species (molecular chaos).

(ii) Na does not vary appreciably over several lattice
spacings (smoothness assumption).

The first assumption allows us to break up (Fr) into a
product of expectation values for different species, which
can then be expressed in terms of the local density pa,
thanks to the second assumption. It should be clear that
neither assumption is implied in our simulations and they
only serve the purpose of deriving the macroscopic

equations. This derivation is useful in v_rder to delineate
the differences between the CA and PDE approaches.

With the above assumptions we arrive at the
discrete evolution equation [5]:

:,r+t/2)

(6)

where we have used the notation

The continuum limit is defined by letting X,z and
Pa - <?a-»0. while keeping X2A and (pa - <fa)A/x constant.
We thus derive the standard reaction-transport PDE [5]:

dt

' » (7)

where we define the advection velocity Va, the diffusion
coefficient Da and the rate constant kr as follows:

D
A.2

=(pa+qa)~.
2i

P
^—. (8)

X
Va=(pa-qa)~.

i 2i i

We note that advection is the macroscopic manifestation of
a bias in the displacement probabilities of the random walk
(pa*qa). We treat species with different transport
properties by choosing pa and qa individually for each
species (e.g. pa = qa = 0 for immobile species).
Inhomogeneities are accounted for by making pa and qa

position dependent; then, if we define Va and Da using
Eq. (8), we have to identify the advection velocity with

Wa(x) = Va(x)-dDa(x)/dx
Similarly, the parameters in (8) can be made time-
dependent.

The transition from particle densities to species
concentrations is made by means of a scaling factor y.
Ca(x,t) s ypa(x,t). The Ca satisfy Eq. (7) with
appropriately rescaled rate constants.

3 Applications

The CA presented above can describe a wide variety of
systems subject to coupled mass transport and chemical
reactions. Our aim in this section is to demonstrate the
versatility of the model and to compare the results of the
discrete simulations with those obtained i;om the
corresponding PDE's. We shall see that microscopic
information, such as density fluctuations and correlations
between the molecules of different species, is neglected by
the usual macroscopic approach at a certain cost. Thus, for
a system of migrating particles subject lo either of the
reactions a+b *-> c and a + b -» c, the macroscopic long-
time behaviour is dominated by microscopic effects that are
naturally accounted for by the CA model but are left out by
the standard reaction-diffusion PDE's. When such effects
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are not significant, the CA and PDE approaches agree well
with each other, as we shall see below. For details of the
simulations, we refer the reader to Ref. [5].

3.1 a + b <-+ c

We begin with a homogeneous system of a-, b- and
L-particles diffusing2 and reacting according to the
reversible reaction a + b «-» c. In the macroscopic
approach, aJ! particle densities are spatially independent
and the density of, say, the a-particles evolves in time
according to the rate equation

dp A')
dt

= -klp,(t)pb(t) + k2pc( (9)

where k, and k2 are the rate constants for a + b -» c and
c -> a + b, respectively. In the long-time limit, the system
reaches equilibrium, with the densities satisfying the law of
mass action 3 :

P,(OPb(0 . *2 ( 1 0 )

Pc(') *1

In our simulations we find that the asymptotic steady-state
does not satisfy (10) if a single diffusion operation
separates successive reaction operations. This is due to
correlations at the microscopic level: the a- and b-particles
originating from the decay of the same c-particle remain
sufficiently close to each other for their probability of
meeting again to be higher than in a well-mixed system.
The conditions of molecular chaos are systematically
approached by increasing the amount of diffusion (i.e. the

10"

10'3 t-

10" ,.,,!

10 10 10 10 10
Time [Units of T]

Fig. 1: a -density for 1-dimensional, homogeneous system
reacting via a + b -> c, as function of time:
(a) only diffusion (solid line), (b) dijfusion+relative
advection (dashed line), and (c) random
redistribution (dolled line)

- Unless otherwise stated, the diffusion coefficients of all species are assumed
equal.
The law of mass action in this simple ioim is valid only for infinite dilution.
For higher concentrations, interactions (e.g. of electrostatic nature)
complicate the situation and the rclauon holds properly for activities rather
than concentrations.

number of diffusion operations per reaction operation) in
our simulations (see also [6]).

We consider next an inhomogeneous system of
diffusing a-, b- and c-particles. Initially there are only a-
and b-particles occupying the x<0 and x>0 halves of the
lattice, respectively. The particles combine according to
a + b-> c to produce c-particles, which decay back to a and
b according to c —>a + b. In our simulations, we find that
the width of the reaction zone (i.e. of the region around x
= 0 where the production rate of c is non-zero) increases
asymptotically with time as tm, as expected in the
diffusion-limited regime prevailing for our choice of
transport and reaction parameters. At the centre of the
reaction zone, the densities of all species approach
asymptotically stationary equilibrium values. If the time-
scale for c-production is much shorter than that for c-
decay, then the width increases as tla for t » k{' , as
expected, but for t « £2': a different power-law appears to
set in temporarily in one-dimensional simulations [7]; this
is reminiscent of the asymptotic behaviour observed with
the irreversible reaction, which we now proceed to describe
in detail.

3.2 a + b -> c

When the reverse reaction is switched off, then a- and b-
particles will deplete each other until there are only inert
c-particles left over, unless there is a indefinite external
supply of reactants. This is quite unlike the state of global
or local chemical equilibrium attained with the reversible
reaction. Consequently, questions of a qualitatively
different nature have to be posed concerning the
asymptotic behaviour of a system subject to the irreversible
reaction a + b—>c.

We first consider a homogeneous system. Initially,
there is a uniform random distribution of equal numbers
(hence, also, densities) of a- and b-parricles. Species c is
inert and can be ignored. It is easily seen that the densities
of the reactants remain equal at all times and the rate
equation simplifies to:

The long-time prediction pa «r-1 follows trivially.
In Figure 1, we show the lime evolution of pa as

obtained from one-dimensional simulations using three
different kinds of transport operation: (a) both species
diffuse with the same diffusion coefficient, (b) the same us
before, but one of the species is subject to an additional
drift (advection), and (c) particles are randomly
redistributed between reaction steps. The asymptotic time
dependence in the three cases listed above is f1M, (%IZ and
t'\ respectively. It is clear that the prediction of the
macroscopic rate equation corresponds to the well-mixed
third case. In the other two cases, the long-time behaviour
of the system is dominated by long-range density
fluctuations which are present in the initial state and which
diffusion or advection are not able to destroy by the time of
interest; after the bulk of particles has been depleted, the
remaining excess particles within such fluctuations form
segregated regions of a- and b-concentrations; the reaction
then proceeds only along the boundaries of these regions
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Fig. 2: Width of reaction zone for a two-dimensional,
initially separated system reacting via a + £>-» c, as
a function of time: solution of reaction-diffusion
equations (dotted, dashed and dot-dashed curves
for 1,4 and 10 transport operations per reaction
operation, respectively) compared with result of
simulations (solid curves).

and is slower than under the well-mixed conditions
assumed by the rate equation [8]. Interestingly, the
advection of one species relative to the other mixes the
species faster than diffusion and speeds up the reaction
compared to pure diffusion [9].

Moving away from the homogeneous system, we
lake up again the initially separated system of a- and b-
particles considered in the previous subsection. This time
there is no reverse reaction and the c-particles can be left
out of the discussion. It can be shown from the reaction-
diffusion equations that, under the diffusion-controlled
conditions relevant here, the width of the reaction zone
grows asymptotically with time as t1/s [10].

In Figure 2 we compare the width of the reaction
zone obtained from two-dimensional simulations with the
result of the reaction-diffusion equations. The differential
equation results display asymptotically the expected tm

behaviour. Figure 2 shows, however, that the width grows
faster in the simulations. The discrepancy is substantial for
nD = 1, but it diminishes with enhanced diffusion (no - 4,
10). It appears that, if diffusion does not mix sufficiently
the two species, a- and b-particles deplete each other less
vigorously; as a result, each species penetrates deeper into
the region of the other and the width of their overlap is
enhanced. The observation that the relative enhancement
diminishes with more diffusion suggests that the slowing
down of the reaction can probably be traced back to density
fluctuations, as in the homogeneous case above.

3.3 Autocatalyt ic react ions

Our aim in formulating a general CA model of
reaction-transport phenomena has certainly been to go
beyond the relatively simple reactions presented so far. As
a first excursion into complex chemical systems, we model

non-linear reaction schemes with autocatalytic reactions,
which require the presence of a certain species in order to
produce more of it. When systems of species subject to
such reactions are driven far from chemical equilibrium,
they can undergo phase transitions to new stable states,
where the concentrations of the constituents exhibit
different kinds of striking behaviour (oscillations, non-
linear travelling waves, steady spatial patterns). Since life
processes may depend crucially on the emergence of
ordered states, autocatalytic reactions are of extreme
importance in the chemical and biological sciences
[11,12].

The formation of steady concentration patterns was
predicted by A. Turing in 1952 [13] and experimentally
observed recently [14]. With current computers, pattern
formation can be more efficiently studied using standard
FDE methods than with our microscopic simulation, but
future massively parallel architectures may render the
difference immaterial. To illustrate the versatility of our
model we show the results of two simulations of
autocatalytic systems.

The Brusselator [15] is a relatively simple model of a
non-linear chemical system that displays a lot of the
remarkable behaviour mentioned above; it is defined by the
reaction scheme:

B + X- >Y + D

where the concentrations of A and B are kept constant (e.g.
by external supply of reactants), whereas D and E are
continuously removed. Figure 3 shows the result of a
simulation on a one-dimensional lattice of length L. The
interior of the lattice is initially filled with uniform random
distributions of X and Y particles, whereas the boundary
concentrations of X and Y are fixed to the values of the
homogeneous steady state. We choose the parameter values
of our simulation so that an interplay between chemical

x
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Length [units of L]
1.0

Fig. 3: Simulation of one-dimensional Brusselator (solid
curve) compared with solution of reaction-diffusion
equations (dotted curve).
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Fig. 4: Spatial concentration pattern obtained from two-
dimensional simulation of the Schnackenberg
model.

reactions and diffusion drives the system towards a
structured stable state. A crucial condition for the
emergence of Turing structures is a difference in the
diffusion coefficients of X and Y. Linear stability analysis
shows that, for our choice of parameters, the ratio DyfDx

has to exceed 3.05 for the homogeneous steady state to
become unstable (in the simulation we take DyiDx = 3.75).
Unfortunately, the simulation is not yet efficient enough to
allow, within reasonable computational time, the good
statistics needed for a quantitative comparison with the
result of the macroscopic equations.

The reaction scheme

A<r*X , 2X + Y->3X ,
was introduced by Schnackenberg [16] as the simplest, but
chemically plausible, two-species reaction mechanism that
ac.iits periodic solutions. The model has been studied
extensively using the macroscopic reaction-diffusion
equations and is known to exhibit a Turing instability over
a wide domain of control parameters [12,17,18]. Figure 4
shows a two-dimensional concentration pattern obtained
with our CA model. Due to time limitations the simulation
was not run up to a time when the pattern becomes
stationary.

3.4 Precipitation/dissolution

So far we have considered chemical reactions between
species in solution. Aqueous solutions react, however, with
the host rock in which they are transported. Thus, mineral
dissolution and precipitation alter rock properties, e.g. the
porosity, which have a direct impact on mass transport
through the rock. Modelling the intricate coupling between
hydrological and chemical processes constitutes a
formidable task since the flow characteristics vary, in
general, in space and time. We believe the CA modelling
approach to offer significant advantages in this connection.
We have seen in Section 2 that transport with spatially

varying parameters can be treated with no additional effort.
Moreover, the fact that we model at a microscopic level
allows us to readjust the characteristics of the flow as they
vary in the process of the simulation.

We consider here the simple reversible reaction
m(s)«-»a + b,

where a and b are mobile solute species and m is a
stationary mineral. The microscopic rule for this reaction
can be stated as follows: If m-particles are present at a site,
one of them dissociates into an a- and a b-particle with
probability P\. When an a- and a b-particle meet at a site,
they react with probability P2 if there is at least one
m-particle at the same site or if the product of the a- and
b-densities at that site is not less than the solubility
product X= P\IPi (we do not allow supersaturation in our
simple model). Thus, precipitation is always allowed to
occur if there is already solid present, while otherwise the
solution must be saturated before solid begins to form. The
solute densities needed in order to decide if the solution is
saturated are calculated by averaging over an ensemble of
macroscopically identical systems.

As an example, we assume that at t = 0 a quantity of
solid is uniformly distributed in the left half of a one-
dimensional lattice. A fluid flows with constant velocity
across the lattice, from left to right. We assume the amount
of solid to be small, so that variations in its quantity do
not appreciably affect the flow. The solid dissolves
gradually and the dissolved particles are carried down the
lattice by the fluid. We choose a lattice of 100 sites and a
fluid velocity of 0.1 X/T. Initially, there are on the average
10 solid particles per site in the left half of the lattice. The
dissolved particles are transported with the above
advection velocity and diffuse with diffusion constants D,
= £>b = X2/2x. The probabilities for the forward and
backward reactions are 0.04 and 0.4, respectively. The
density profile of the solid particles after 5000 iterations is
shown in Figure 5. The solid, dotted and dashed curves
correspond to ensemble averages over 250,1000 and 4000
systems, respectively. It is interesting that there is
precipitation of solid downstream from the original solid
edge. This is entirely caused by statistical fluctuations in
the solute densities. Due to the fluctuations the product of
the densities occasionally exceeds the solubility product
and precipitation occurs, an effect which is absent in the
macroscopic approach. As expected. Figure 5 shows that
averaging over a larger ensemble reduces the fluctuations
and the resulting precipitation.

The above simulations were performed with a very
small amount of solid compared to the volume of liquid
present. In realistic porous media, the solid phase occupies
most of the rock volume and our code requires several
hours of CPU time in order to simulate the dissolution of a
macroscopic amount of solid. The difference in scales
between the numbers of mineral and solute particles, and
the requirement of reasonable statistics for the latter,
render a straightforward simulation of realistic mineral-
solute systems very inefficient with present-day computers.
Solving this problem, while maintaining the valuable
microscopic aspects of the model, constitutes a major
challenge to our approach. It is a challenge worth facing,
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Fig. 5: Density profile of solid m-panicles subject to the
precipitation/dissolution process m(s) <-> a + b.

since a microscopic approach is indispensable for the
solution of transient problems in which the transport of
solutes is continually modified by changes in the host rock
caused by the same solutes.

4 Conclusions

The cellular automaton presented in this work models the
transport of solutes coupled with chemical reactions. Solute
particles perform a random walk on a regular lattice and
react chemically among themselves or with stationary
mineral particles according to a set of local probabilistic
rules. At the macroscopic level, the random walk appears
as a combination of diffusion and advection, the latter
following from a directional bias of the random walk.
Processes are modelled at an elementary level, albeit
without the full detail of molecular dynamics. Due to this
simplicity, arbitrary chemical reactions and boundary
conditions can be modelled in a physically transparent
way. The model is general enough to describe a wide
variety of reaction-transport processes.

The evolution equations of the discrete model go
over to the standard macroscopic reaction-transport
equations in the continuum limit, if we assume molecular
chaos and a smooth spatial dependence of the panicle
density. Since no such conditions are required by our
model, our simulations account for microscopic effects that
are left out by the macroscopic approach. We have seen
this in particular in our simulations of homogeneous
systems subject to the reactions a + b «-» c and a + b -» c,
when the latter proceed on a much smaller time scale than
transport. In the reversible case, we found out that
correlations between the reacting particles can influence
the macroscopic properties of the equilibrium state reached
after sufficient lime; this is an example of a breakdown of
the molecular chaos assumption. In the case of the
irreversible reaction, the long-time decline in the density of

the reactants is dominated by residual fluctuations in the
particle density that result in separate spatial domains of a-
and b-particles; this gives rise to a slower annihilation
mechanism between the two species. By neglecting
microscopic fluctuations, the macroscopic approach misses
completely the dominant reaction mechanism when it
comes to the long-time limit and predicts the wrong power-
law behaviour. In our simulations of the inhomogeneous
a + b -» c system we found that a- and b-particles
penetrate deeper into the regions of each other as their
reaction becomes weaker, due probably to a similar
fluctuation effect In microscopic simulations of
autocatalytic reactions, density fluctuations result in
transient pattern formation below the threshold predicted
by linear stability analysis based on the macroscopic
equations; this has been observed by other authors [19], but
has also been confirmed by our simulations. Finally,
density fluctuations can cause precipitation when the
macroscopic densities lie just below the precipitation
threshold. In conclusion, we have demonstrated that our
model is able to approximate systematically the results of
the macroscopic equations, if microscopic properties have
no significant consequences at the macroscopic level. If,
on the contrary, effects of microscopic origin are not
negligible, then our model, unlike the macroscopic
approach, accounts naturally for them.

The ability of our model to describe various
reaction-transport systems in a physically transparent way
is certainly reassuring. Equally important is the guaranteed
stability of our algorithm, which is a valuable asset when
modelling highly non-linear systems, as discussed in the
Introduction. Another important criterion for the
usefulness of the model as a practical tool is its
computational efficiency. The possibility to improve the
computation-time requirements of our simulations by
utilising the freedom we enjoy in the selection of the
microscopic reaction rule has been discussed in Ref. [5].
But the main computational gains that will make our
model competitive with alternative methods of numerical
solution of the macroscopic equations (to the extent that
explicit microscopic effects are negligible or uninteresting)
will most likely be attained by ingenious programming on
an appropriate massively parallel computer. The
performance of CA simulations is usually measured in site
updates per second (u.p.s.). The efficiency of our
simulations on a VAX-9000 in scalar mode ranges from
106 u.p.s. for pure transport of one species to 2x 104 u.p.s.
for the Brusselator. At the latter rate, the result displayed
in Figure 3 required about 11 CPU hours, whereas the
calculation illustrated in Figure 4 took about 30 CPU
hours. On an early model of the massively parallel
Connection Machine (CM-2a), we achieved a gain in the
simulation of the a + b «-» c reaction by a factor of about 2
compared to the performance on the VAX; an additional
factor of 2 was attained thanks to the architectural
improvements implemented in a later model (CM-200).
The simulations can be made faster by utilising a low-level
instruction set available on the Connection Machine, but
we would rather maintain the present transparent form of
our code. We point out that the above performance figures
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hold for a general code that we have applied to the
different systems by simply modifying the input.
Substantial improvements in performance are possible by
means of application-specific optimisation. Thus, in Ref.
[2], the reaction a + b —» c was simulated on a CRAY-
YMP at a rate of 2x 107 u.p.s., while an improvement by a
factor of more than 4 is possible on CM-2a [20]. It is
certainly desirable to combine the advantages of the
present general (but slow) and other fast (but specific)
models in order to obtain a useful and efficient algorithm.

The applications of the model presented here have
to be selected so as to maximise its advantages: (i) the
ability to model transpon with inhomogeneous and time-
dependent parameters, as well as systems which are not
necessarily in chemical equilibrium, (ii) the guaranteed
numerical stability, and (iii) the capacity to treat arbitrary
boundary conditions. Such potential applications include
the interaction of solutes with mineral surfaces and the
coupling of porosity changes with the transpon of reactive
solutes. When alternative modelling approaches are
available, relative computational efficiency will be the
decisive criterion. We expect, however, the model to
realise its full potential with natural systems whose
complexity makes the microscopic point of view
indispensable.
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THE ROLE OF ORGANICS ON THE SAFETY OF A
RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY

L.R. Van Loon and W. Hummel

Laboratory for Waste Management

Abstract

The potential effect of organics on the release of
radionuclides from a low level radioactive waste
repository is discussed. The development of modelling
tools and the experimental procedures at PSI are especially
highlighted. The 'philosophy' is demonstrated with some
practical applications.

Introduction

It is planned to dispose of the shortlived low- and medium
level radioactive waste in Switzerland in an underground
repository [1], Basically, this (SMA-repository) will be a
cement-based repository. The use of large amounts of
cement causes an alkaline environment (pH of the cement
porewater is initially about 13.3) and ensures the slow
release of most of the radionuclides because of their low
solubility at these high pH values and/or their strong
sorption on the cement phase [2].

The radioactive waste coming from the operation of
nuclear power stations and from medicine, industry and
research contains a substantial amount of organic
compounds and can be divided into [2]:

• low molecular weight organics such as EDTA,
NTA, citrate, oxalate.

• high molecular weight products such as bitumen,
polystyrene-based ion exchange resins, cellulose.

Another class of organic compounds that must be
considered is natural organic ligands. In this class of
organics, the fulvic (FA) and hunu'c acids (HA) are
especially important.

The presence of organic compounds in a repository
is generally seen as a negative situation because of
potential complexation reactions between the low
molecular weight compounds and radionuclides or
between degradation products of the high molecular
weight compounds and radionuclides. Complex formation
between organics and radionuclides generally increases the
mobility of radionuclides because their solubility can be
increased and/or their sorption decreased. Thus, the
potential effect of the presence of organics on radionuclide
release from a repository must be estimated in safety
assessment studies. The feasibility of this procedure
depends strongly on knowledge of the type of organics
present in the repository or in groundwater or generated by

the degradation of high molecular weight compounds, on
knowledge of complexation constants for the different
complexes and on knowledge of competing reactions.
Quite large gaps can be observed in thermodynamic data
bases of complexation constants for many radionuclide-
organic complexes. There is also a significant lack of
information about the degradation pathways of the high
molecular weight organics.

The experimental and modelling approach to solve
these problems are outlined in the following sections.

2 Low molecular weight organics

The organic complexation of radionuclides with the four
ligands EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetate, NTA
(nitrilotriacetate), citrate and oxalate was studied in some
detail. These four compounds cover a large range of
complexing strengths and represent important classes of
organic ligands. EDTA is one of the strongest non-specific
chelating ligand known, whereas NTA represents
intermediate-range complexes with aminocarboxylic acids.
Both compounds may be present in the radioactive waste
itself, originating from decontamination and clean-up
operations of nuclear facilities. Oxalic and citric acids
form the strongest complexes within their classes of di-
and tri-carboxylic acids, respectively. Oxalic acid is the
most important product of radiolytic degradation of
bitumen and cation exchange resins (see sections 3.2 and
3.3).

The first issue in chemical modelling is to
understand the chemistry of the system. However,
important species determining the chemistry of the
specific system under investigation may be missing in
common data bases due to lack of quantitative data. These
'gaps' or 'holes' in thermodynamic data bases are the most
dangerous pitfalls in chemical modelling as they are
invisible to the incautious user and, thus, may lead to
grossly false conclusions. Therefore, the first step in
modelling the influence of organics on radionuclides in
high pH cement pore waters is to use chemical reasoning
to predict the type of species that may dominate the
speciation. Stability constants which are not available in
the literature were estimated using chemical systematics
and free-energy relations of thermodynamic data [3]. In
cases where little or nothing is known, e.g. about the
formation of ternary metal-ligand-hydroxo complexes, at
least the maximum values of their stabilities were
assessed. Subsequent sensitivity analyses showed whether
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these species are important or not and. thus, gave hints for
further experimental investigations.

Chemical equilibria were computed within the
range of pH 11 to 13 and a range of Ca concentrations
from 0.001 to 0.1 mol.l"! complexation of EDTA. NTA,
citrate and oxalate with Cs. Sr. Ra, Ni, Pd. Tc, Sn, Zr, Th.
U. Np. Pu. Am and Cm. EDTA complexes predominate
only in the case of Ni. In all other cases, the competition
of Ca-organic or metal-hydroxo complexes successfully
prevent any significant influence of EDTA, NTA. citrate
or oxalate on the speciation of these radionuciides [4].

3 The degradation of high molecular
weight organics

3.1 General aspects

When considering degradation of polymers under near
field conditions, two different mechanisms are involved:
radiolytic degradation and alkaline degradation. The
former is caused by the radiation field present in the
repository, the latter by the high pH of tbe cement pore
water. Almost all organic substances are sensitive to
irradation. For the alkaline degradation, two main classes
of polymers have to be distinguished:

• polymers insensitive to alkali. These are the so-
called addition polymers in which the monomers
are molecules with multiple bonds which undergo
true addition reactions (polystyrene, polyethylene,
bitumen).

• polymers sensitive to alkali. These are the
condensation polymers in which a small molecule
(usually water) is eliminated in the condensation of
any two monomer units (cellulose, polyester,
nylon...).

Organic substances are sensitive to irradiation and undergo
chemical changes. These changes comprise i) the
formation of chemical bonds between different molecules,
ii) the irreversible cleavage of bonds resulting in
fragmentation of molecules, iii) the formation and iv) the
disappearance of unsaturated bonds. In the case of
polymers, process i) results in the so-called intennoiecular
crosslinking. whereas chain scission of main bonds leads
to degradation [5]. Consequently, irradiation has a
pronounced effect on the physical properties of polymers.
For the radiolytic degradation of polymers, process ii) is
very important. It is generally observed that irradiation of
polymers leads to the production of small radicals such as
H, -CH3, -CO. -COi. These radicals can recombine with

the polymer itself or with each otherleading to the
formation of H2, CH4. C^H,. The irradiation of polymers
(and organics. in general), thus; leads mainly to the
formation of small, gaseous products.

When studying the effect of irradiation on organic
substances, radiation sources with a high dose rate are
required to do experiments on a reasonable timescale. The
conclusions of the high dose rate experiments are
extrapolated to situations where the dose rate is about

1000-10000 times lower (i.e repository conditions), a
procedure that has often been criticized. There is some
experimental evidence that the dose rate has no, or at least
a small (negligible), influence on the degradation process
and on the nature of degradation products formed [6,7]. It
is the total absorbed dose that determines the amount of a
certain degradation product that will be formed,
irrespective whether this dose has been collected in a short
time (at high dose rate) or over a long time (at low dose
rate). However, since bonds have to be broken, a minimum
amount of energy is required so that a minimum dose rate
is required to initiate the degradation process.

In alkaline degradation, the degradation reaction is
initiated by an attack of OH" on the polymer chain or by
deprotonation of a particular group. As a result, addition
polymers are insensitive to OH". Condensation polymers,
on the other hand, are sensitive and are degraded to
component monomers or to degradation products of these
monomers, depending on the stability of the monomer
under alkaline conditions.

For the degradation of high molecular weight
organics. the following procedure is generally applied in
our laboratory. The organic compound is degraded
chemically or by irradiation. Then, the complexation
capacity of the degradation product is quickly screened by
different simple methods. If a positive effect is seen (=the
degradation products have complexing capacities), the
ligand(s) that is (are) responsible for the observed effect is
(are) identified or characterized as well as possible. If the
compound is known, it is checked whether enough
thermodynamic data are available for speciation
calculations. Missing information can be obtained by
additional measurements or by the previously described
method of estimation (see section 2). Finally, the effect of
the organic degradation products on solubility and sorption
in the near field can be estimated and, from this, the effect
OD repository safety evaluated.

3.2 Bitumen

For more than twenty years bitumen has been used
worldwide to solidify intermediate and lowlevel
radioactive waste. Currently, the spent fuel from Swiss
nuclear power facilities is reprocessed outside Switzerland
and the conditioned wastes will be returned for final
disposal. A portion of this material (3400 tons) will be
bituminous. A small amount (concentrates and ion
exchange resins) also comes directly from the nuclear
power plant in Gosgen

Bitumen is a complex mixture of high molecular
organic compounds (aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons)
[8]. Studies of the radiolytic degradation, however, do not
show a complex mixture of organics in solution. Besides a
range of fatty acids, oxalate was the most important
radiolytic degradation product that could be detected in
solution by GC-MS and ion chromatography [9]. The
oxalate is probably formed by the combination of two
CO2 radicals. Titration of the degradation products with
Cu2+, and additional adsorption experiments with Ni2+ and
IX•-?* in presence of the degradation products, showed
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that oxalate was the only ligand of importance in the
mixture of degradation products. It was quite surprising
that the degradation behaviour of such a complex system
was so simple. However, in view of the degradation
processes discussed earlier, it is not so surprising.
Bitumen showed no degradation in alkaline solutions in
absence of irradiation. The potential effect of degradation
of bitumen has been reduced to the evaluation of the effect
of oxalate on radionuclide speciation (see section 2).

3.3 Cation exchange resins

Cation exchange resins are highly cross-linked
polystyrene-based materials with sulphonic acid functional
groups. They belong to the addition polymers and are quite
insensitive to alkaline degradation. Irradiation of cation
exchange resins leads mainly to the removal of the
functional groups. Consequently, a large amount of SO4

2'
can be found in the equilibrium solution after irradiation.
That the backbone of the ion exchange resins (polystyrene)
is very resistant to irradiation can be deduced from the
small amount of organic carbon found in solution. From
chemical analysis and titration experiments with Cu2+, it
was seen that oxalate and an unknown ligand X were the
only substances of importance formed by irradiation of the
resins [10]. The ligand X could be characterized in terms
of concentration, stability constant for the Ni-X complex
and a deprotonation constant. An evaluation of the effect
of both degradation products was carried out following the
procedure described in section 2 [10].

3.4 Cellulose

Cellulose belongs to the category of
condensation polymers and is very
sensitive to alkali. A large part of the
information on alkaline degradation
comes from the paper industry. The
main degradation pathway of cellulose
is the so-called peeling off process.
This is a step-by-step endwise removal
of glucose units. The main degradation
product formed by the peeling reaction
is isosaccharinic acid
(polyhydroxycarboxylic acid) [11,12].
Isosaccharinic acid has been shown to
have a large influence on the solubility
of Pu [13,14]. This can be interpreted
as a strong complex formation between
Pu and isosaccharinic acid. Solubility tests, however, are
not the best way to evaluate the effect of degradation
products on the mobility of r -jionuclides, especially when
the solution contains a mixture of ligands at different
concentrations. The ligand present at the highest
concentration will determine the solubility of the metal.
Highly specific ligands present at low concentration will
not be detected at all. In evaluating the role of organic
ligands on radionuciide release, small amount of metals
have to used in order to detect highly specific ligands
present at small concentrations. Studies of the effect of
ligands on the sorption of a metal - at trace level

concentration - are, therefore, more suitable for evaluating
effects of degradation products.

Since the degradation of cellulose results in a
complex mixture of organic compounds (formic acid,
acetic acid, glycollic acid, isosaccharinic acid...), a
filtering step has to be introduced. In this first filtering
step, one has to identify the most important ligand with
respect to complexation. Isosaccharinic acid might be - at
least quantitatively- the most important degradation
product but this does not mean that it is the most important
product with respect to complexation. As soon as the most
important ligands have been identified, further studies can
be performed. The additional studies have to be designed
in such a way that the information gained is useful for
evaluating the role of the degradation products on
radionuclide release. To model the effect of a ligand on
the speciation of a radionuclide, it is important to know
the stability constant of the complex, the ligand
concentration and possible competing reactions.
Consequently, efforts have to be put into the determination
of stability constants of the complex of interest. Also, an
estimation of the ligand concentration that can be expected
in the cement-porewater is necessary. This involves
studies of the kinetics of the alkaline degradation of
cellulose, the adsorption of the degradation products on
the cement, the stability of the degradation products in the
high pH cement water, etc. [15]. Finally, important side
reactions that might occur in the cement pore water have
to be identified.

Fig. 1: Molecular structure of a humic acid.

4 Natural organic ligands

4.1 General aspects

Natural organic ligands, especially FA and HA, are high
molecular weight compounds with carboxylic and
phenolic functional groups (Fig. 1). These compounds are
known to form stable complexes with many metals [16].
The stability of the complex depends strongly on the pH of
the environment. Besides solubility effects, this means that
HA and FA can affect the migration of radionuclides
through the geospbere by lowering their adsorption on the
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surface of water-beanng fissures and. depending on the
molecular size of the radionuclide-HA/FA complex, by-
hampering matrix diffusion. Further. HA and FA can also
influence the bioavailabiiity of radionuclides in the
biosphere. HA and FA thus have the potential to accelerate
the migration of radionuclides to the biosphere and it is,
therefore, important to know whether or not effects of HA
have to be considered in safety assessment studies.

Calculations with geochemical codes such as
PHREEQE and MINEQL could be very useful to estimate
the effects of HA and FA. The main problem, however, is
the lack of usable data on stability constants of
radionuclide-HA complexes. Most data reported in the
literature have been determined under conditions that are
irrelevant for most af the safety assessment studies (i.e.
low pH, high ionic strength) [17]. As stability constants of
radionuclide-HA complexes depend strongly on the pH
and ionic strength of the solution and can increase by
several orders of magnitude when the pH rises from 6 to 9,
these data cannot be used to predict speciation in the
slightly alkaline conditions typical of most host-rock
waters currently under investigation in Switzerland. A
quite intensive measuring programme had to be set up to
estimate binding constants for radionuclide-FA complexes.
Also, a simple model to describe the interaction between
radionuclides and FA was developed.

4.2 Experiments

As already discussed in the introduction, the problem of
the evaluation of the potential role of humic and fulvic
acids is the lack of conditional stability constants for
metal-humic acid complexes. The reason for this gap is
mainly technical: it is difficult to determine stability
constants at pH values beyond neutral because of the
hydrolysis of many radionuclides at higher pH values. A
new technique was developped which allows the
determination of conditional stability constants over a
broad pH and ionic strength range. The new technique is a
combination of equilibrium dialysis and ligand exchange
(EDLE)[18].

Basically, the EDLE technique measures the
stability constant of the radionuclide-HA complex relative
to a reference radionuclide-L complex of known stability.
From the distribution of the radionuclide (M) between the
humic or fulvic acid (HA or FA) and the reference ligand
(L), the stability constant of the radionuclide-HA complex
can be calculated.

4.3 Modelling

Conditional stability constants of metal-HA complexes for
a number of metal cations (Co2+, Ni2+, UO2

2+, Ca2+,
NpO2

+) have been measured within a broad range of pH (5
- 10) and ionic strength (0.02 - 0.2M) (Fig. 2). Based on
these experimental data, a simple but chemically
reasonable model was developed with the goal of finally
assessing the influence of natural organic ligands on the
speciation of radionuclides.

Two different complexing sites have to be assumed
in order to model the observed pH dependency of the
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Fig. 2: Conditional stability constants for complexes
between an Aldrich humic acid and Co2+, M2+,
UO2

2*, Ca2\ NpO2* as a function ofpH (I =0.1M).

conditional stability constants. The first class comprises
weak complexing sites (Lw) which are fully deprotonated
beyond pH 6. The interaction of these sites with metal
cations can be written as: M + L, » MLW. From a
structural point of view these sites are assumed to consist
of two adjacent carboxylic acid groups forming bidentate
chelate complexes with metal cations (phthalic acid type).
The second class comprises strong complexing sites (Ls)
which, in contrast to the first class, are not completely
deprotonated. The interaction of these sites with metal
cations are, thus, written as: M + HLs <=> MLS + H+. This
explains the observed pH dependency (with slope of nearly
one) of some conditional stability constants. From a
structural point of view, these strong sites are assumed to
consist of a fully deprotonated carboxylic acid group
adjacent to a protonated phenolic group (salicylic acid
type). Strong bidentate chelate complexes are formed with
metal cations via a proton exchange reaction as described
above. If only the decoupled equilibria M + Ls <=> MLS

and H + Ls <=* HL, are considered, the protonation
constants of HLS and the stability constants of MLS

complexes may vary several orders of magnitude,
depending on the nature of the substituents. A statistical
analysis of Fe3* stability data, however, shows that both
equilibria are highly correlated with slope of one (Fig. 3)
and, thus, the exchange equilibrium M + HLS <=> MLS +
H+ may be considered constant to a first approximation.

This simple ligand mixing model, however, cannot
explain the observed dependency of conditional stability
constants on ionic strength. An electrostatic term has to be
introduced mto the model to account for the observation
mat macromolecules, such as humic acids, accumulate
negative charges with increasing pH, due to the
deprotonation of acidic functional groups. These
accumulated negative charges have a strong influence on
the complexation equilibria, conveniently considered by
the additional electrostatic term. A thorough analysis of
the existing models which describe such electrostatic
effects showed that all (applicable) models are based on
idealized assumptions [19,20,21] and that the model
predictions cannot be discriminated within the scatter of
experimental data. The use of the most simple model for a



pKa

3: The protonation constants (pKa) and the Fe(lll)
complexation constants (logK) of substituted
phenols and salicylic acids are highly correlated
(slope one). The exchange equilibrium Fe3* + HL
« FeL + tT thus, can be considered constant to a
first approximation.
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Fig. 4: The intrinsic stability constants (logK) of the
natural organics model are compatible with the
stability constants of small organic ligands. The
intrinsic constants of one metal cation (e.g.. Co2*;
arrows) can. thus, be used to estimate the intrinsic
constants of other metal cations (e.g. NpO2* UO2

2+;
big symbols: constants fitted on experimental data).

pragmatic approach can, therefore, be justified. The
consistency of the natural organics complexation model
with common chemical knowledge can be seen in the fact
that the intrinsic ML« and MLS stability constants are
compatible with the stability constants for small organic
ligands. Therefore, correlations of stability constants of
small molecules can be used in order estimate the
complexadon behavior of natural organics with different
metal cations, based on experimental data for one metal
cation (Fig. 4).

5 Summary and outlook

When looking back over the past few years, the main
lesson learned may be described in terms of a working
example of synergy. The combined efforts of applying
problem-specific well designed experimental methods and

careful chemical modelling, using chemical systematics
and data correlations, proved to be the most efficient way
to solve a number of 'unsolvable' problems in the field of
organics within tight constraints of time and manpower.
The present state of the art may be summarized as follows.

• General methods have been outlined for treatment
of the vast amount of low molecular weight organic
material possibly influencing the release of
radionuclides from radioactive waste repositories.
For special cases (high pH cement pore waters), the
feasibility of these methods was shown in a detailed
study. The influence of small organics on the
complexation of radionuclides was discussed in
detail, problem areas were identified and hints for
further experimental investigations given.

• The degradation of bitumen and cation exchange
resins was experimentally investigated. The
conclusive results revealed that only few small
organic ligands such as oxalate are important
degradation products. The influence of these small
ligands on radionuclide complexation was
estimated using the methods of chemical modelling
described above.

• The influence of humic and fulvic acids on
radionuclide complexation was studied within the
range of chemical parameters of common
groundwaters. The experiments revealed consistent
results for a number of metal cations. The
subsequently developed simple but chemically
reasonable complexation model based on the
experimental data now provides a valuable tool to
assess the influence of these natural organics on
speciation and mobility of radionuclides in the far
field of a radioactive waste repository.

Although immense progress on "how to tackle organics'
has been made, there is still a large amount of work to do:

• The bits and pieces of the small organics model will
be included in a more general model to assess the
influence of these low molecular weight organics
on heavy metal complexation. The applications and
limitations of this approach have to be discussed in
some detail. The study on organics complexation in
high pH cement pore waters will be extended to
lower pH waters and representative examples
worked out in detail. The necessary tools, such as
thermodynamic data bases and computer programs,
have to be documented in such a way that they can
be used with ease and that in the future specific
questions can be answered without problems.

• Cellulose has been identified as the most
problematic organic in a radioactive waste
repository. Studies of the alkaline degradation of
cellulose and its effect on radionuclide release will
be a main activity in the next years.

• The role of cement additives on the release of
radionuclides is also an open question which has to
be answered. The degradation of cement additives
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and its effect on radionuclide release will also be
one of the main research topics for the coming
years.

• The work on HA and FA will be finished by the end
of 1994. Only a few additional experiments have to
be carried out resolving the role of major cations
such as Ca2* and Mg2* on the interaction of HA/FA
and radionuclides. The model describing the
interaction of HA/FA with heavy metals will be
integrated in existing speciation codes.
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Abstract

A possible limiting factor of the service life of a reactor
is the mechanical load carrying margin, i.e. the excess of
the load carrying capacity over the actual loading, of the
central, heavy section components. This margin decreases
during service but, for safety reasons, may not fall below
a critical value. Therefore, it is essential to check and to
control continuously the factors which cause the decrease.
The reasons for the decrease are shown at length and in de-
tail in an example relating to the test which almost achieved
failure of a pipe emanating from a reactor pressure vessel,
weakened by an artificial crack and undergoing a water-
hammer loading. The latter was caused by a sudden valve
closure supposed to follow upon a break far downstream.

The computational and experimental difficulties associ-
ated with the simultaneous occurrence of an extreme weak-
ening and an extreme loading in an already rather compli-
cated geometry are explained. It is concluded that available
computational tools and present know-how are sufficient to
simulate the behaviour under such conditions as would pre-
vail in normal service, and even to analyse departures from
them, as long as not all difficulties arise simultaneously.

1 Introduction

The group «Mechanical Strength" of the section «Mechani-
cal Component Behaviour- is mostly dedicated to the finite
element (FE) calculations of stress and strain in the large,
heavy section components close to the core of a nuclear re-
actor. The general purpose of these calculations is twofold:
on the one hand, to establish the ultimate load carrying ca-
pacity in any particular critical situation, i.e. the load that
would lead to failure in that case; on the other hand, to find
the actually applied loading (of any kind, e.g. including
heating) under those circumstances.

To this end, our group had to master the whole range of
specialized computation, from the acquisition and mainte-
nance of a dedicated computer network and implementation
of the appropriate software to the writing of special pro-
grams for generating the FE mesh, e.g. around cracks, and
for computations further to the general-purpose routines.
We tested and demonstrated our tools and our know-how
by participating in several international projects and bench-
mark tests, like the HSST (Heavy Section Steel Technology)
and the HDR (Heiss-Dampf-Reaktor). With our powerful
programs we are now able to predict the behaviour of un-
flawed or damaged components and we can consider normal
or extreme accident conditions; in particular, we can take

account of cracks in a variety of geometries.
Indeed, the geometry is often extremely complicated:

consider, for example, a flange between a pressure vessel
and a tube, with a macroscopic crack in it. Such problems
require special programs to prepare the FE mesh to be fed
into the main program: these programs must be written by
the user, for each specific class of geometries.

It might well be asked why this ongoing effort is neces-
sary, since these central components are anyway practically
part of the core — they share the life of the reactor core,
from cradle to grave; in practice they can neither be sub-
stituted nor improved upon. The point is that just because
of this last-mentioned property they might, in fact, limit the
life of a reactor, namely if they become unsafe in some re-
spect. If the mechanical state of the material, the loadings
which are applied to the central components, our knowledge
about material behaviour and applied loadings and (last but
not least) the safety requirements remained constant in time,
it would be sufficient to improve on the calculations only
as far as the accuracy and dependability of the results is
concerned, be it thanks to better input data or to improved
numerical methods. This updating and maintenance of the
state-of-the-art is indeed a good part of our work.

However, all of these aspects change in time, and in
general, due to some version of Murphy's law, they change
so as to lessen the safety (Fig. 1). The mechanical state
of the steel changes due to ageing under stress: distributed
microcracks result in continuous damage; and irradiation
embrittles the material, rendering it more susceptible to the
growth of large cracks. The loading (in general only pres-
sure and thermal effects) will usually only increase if the
design conditions are changed, e.g. if the plant is upgraded

due to
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for higher power output. However, for safety, the peak
loadings during possible accidents must also be taken into
account, and these will be found to be higher whenever new
accident scenarios are studied which go farther off the de-
sign cases. Finally, safety requirements become ever more
stringent: they prescribe to take into account more severe
accident scenarios and require larger safety margins between
what can be tolerated and what is actually the case.

Thus, the safety margins must be continuously calcu-
lated anew: this motivates the dedicated involvement of
our group in the large computations necessary to analyse
the actual or potential peak loading during severe accidents
and the resistance of the component in its actual state to
loading. In the following, rather than giving a general ex-
position, a specific example [1] is discussed in some detail
in order to really show the problems involved.

2 HDR blowdown test

The research programme HDR was started in 1973 and
then subdivided in three phases; it is ongoing but sched-
uled to terminate in 1994. It is supported by a wide in-
ternational participation under the leadership of the KfK
(Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe). The experimental part
is already completed but it is foreseeable thai, even alter the
official termination, the experimental results will continue
to be of fundamental value for the continuing reactor safety
research.

The main purpose of this programme was the experi-
mental and computational assessment of the load carrying
capacity and of the actually occurring or possible peak load-
ings of the main components of the reactor structure. The
components were to be considered both in their unfiawed
state and in a condition as weakened by cracks. The ap-
plied loadings were to range from those encountered during
normal service conditions to those arising during postulated
extreme off-design accidents.

The third (and last) phase of the programme concerns
the safety margin of components weakened by long time
service during extreme accident conditions.

The experiment which concerns us here is the test se-
ries E31, in which a full scale piping system containing an
artificial, large crack was subjected to a waterhammer as
induced by a blowdown [2], We performed this test series
jointly with KfK and the Materialprufungsanstalt Stuttgart.

The test object (Fig. 2) was a 25 m long pipe with in-
ner diameter 425 mm and wall thickness 25 mm. It was
connected to a nuclear reactor pressure vessel (RPV), and
included four elbows; it was meant to simulate a boiling
water feedwater pipe. At the cross-sectional plane QP1,
close to the RPV, the pipe contained a test segment with a
semielliptical circumferential internal surface crack of initial
arc length 2a = 60° and initial maximum depths relative
to the wall thickness of a/w = 0.3 and 0.5 in the tests
E31.2 and E31.3 respectively. It should be noted that the
crack spans l/6th of the full circumference, and goes up to
halfway through the thickness !

The tests were carried out under simulated operating
conditions: internal pressure p = 9 MPa, temperature T =
240 °C. A pipe break at the far end was simulated by the
fracture of two rupture discs, and initiated the following

chain of processes: shocklike pressure drop in the pipe,
blowdown, sudden closure of the feedwater check valve,
waterhammer and finally heavy pipe oscillations. These
oscillations caused in the crack region a high bending load
and, thereby, high axial stresses and strains. In E31.2 there
resulted a maximum stable crack growth of 1.5 mm and
large plastic deformations in the crack region, whereas in
E31.3 a leak developed.

To achieve this substantial damage was the purpose of
this experiment, as we wanted to find the ultimate load car-
rying capacity. Preliminary design calculations had shown
that only a very high stress level and a major weakening of
the structure in addition to the crack would lead to such a
damage. Indeed, we found it necessary both to eliminate the
built-in damping of the check valve (so that it would close
impulsively, thereby increasing the waterhammer) and to
reduce the pipe wall thickness of the test segment from 25
to 16 mm (Fig. 2b).

Based on the test data, several institutes are carrying
out an ongoing comprehensive analysis with two objec-
tives: firstly, to numerically simulate the overall reaction
of the piping and the local behaviour of the crack zone
and, secondly, to assess the reliability of different calcula-
tion methods by comparing the calculated results with each
other and with the measured values.

At our institute, with preliminary FE calculations [3], we
evaluated the global piping behaviour with several simpli-
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Fig. 2: Test facility for the test series E31.
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tying assumptions, such as linear elastic material behaviour.
Furthermore, we investigated the influence of the variation
of the bending axis direction on the stress intensity along
the crack front under a uniform crack-opening pipe bending
load. Already in these first, relatively simple calculations,
the qualitative agreement between computed and measured
values was satisfactory; however, there emerged unexpected
deviations, typically, in the pipe deflections.

Here, we report on research into the global structural
behaviour of the piping, which we performed with the aim,
among others, of finding the causes for these deviations. In
addition, we analyze the state of stress in the crack region
under waierhammer action with fracture mechanics meth-
ods, also taking plasticity into account.

3 Global behaviour of piping system

To improve upon the analysis reported in [3] regarding the
global behaviour of the piping, we consider three more as-
pects: the deflection of the piping under static loading, the
spectrum of eigenfrequencies and the strains for both static
and blowdown loading; furthermore, in the evaluation of
the reactions under waterhammer action, we take the plas-
ticity of the material into account. In these additional areas
we include also the new results from test E31.3, which was
completed in the meantime.

The FE model which we employ here largely corre-
sponds to the one which we used in [3] and which is de-
scribed there in detail. The part of the piping system be-
tween the RPV and the so-called «fixpoint» close to the far
end is discretized with 59 4-node pipe elements. The pipe
end connected to the RPV is considered to be rigidly fixed,
given the stiffness of the RPV; at the remote pipe end, the
compliance of the fixpoint is included in the FE model. (It
later turned out that most probably the rigidity assumption
was too restrictive.) The influence of the crack on the over-
all piping flexibility is considered to be small and therefore
is neglected, i.e. the global FE model does not include a
crack.

Currently, we use the improved FE program version AD-
INA 6.0, which (as opposed to the previously used ver-
sion 5.6) takes into account also the warping of the pipe
cross-section.

3.1 Tests with static loading

In each case, the piping was subjected to a static vertical
force Fz at Q49 prior to the actual blowdown tests (Fig. 3)
(these tests were called E31.01 and E31.O3).

For the load F* = 100 kN, Table I shows the relative
deviation of the computed vertical displacement from the
values measured at some representative points on the pipe
axis. The positions of the measuring sites Q46 and Q46*
differ slightly in the two tests for technical reasons; the
remaining positions Q47, Q48 and Q49 coincide.

The difference between computed and measured values
is minor at the site Q48. At all other sites, however, the
deviations amount to some 14%—28% and are, thus, close
to the average 18% which was obtained in [3] for the devi-
ation of the greatest displacement of Q46 under waterham-
mer action. We, therefore, conclude that these relatively

Position
Q46»
Q46
Q47
Q49
Q48

Displacement u
Experiment

E31.01 ; E31.03
: 5.53

9.07 ;
10.6; 11.0
10.3; 11.1
6.0 ; 6.22

t [mm]
Calcu-
lation
4.60
7.63
9.09
8.05
5.95

Deviation of
Calculation

[%]

; -16.8
-15.9 ;
-14.2 ; -17.4
-21.8 ; -27.5
-0.8 ; -4.3

Table 1: Deflection of pipe axis under static loading.

large deviations in the displacements are, in fact, due to the
greater stiffness of the FE model as compared to the actual
structure, and not to measuring errors due to an inadequacy
of the displacement sensors for the extreme requirements
during the blowdown test.

However, the calculated strains agree fairly well with the
measured values; a sample from two cross-sections with dif-
ferent wall thickness close to the RPV is given in Figure 4,

Q47

Q49

Fig. 3: Setup for preliminary tests with static force.
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-0.3
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— FE, plastic,

-0.6-
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Fig. 4: Longitudinal strains for static loading.
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Mode
I
II
III

Eigenfreq.:encies [s
Experiment

E31.2 ; E31.3
4.78 ; 4.75
6.53 ; 6.44
8.47 ; 8.43

Finite Element
Calculation

5.31
7.20
9.21

Deviation of
Calculation

+11.1 ; +11.8
+10.3 ; +11.8
+8.7 ; +9.3

Table 2: Eigenfrequencies of piping system.

which shows the longitudinal strains. In first approximation,
they are proportional to COS(VJ), i.e. they depend linearly on
the distance r from the neutral plane.

This experiment was essentially load controlled; thus, it
was inferred from the pattern of deflections and strains that
the boundary constraints imposed in the program at the RPV
and / or at the fixpoint were not properly chosen; however,
no further runs were made.

The static experiments had not been planned from the
outset, but it was later decided to perform them as an ad-
ditional confirmation. When interpreting the results of the
static experiments, it must be noted that the displacements
are small as compared to the overall size of the pipe, so that
their precise measurement is rather difficult; furthermore,
the results might be influenced by manufacturing imperfec-
tions. These values are, therefore, not wholly reliable. At
leasi qualitatively, however, this test confirms our guess that
the FE model is suffer than the piping.

The mean increase from E31.01 to E31.O3 by 5% of
the ^-displacements at the sites Q47, Q48 and Q49 points
towards an additional effect, possibly the opening of a gap
at the fixpoint.

3.2 Eigenfrequencies

Table 2 shows the first three eigenfrequencies of the piping
system. They were obtained, firstly, from the displacements
and strains measured in the tests E31.2 and E31.3, as doc-
umented in [4], and secondly we computed them with the
same FE model as above but taking the pressure load into
account. The last column again shows the relative deviation
of the computed values from the ones based on measure-
ments.

The computed eigenfrequency values generally lie
10.5% above those obtained from the experimental data.
Thus again, the FE model appears to be stiffer than the
model subsumed by the sampled experimental data, as we
had already concluded from static tests.

Detailed analysis of the test results [4] shows that the
secor.d mode contributes most to the loading on the crack.
Indeed, in the second mode, the frequency drop from E31.2
to E31.3 (which carries the larger crack) is largest.

For all modes, the eigenfrequencies of E31.3 are, on
average, about 0.5% lowei than those of E31.2, presumably
mainly due to the larger crack and maybe also to a looseness
at the fixpoint

3.3 Blowdown test

Since the overall reactions of the structure were practically
identical in the two blowdown tests and, as we do not take
into account the cracks in the overall computation, we carry
out one computation only, with the loading history obtained

from E31.2. The dynaniic loading consists of forces which
we apply at the elbows and which are calculated from the
in-pipe pressure time-history recorded in the experiment [3].
which might have occurred during the test series.

In the computation of the influence of the material plas-
ticity on the overall behaviour of the piping under water-
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Young's Modulus: E = 200 GPa
Poisson's Ratio: v = 0.3
Density: p = 7840 kg/m3

Yield Strength: Rpo.2 = 487 MPa
Ramberg-Osgood: a = 0.74301

n = 8.6303

2 4 6 8
True Strain [m/m • 10"2]

Fig. 5: Material properties of test segment.
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hammer action, we employ the true stress-strain curves of
the different piping steels, together with von Mises' flow
rule and isotropic hardening. Figure 5 shows the properties
obtained from specimens of the actual test segment material
[5J. Large displacements are taken into account but, due to
a program limitation, all strains are assumed to be small.

Figure 6 shows the projection of the path followed by
the center of the cross-section Q46* onto the y-r-plane,
i.e. normal to the pipe axis before loading, during the first
150 ms.

The centerpoint moves on a clockwise oriented curve
first up then down to its maximum deflection which is about
16% of the diameter — about 5 times as large as in the pre-
liminary tests ! The calculated paths (assuming either linear
elastic or elasto-plastic material behaviour1! do not differ by
much from each other, even the maximum displacements are
close. This seems to show that it is not worthwhile to take
plasticity into account, at least at this stage of development
of the model. This is intriguing since plasticitity certainly
does rave some influence. Instead, both calculations under-
estimated the deflections; in particular, the calculated lateral
deflection uy was one half the measured value. Thus, the
model as it stands has some inadequacies but it is not fully
clear in which respect to improve on it.

Contrary to the above, conspicuous differences between
the calculations with different material behaviour emerge in
the resulting bending moment at cross-section QP1 (Fig. 7).
While increasing towards the first relative maximum, which
correlates in time with the first upwards motion of the cen-
ter of Q46*. the stress at QP1 remains within the linear
elastic range so that the calculated moments are still iden-
tical. However, here the absolute values of the computed
moments are already lower than those obtained from the
measured strains.

The first substantial difference between the two calcu-
lations emerges in the time interval 90 ~ 130 ms. During
this phase, which correlates in time with the increase of
the displacement towards its maximum at Q46*, the greater
loading of the test segment induces a substantial plastifica-
tion. The whole section QP1 is fully plastified and, thus, not

VCE:

I t

1 ' I
] !
! i '• Ti

Fig. 8: FE model for crack analysis.

anymore able to support a significant increase in the bend-
ing moment. It is, for a very short time, a plastic hinge, and

*ily the rest of the piping limits the plastic deflection. This
effect is very accurately computed when taking plasticity
into account, as the material parameters ,re well known; it
is of course ignored altogether in the elastic calculation.

Since, during the first 70 ms both the computed displace-
ments at Q46* and the . ulting bending moment at QP1 re-
main below the measured values, one might conclude that it
is the waterhammer loading that was not fully taken into ac-
count in the calculation. However, just as in the preliminary
static tests, a detailed, direct comparison of the measured
and computed strains [5] revealed only minor differences.
A possible explanation of these conflicting results is that the
strains were not properly integrated by the FE program; for
instance, it might not ha e properly taken into account the
volume element rotations.

As to the bending moment, it must be stated that, while
the calculated value is directly computed from the stresses
available during the run, the so-called «measured» value is,
in fact, obtained by a calculation from the strains measured
at contiguous cross-sections which are still in the elastic
range. This value is thus not so reliable and this might
account for some of the discrepancies.

4 Crack analysis

4.1 Calculation model

The nonlinear material behaviour as we wanted to take it
into account, in conjunction with the very finely discretized
FE model employed in the previous computations [3], led to
excessively high computing times. Therefore, we decided
to coarsen the mesh.

For the crack calculations, we considered only a short,
straight segment of the piping, up and downstream from
the crack (Fig. 8). This test segment around the crack is
short with respect to the whole piping, so that we can as-
sume symmetric behaviour on the two sides of the crack.
Thus, we need to model only one half in our discretization,
and the crack plane QP1 is one end of the model. How-
ever, due to the unsymmetric loading, the s-r-plane is not
a symmetry plane so the full circumference must be mod-
elled. The «curse of dimensionality» fell fully on us: we
needed 424 20-node brick elements and 2314/2488 nodes
in the elastic/plastic case.

We apply the load at the other end of the segment by
means of a linearly varying pressure loading to represent the
cross-sectional stresses, so that we can apply both bending
load and tension. The crack front is modelled by an eccen-
tric circular arc completed by a quarter of an ellipse at each
end. The whole calculation was performed for each of the
two crack sizes. The crack depth is, in each case, that of the
initial crack introduced by fatigue, as it was measured with
fractography after t'.ie blowdown tests. The actual depths
turned out to differ somewhat from the planned ones, being
a = 4.8 mm resp. a/w = 0.3 for the test E31.2 and a =
8.6 mm resp. M/W = 0.5375 for the test E31.3.

The crack tip zone is modelled by six circumferential
wedge elements with a \/^/r singularity in the elastic case
and a Mr singularity in the plastic case. It is well known
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a/w

0.3000

0.5375

A',
[MN]

1
0
1
0

Jtf,
[MNm]

0
)

0
1

Ki
Murakami

7.535

12.67

[MPaV")
EPRIJ
7.304
64.8
11.97
107.6

]
FE

7.472
65.21
12.33
108.2

300

Table 3: Stress intensity factors for uniform loading.

that these are the appropriate asymptotic behaviours of the
stress fields near the crack tip. The energy release rate
G and the J -integral values respectively are computed by
the fracture mechanics post-processor ORVIRT based on an
ADINA 5.6 stress analysis and by use of the virtual crack
extension scheme shown in Figure 8. The stress intensity
factor Kj is computed from the energy release rate G by
the relationship valid in the plain strain condition.

4.2 Verification problems

Before we attacked the waterhammer problem, we checked
against available handbook solutions, under simple loading
conditions, the reliability of the programs we developed and
of the FE model which we designed.

Table 3 shows the stress intensity factors Ki which
we computed, assuming elastic material behaviour, under
unit force Nx = 1 MN and unit moment My = 1 MNm.
The handbook result, given by Murakami [7], is valid for
a semielliptical crack with the same maximum depth; it
was obtained using «line-spring» elements. The solution by
EPRI [8] is valid for a crack with constant depth, which we
again matched to the largest value. The agreement between
the different solutions is excellent, our FE solution deviates
by 3% at most from the handbook data.

Figure 9 shows the results of the verification test for
plastic material behaviour. We computed the 7-integral
values under a monotonically increasing tensile force and,
in addition, the energy release rate G for elastic material
behaviour. The EPRI handbook solution is based on a
Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain relation and again assumes a
crack with constant depth. The agreement between our FE
result and the handbook data is again excellent; the compu-
tation, thus, yields reliable results even at high plastification.

300'

E 200"

O
100

E31.2 E31.3

EPRI, Plastic
FE, Plastic •
FE, Elastic

0 5 10

Axial Force Nx [MN]
Fig. 9: J-integral values for axial tension load.
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Fig. 10: J-integral values for test E31.3.

4.3 Blowdown test

Since in the blowdown test the crack cross-section essen-
tially experiences a bending load, we assume pure bending
for the calculation. We chose five characteristic loading
levels from the experimentally determined time history of
the bending moment at QP1; these we apply in quasistatic
increments in the calculation. The fifth level corresponds
to the maximum measured bending load. Since all changes
are gradual, transients and inertia forces are not introduced
at all. This is a major assumption of our procedure and its
confirmation was one of the tasks of the E31 investigations;
however, at the moment the question of its validity is not
yet settled.

Figure 10 shows the /-integral values as computed for
the blowdown test E31.3 against the crack angle <p as de-
fined in Figure 2c.

The maximum J values are not reached in the midst of
the crack at tp = 0°; thus, here again we observe the crack
loading asymmetry which we already studied in detail in
[3]. The same figure also shows the interval for the crack
initiation value Ji of the test segment material, which was
determined by using three CT-25 specimens [5]. The maxi-
mum / value, Jmax = 256 N/mm, calculated for the highest
load level, is above J,- for the test E31.3; on the other hand,
for the test E31.2 there results the significantly lower value
Jmax = 92 N/mm, which is even lower than J<. In both
tests, the cracks grew beyond the original, artificial extent;
thus, so far it appears that the comparison of the calculated
J values with •/,- does not predict the crack growth initiation
in a dependable manner.

However, it should be noted that, as can be seen from
Figure 9. at the level of loading which obtains during the
waterhammer, the J values depend strongly on the absolute
loading level. This means that, in addition to the remaining
uncertainty in the bending load, the loads due to the internal
pressure and axial tension (which were so far considered
to be small and, therefore, neglected) could also have a
significant effect on the calculated J values.

Due to this sensitivity of the J-integral, it is generally
difficult to predict crack growth initiation. However, we
believe that our calculation procedure would predict crack
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initiation correctly for both cases if the pipe bending load
was better known. This knowledge could possibly be ob-
tained by taking into account the flexibility of the RPV
when simulating the global behaviour. Furthermore, even
the contributions to the load which we did neglect so far
should be introduced in the fracture mechanics calculation.

However, in the real-life experiment as performed here,
the loading distribution and evolution are probably too com-
plex, and some of the boundary conditions too indeter-
minate, to allow a quantitatively satisfactory prediction of
crack growth even with the most sophisticated computa-
tional methods.

5 Final evaluation of the
piping computations

We studied a long piping system with several elbows, at-
tached to an RPV at one end and held by a fixpoint at the
other. To begin with, we found the strains and the deflec-
tions under static loading (isolated force); then we studied
the spectrum of eigenfrequencies under pressure. Further,
we determined the elastic and plastic global structural dy-
namic response of the piping, still in unflawed condition, af-
ter a simulated pipe break and undamped closure of a check
valve. Finally, with a local pipe model which contained a
circumferential internal surface crack, after extensive test-
ing of our calculation procedure, we computed the stress in
the cracked area due to the waterhammer action.

• The characteristic time histories of the bending load and
of the piping deflection under the waterhammer were ap-
proximated fairly well by assuming linear elastic material
behaviour.

• By taking into account the plastification of the material
the differences between computation and measurement
were further reduced — in the case of the bending mo-
ment, significantly so.

• The global FE model behaved slightly more stiffly than
the actual system; this is a general property of such dis-
cretization:; but here was most probably mainly due to
the too high stiffness assumed for the fixpoint and to the
assumed rigidity of the RPV.

• Despite this, the calculated and the measured strains were
nearly identical. We conclude that the discrepancies in
the displacements are due to inaccurate integration within
the program.

• On the other hand, in the field of fracture mechan-
ics, our computation procedure performed outstandingly,
even under conditions of highly developed plasticity of
the material, by comparison with handbook solutions.

• However, the J-integral values computed under water-
hammer loading, assuming this to be a quasistatic pro-
cess, are too low; they could not be depended upon to
predict crack growth initiation.

• Based on our general insight, we believe that it would
be possible to predict crack initiation dependably, if the
compliance of RPV and the behaviour of the fixpoint

were introduced in the calculation of the global response,
and if the hitherto neglected loads further to pure bending
(e.g. the pressure) were correctly accounted for.

• On the other hand, from our experience we believe that
the particularly complicated geometry and the shocklike
loading of this experiment prevent any accura*? compu-
tation of the crack growth.

6 Conclusions

The foregoing example shows both the power and the weak-
nesses of computer models. As compared to the experiment,
it must be noted that the global calculations were either
already good or such that they could be easily improved
upon at far less effort than the experiment demanded. On
the other hand, under extreme conditions, also the measured
values were not sufficiently reliable. It also must be said
that the versatility of the FE program is at its limits — e.g.
to model an oblique crack would require an entirely new-
mesh, and this would be a very major undertaking.

If this example can be taken to be typical, it shows
that dependable accuracy can be obtained with the tools
presently available, under stationary conditions; at the other
extreme, for sudden events like shocks, neither experiments
nor computations of crack growth are dependable to the
desired extent, nor are they likely to become so in the near
future. For slowly evolving processes, we are confident that
our methods will be adequate.

As to the results, the example shows an extreme case:
the simultaneous occurrence of the decrease of the carrying
capacity of the structure (a pipe) from its unflawed state,
due to a defect (a crack) grown during service, and an in-
crease of the applied load from its design value, due to an
accident (break, sudden valve closure, waterhammer). This
combination resulted in a dramatic state — the complete
plastification of a full cross-section of the piping and growth
of the crack through the thickness of the wall with subse-
quent leak. Even so, the rather distant fixpoint retained the
piping in place; however, safety regulations would define
this occurrence as an accident inadmissible during actual
reactor operation.

The example, thus, showed that we were able, in this
case, to reliably determine both the state up to which the
given structure could be safely used and the ultimate limit
of safe operation.
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Abstract

The response of a mock-up low alloy ferritic reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) steel and associated weldments to
neutron irrauation has been studied using a combination
of hardness, tensile, fracture mechanical and toughness
tests in combination with annealing treatments. Thermal
analysis using isochronal and isothermal techniques has
indicated that annealing at a minimum of 440°C for 168h
is needed to mitigate neutron embrittlement received at
290°C. Rates of re-embrittlement after annealing and re-
irradiating are no faster than initial rates, even up to
neutron fluences as high as 5xlO19-cm'2 (energy, E >
lMeV). All mechanical properties measured benefited
from annealing. Thus, annealing is indicated as one
measure for maintaining mechanical properties in
irradiated low alloy steels and welds and should be
considered in plani life management strategies.

The influence of simulated reactor (boiling water
type, BWR) coolant water chemistry on the stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) propensity of ferritic low alloy
steel specimens in autoclave loop experiments has also
been studied. The double cantilever bend specimens were
fatigue pre-cracked and wedge-loaded to different degrees
to induce nominal stress intensity factors between
15-95 MPa-m14 (displacement control). Other specimens
were subjected to stress using a tensile loading device
integral with the test autoclave (load control). The
importance of close control of the dissolved oxygen
content and the conductivity of the water has become
evident under these experimental conditions. The RPV
material and degree and mode of loading are also
important parameters in SCC studies; stress intensity
factors above 30 MPa-m^ have been associated with SCC
in these studies.

1 Introduction

Monitoring degradation of materials in nuclear power
plants is important not only in terms of safely
requirements but also for economic considerations.
Materials are subjected to various time-temperature

regimes in chemically- and neutronically-active
environments. As nuclear power plants get older, the RPV
acquires higher fluences of fast neutrons; depending on the
material of the RPV, a degradation of mechanical
properties may occur. Phase stability may be affected
which may also cause mechanical property degradation.
These known effects are allowed for by using the standard
surveillance programme supplied by the RPV
manufacturer. This involves the periodical removal of test
specimens for the determination of mechanical properties
as a function of fluence. Since the surveillance capsules
containing specimens of RPV steel and welds are placed
nearer to the core, they acquire neutron fluence at a faster
rate (lead factor) than the actual RPV and, therefore, can
be used to assess the properties, with a time advantage.
Neutron embrittlement mitigation measures, for example
annealing, can be studied using specimens originating
from either test or power reactors.

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is a degradation
mechanism found in all branches of industry. When
sufficient tensile stress acting on a sharp crack-like defect
is applied to a sensitive material in a chemically active
environment, then SCC may occur. Environmentally
assisted crack growth can lead to the situation where, in
load controlled situations, the stress intensity factor (Kj) at
a crack tip can gradually increase to reach a critical value
(KIC) causing the component to fail rapidly. The way in
which coolant water chemistry can influence corrosion
assisted cracking and the rate of crack propagation
depends on material factors (chemical composition,
microstructure and tensile stress level and mode of
stressing) and also the coolant hydrodynamic factors (flow
rate and turbulence). Using state-of-the-art-loops and
instrumentation, the first experiments on the influence of
water chemistry on SCC in ferritic low alloy steels have
now been completed; the results indicate ways in which
SCC can be studied to provide more fundamental
understanding of the complex processes involved.

Experimental procedures are given briefly below,
followed by an overview of results concerning neutron
embrittlement and stress corrosion cracking effects in low
alloy RPV steels and welds.
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2 Experimental Procedures

2.1 Materials

The materials used for the neutron irradiation and stress
corrosion cracking studies were low alloy ferritic RPV
steels and associated welds. A typical analysis (weight %)
for RPV forgings is C 0.15%, Mn 1.2%, Si 0.2%, Mo
0.5%, Ni 0.7%, P 0.035% (max.), S 0.04%, the rest Fe.

The material is quenched, tempered and stress
relieved to give a fine-grained structure with high
toughness. For welds, the chemical composition is
basically similar as that for the base material but the
copper impurity content may be higher, e.g. 0.10 - 0.30%.
Welds are, therefore, of particular interest as they may
contain relatively high levels of copper which is known to
increase the sensitivity to neutron irradiation
embrittlement. In particular, the small amount of copper
remaining in solid solution (matrix copper) after the
quench and temper process creates the potential for
enhanced embrittlemenl due to time-at-temperature
(ageing effect such as copper-rich particle precipitation
hardening) and enhanced copper-rich particle precipitation
facilitated by the presence of fast neutron irradiation
induced point defects.

Standard Charpy and pre-cracked Charpy notch
toughness specimens (notch perpendicular to the rolling
direction in the original plate), tensile and hardness discs
were available for the neutron embrittlement studies.

DuL'ble cantilever beam (10 mm thick) and
compact tension specimens (25 mm thick) were used for
the SCC studies. They were fatigue pre-cracked and
wedge-loaded or active-loaded respectively, to create the
desired level of nominal stress intensity at the crack tip;
the specimens were accordingly either under displacement
or load control.

2.2 Irradiation

The irradiations were performed in the reactor SAPHIR or
irradiated specimens originated from international co-
operative programmes. The irradiation temperatures were
near to 290°C which corresponds to the working
temperature of a light water reactor of so-called "Western
technology". For some irradiations, the material, was
irradiated to 50% of its target fluence and then annealed at
460°C for 18h to cause over 90% recovery in the hardness
as determined by thermal analysis (see 2.4 below). After
annealing, the specimens were re-irradiated to the required
end fluence. In this manner, an assessment of the rate of
re-embrittlement could be made.

Unirradiated material was used for the SCC studies.

2.3 Mechanical Testing

2.3.1 Hardness

Two types of hardness test were used, namely the Vickers
microhardness [1] and the Meyer ball indentation hardness
[2j procedures. The latter test is similar to the Brinell test

but uses the concept of load divided by the projected area
of the indentation as opposed to the Brinell system which
uses the contact surface area of the indentation. The Meyer
hardness test is useful in that certain material parameters
associated with the strain hardening index and the
resistance to penetration (both of which are highly
sensitive indicators of neutron hardening) can be derived
from it via Meyer's Law [2].

2.3.2 Charpy and Instrumented Charpy Testing

Standard notched bar toughness (Charpy), as well as
instrumented pre-cracked Charpy tests, were performed.
The details of the instrumented Charpy test are given in
[3]-

2.33 Tensile testing

A servo-hydraulic machine was used under extension
control. The extension rate was 6xlO"6-s"'. Tests were
performed in air at 20°C, 150°C and 300°C.

2.4 Heat Treatment

The irradiated materials, in the form of small discs 2mm
thick and 4mm in diameter, were subjected to isochronal
and isothermal heat treatments; Vickers microhardness
measurements were used as an indicator of the degree of
mechanical property recovery. In this manner, the
temperature range where softening commenced and the
limes required for maximum recovery could be selected.
All tests were carried out in vacuum ovens in order to
avoid oxidation and contamination.

2.5 Stress Corrosion Cracking Loop and
Test Procedure

A detailed description of the loops, their characteristics
and the way in which experiments are performed is given
in [4]. The test loops consist essentially of a water
preparation part, water circulating pump and autoclaves.
The control of the water chemistry, in particular the
dissolved oxygen content and conductivity, is of
fundamental importance in simulation experiments such as
those described here. The oxygen level is maintained using
a gas mixture of 1 - 5% oxygen and argon, and is
computer-controlled. State-of-the-art instrumentation for
on-line oxygen analysis and pH, conductivity and flow
rate measurement is available on the loops. The tensile
loading frame is a spindle machine which is computer-
controlled to give constant loads (or strain rates) as
required. The electrochemical potential of the low alloy
steel in the simulated coolant is measured using a
silver/silver chloride reference electrode and a platinum
counter electrode.

Boiling water reactor (BWR) water chemistry was
used as a starting point for experimental coolant water
chemistry which was then altered with respect to dissolved
oxygen, conductivity etc. according to the requirements of
each experiment. There are no radiolysis effects in the
present experiments.
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3 Overview of results and
discussion

3.1 Neutron Embrittlement

The results of all tests are available as publications [5-9]
which should be consulted for more detailed information
than that given here.

The hardness tests were sensitive to general
irradiation effects. In particular, the strain hardening
reiated index (n), derived from the Meyer hardness test,
was sensitive to neutron irradiation in that it decreased,
indicating that dislocation movement and interactions
were less in the irradiated state. This was probably due to
the pinning of dislocations by fine copper-rich precipitates
or matrix point defects or both. The effect was most
evident in the mock-up weld material containing 0.2%
impurity copper. A hardness profile along a weld is shown
in Figure 1. The irradiation-induced increase in Vickers
microhardness was removed by the heat treatment applied.

The tensile yield strength increase due to irradiation
was also reduced by intermediate annealing, and the
tensile strength responded in a similar manner.

Toughness tests (Charpy) also appear to follow the
same general trends for the annealed conditions. Recovery
in both the Charpy upper shelf toughness and transition
temperatures was also evident in the
irradiated/annealed/re-irradiated samples. Irradiation had a
negligible effect on the shape of the cleavage fracture
toughness curve. The standard Charpy Specimens and the
pre-cracked specimens showed similar trends. The
intermediate annealing treatment was found to be
beneficial no matter what test method was used.

The effect of loading rate on fracture toughness is
dependent on two factors: 1) temperature and 2) yield
stress. Dynamic loading effects become less important as
the temperature and/or the yield strength increases.
Neutron irradiation increases the yield strength due to the
blocking of dislocations by defects in the matrix or,
indirectly, by favouring precipitation in supersaturated and
metastable alloys (e.g. copper-rich particles) which also
block dislocation movement. A consequence of this is that
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Fig. 1 .Hardness before and after annealing

the temperature shift due to loading rate will be greater in
unirradiated material compared to irradiated. Also, the
dynamic temperature shift will be less than the static one.
This could lead to non-conservative assessments of
toughness levels based on dynamic tests, especially as
neutron embrittlement levels increase.

The annealing conditions have to fulfil two main
requirements, namely, they must efficiently regenerate (or
maintain) the mechanical properties at desired levels and
they must be practical to achieve from the point of view of
acceptable times at achievable temperatures. The thermal
analysis indicated that temperatures between 440°C and
500°C for times exceeding 18h were sufficient to reduce
neutron irradiation embrittlement effects. The heat
treatment conditions found here (nominally 450°C x 168h)
would suffice for RPV steel and weldmenis. This is in
agreement with current ideas on annealing parameters
(efficiency and practical aspects).

The annealing schedule chosen must not cause
secondary side effects such as non-hardening em-
brittlement or render the RPV steel and welds more
sensitive to later neutron irradiation or even corrosion.
These aspects can only be studied by using realistically
irradiated archive materials and by verification of
properties as required.

All mechanical property data obtained for the
irradiated/annealed/re-irradiated samples indicates that, at
least in this experiment, the rate of re-embrittlement after
annealing is no greater than when no annealing had been
performed. The overall level of embrittlement was lower
for the annealed case. Annealing causes the irradiation-
induced fine copper-rich particles in the matrix to grow
via diffusion mechanisms (Oswald ripening); the
dislocations can then move more freely, leading to
softening. Annealing also removes point defects which
block dislocations. The amount of copper present in solid
solution in the matrix is reduced by annealing. Further
irradiation is not likely to lead to enhanced re-
embrittiement rates since the level of copper in solid
solution is less for the irradiated and annealed condition.
Comparisons, at equal fluences, between irradiated only
and irradiated/annealed/re-irradiated samples showed the
immediate benefit of annealing by reduction of the
hardness increase, less increase in tensile strength
properties, less Charpy transition temperature shift and
improved Charpy upper shelf energy toughness. The
instrumented Charpy test results also indicated that an
intermediate annealing was beneficial in reducing
embrittlement.

For the practical case then, where trends in the
ductile to brittle transition temperature increase may limit
operational flexibility, dry annealing of a RPV (with all
internals removed) or even neutron flux reduction
measures could be implemented. Annealing should be
performed before 50% of the expected end-of-life-fluence
is reached in order to gain practical and economic
benefits. Neutron flux reduction measures, such as
replacing peripheral fuel elements with dummy stainless
steel ones, will increase the time needed to reach either
neutron fluences high enough to cause embrittlement ef-
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fects in sensitive materials or the design end-of-life
neutron fluence. This is a relatively easy action to
perform.

3.2 Stress Corrosion Cracking

The results of 17 tests to date have been reported
elsewhere and detailed information is given in these
documents [10-12].

A typical wedge loaded specimen (half) which has
suffered SCC is shown in Figure 2. The dissolved oxygen
content of the loop water was 0.8 ppm throughout the
experiment, and the conductivity was 1 (lS-cnv1. The
nominal stress intensity factor was 76-1 MPa-mw.

Within the limits of these experiments, stress
corrosion cracking can certainly be induced in low alloy
ferritic RPV steel under simulated BWR conditions
(excluding radiolysis effects). Radiolysis is likely to
increase the oxidising capacity of the coolant and creates,
therefore, a more severe environment.

Dissolved oxygen increases the electrochemical
potential of the steel, thus setting up a potential gradient in
a crack. The anodic potential increases as the amount of
dissolved oxygen increases. Stagnant conditions are more
likely to cause subcritical crack growth since acidification
in the crack tip is less likely to be removed by dilution
effects and, thus, corrosion is locally enhanced.

Modelling of SCC requires a multi- disciplinary
approach since chemistry, metallurgy and engineering
aspects are ail important Some preliminary ideas have
been presented [13]. The present study has shown the
importance of dissolved oxygen in the water, the water
conductivity and stress intensity level acting on a sharp
crack in simulated off-specification BWR coolant
conditions.

The low water flow rate through the autoclaves

(101-h1) was chosen to simulate the effect of possible
"dead-legs" and to see what effects local water chemistry
(in a narrow crack) could cause in terms of enhancing
environmentally-assisted subcritical crack growth. Load
controlled (active loading) experiments cause relatively
rapid cracking compared to deflection loaded conditions at
similar levels of stress intensity and water chemistries.

Sulphur, as an impurity element in the low alloy
steel (in the form of MnS) causes acidification in the
crack-tip water chemistry due to hydrolysis. It is feasible
that the morphology of the MnS particles may also
influence crack growth rates.

4 Conclusions

4.1 Neutron Embrittlement

Mitigation of neutron induced embrittlement appears
feasible when the materials are well characterised with
respect to their thermal annealing response. Such
annealing procedures hold promise for plant-life extension
programmes. At least 150°C more than the irradiation
temperature is required to cause significant annealing
effects (recovery of mechanical properties towards the
unirradiated values) in the type of RPV steel investigated.
Times of up to 1 week (168h) at 450°C appear to be
practical and ensure enough time for diffusion dependent
recovery processes to occur. Re-embrirtlement rates after
annealing and re-irradiating were not higher in the RPV
steel.

The weld also responded well to annealing. The
combined recovery of the various mechanical properties
must be assessed in judging whether an annealing
procedure has been optimum or not.

4.2 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is a degradation
mechanism caused by the simultaneous action of a tensile
stress on a susceptible material in a chemically active
medium. Under certain off-specification conditions for
BWR water (especially dissolved oxygen higher than 0.2
ppm and conductivity more than 0.3 liS-cnv1) and for
quasi stagnant flow, SCC can occur in low alloy RPV
steel. Hence the importance of keeping dissolved oxygen
levels in the feed water of BWR as low as possible. The
constant load experiments are more severe tests as the
stress intensity level increases as subcritical crack growth
progresses. The observed reduction in time necessary for
SCC to commence in low alloy RPV steel under load
controlled conditions agrees with the current
understanding of SCC processes with respect to crack
nucleus incubation times.

Fig. 2:Stress corrosion crack in area "C"
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5 Future Work

5.1 Neutron Embrittlement

Fracture mechanicaJ measurements will be continued. The
use of reconstituted specimens, using unrfistorted specimen
halves welded to dummy ends, will enable more static test
data to be generated. The effect of neutron flux rates will
be addressed using reconstituted Charpy-type specimens
irradiated in both power and test reactors.

5.2 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Further experiments to determine the value of stress
intensity factor below which SCC will not occur, even if
non-optimal water chemistry and SCC sensitive material
are present, are continuing. Investigations into the effects
of load cycling (corrosion fatigue) are planned in order to
approach expected working conditions. Further water
chemistries will be tested for their influence on SCC in
low alloy RPV steel.
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